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Welcome to the winter edition of the new look RAeC Newsletter. You may have thought
that Jude Wordsworth had produced a magnificent first edition at 124 pages, but be
prepared to be amazed because this edition is truly epic at 185 pages. I’ve no idea how Jude
does it, but I’m extremely grateful that she does. Well done Jude!
By way of personal introduction, it has been my privilege to serve as RAeC General Secretary
since the summer of 2009. My role for the RAeC is coupled with my full time position as
CEO of the British Model Flying Association (BMFA) – which was the first Association to join
the RAeC way back in 1922 and with around 36,000 members is the largest. In addition to
the above, I also fulfill voluntary roles (like so many people within Air Sports do!) for Europe
Air Sports (as Technical Officer for Unmanned Aircraft) and for the newly formed European
Model Flying Union (as President). When I commenced work for the BMFA back in 2003, I
never realised that it would provide opportunities to visit so many interesting places and
meet so many interesting people. I consider myself very lucky!
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Staying with the theme of interesting people, please make sure to read the profile of Alan
Cassidy MBE which you can find on page 41.
Also on the theme of interesting people, part of my role is to process the 50-60 nominations
received each year and these provide a fascinating reminder of both the scale and breadth
of activities which take place within the Associations under the RAeC umbrella. The RAeC
Awards provide well deserved recognition not only for those involved in magnificent feats of
aviation, but also for those who provide invaluable long term ground based support,
administration or sponsorship. The RAeC Medals & Awards Committee met in January to
decide on the Awards to be made for 2017 and full details can be found on page 32. This
year, the difference in age between our youngest and oldest Award recipients is some
seventy years.
The Presentation Ceremony for the 2017 Awards will take place at the RAF Club, Piccadilly,
London. The presenter is still to be confirmed, but for those wishing to attend a ticket
application form is also included on page 182.
With so much interesting content, I do hope that you enjoy this edition of the Newsletter. I
don’t know how Jude can possibly top this one!
Happy flying!

David Phipps
General Secretary
The Royal Aero Club of Great Britain
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jude@royalaeroclub.uk

FROM YOUR EDITOR
My thanks to Paul Tallet and Mark at Progression Marketing for setting the front cover of this
Winter issue and to Nick Dunnington for permission to use his image from the 40th
International Balloon Festival Chateau-d’Oex, Switzerland (27 January–4 February 2018)
and to those who have contributed to this Newsletter. It is much appreciated as this is your
Newsletter to blow your trumpets, share your news and light up the literary General Aviation
skies whether you are Full, Associate or Individual RAeC Members
I know it takes time to get responses my emails and telephones calls requesting
information, competition results, future events, news and jpegs so where I have used
information from your websites, and other sources, I have taken that this will be with your
blessing, with photographs credited where known or possible.
For future issues please email copy and jpegs (labelled please) to jude@royalaeroclub.uk
and yes my new Royal Aero Club email address is up and running  Or send written copy
items by snail mail to me at 78 Bafford Approach, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL53 9JB.

Wishing you all happy, safe aviating and blue skies, with fluffy little cumulous for you Glider
pilots, in the year ahead.

Judith
Editor
For further information on any items contained in this Newsletter, please contact the RAeC Office at
31 St Andrew’s Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE or on 0116 244 0182 or at secretary@royalaeroclub.org

Publication Dates: Spring published mid-May (copy deadline20th April); Summer published
mid-August (copy deadline 20th July); Autumn published mid-November (copy deadline 20th
October); Winter published mid-February 2019 (copy deadline 20th January 2019).
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The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom (RAeC) is the national co-ordinating body for Air
Sport in the United Kingdom. It was founded in 1901 by Frank Hedges Butler, his daughter
Vera and the Hon Charles Rolls (one of the founders of Rolls-Royce) as the Aero Club of
Great Britain. The Club was granted the title of “The Royal Aero Club" in 1910 and today is
made up of full, associate and corporate member organisations as well as individual
members. The Full Members are the national governing bodies of the major individual air
sports in the UK and they each appoint a representative to the Governing Council; the
Associate and Corporate Member Organisations and Individual Members provide valuable
additional support.
The original Club constitution declared that it was dedicated to 'the encouragement of aero
auto-mobilism and ballooning as a sport’. Today the principal role is to co-ordinate, promote
and protect all forms of recreational and competitive air sport in the UK and represent UK air
sport internationally. The RAeC has a major role in setting technical standards, negotiating
with international official bodies and, in consultation with our member organisations, appoint
UK delegates to the various Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI) Commissions.

RAeC NEWS
RAeC NEWSLETTER EDITOR’S EMAIL ADDRESS
You can contact The RAeC Newsletter Editor via her new Royal Aero Club email address at:
jude@royalaeroclub.uk
FUTURE FRONT COVERS
Have you got a dramatic or interesting RAeC member discipline related photo that could be
used for the front cover of a future RAeC Newsletter? Please forward high resolution jpegs
(minimum 1MB) for consideration to the RAeC Newsletter Editor: jude@royalaeroclub.uk

RAeC MEMBER ORGANISATIONS PAID OR VOLUNTARY VACANCIES
Do you have any paid or voluntary vacancies you want to make known, and fill? Send details to me
at jude@royalaeroclub.uk for inclusion in future Newsletters.

RAeC 2018 MEDALS AND AWARDS PRESENTATION CEREMONY
Tickets for this year’s Medals and Awards Presentation Ceremony are being held at last
year’s price £37. However, due to increased venue costs, we are unable to offer reductions
for multiple tickets this year.
Arrival from 17:00 hours with the Ceremony scheduled to commence at 18:00 hours. Please
arrive by 17:30 hours.
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Please note that we have to ask for home addresses of all those attending for security
purposes. Also for security reasons please note that we are unable to offer refunds or
accept bookings after Wednesday 9th May.
Please print out and compete the Form at the end of this Newsletter and return with
your cheque to: Royal Aero Club, Chacksfield House, 31 St Andrew’s Road, Leicester, LE2
8RE

RAeC 2018 MEDALS AND AWARDS CEREMONY SPONSORSHIP
Birmingham based Solicitors Howell & Co. have very kindly increased the level of their
sponsorship to support the RAeC 2018 Medals and Awards Ceremony, as have Pooleys,
which has been scheduled for Thursday 17th May at The RAF Club, 128 Piccadilly,
London, W1J 7PY.
RAeC INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
What are the benefits of taking out Individual RAeC Membership I hear you ask? Why
should I join?
How much does it? Only £18 for this year’s subscription, that’s about the price of a bottle of
scotch or gin.
Well not only can you provide valuable additional support with your expertise, your very
reasonable membership subscription helps to keep the RAeC fighting to protect from the
ever increasing pressures of legislation and restriction from local, national and international
bureaucracy therefore protecting your right to pursue your hobby, as well as promoting air
sport.

RAeC MEMBERSHIP ALSO ENTITLES YOU TO:


This quarterly Newsletter



the use of the bar, dining areas and lounge of the Royal Aeronautical Society
in central London (No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ)



submit nominations for RAeC trophies and awards



attend the RAeC Annual Awards Ceremony at The RAF Club (128 Piccadilly,
Mayfair, London W1J 7PY)

To join please print off and complete the Membership Application Form on the penultimate
page of this Newsletter and send it, with your subscription to: The Membership Secretary,
Royal Aero Club, 31, St Andrew's Road, Leicester LE2 8RE
or download from
http://royalaeroclub.co.uk/media/Membership%20Renewal%202014(2).pdf complete and
email to: secretary@royalaeroclub.org and forward your subscription by snail mail.
You can also pay your subscription by Standing Order. Please telephone: 0116
2440182
or email secretary@royalaeroclub.org
or visit our website at www.royalaeroclub.org

2018 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
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The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) is delighted to announce its bursary scheme for young
people for the 2018 season. See RAEeCT pages in this Newsletter.
The President’s Scholarships: 2 bursaries each worth up to £750);
The Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000
The Breitling Bursary worth up to £750
The Bramson Bursary worth up to £500
The George Farha Bursary worth up to £500
The John Downer Bursary worth up to £500
There are additional bursaries also worth up to £500 each
Deadline for submission is 31st March, annually, to be submitted through a Sponsoring
Organisation, Club or Association.
Full details and the rules of the recently changed scheme, as well as the relevant
application forms, are available on the Royal Aero Club Trust web site
www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

THE QUEEN’S CUP 2018
The British Miniature Pylon Racing Association (BMPRA) is to host the Queen’s Cup at the
BMFA National Championships at RAF Barskton Heath over the 2018 August Bank Holiday
weekend. The Queen’s Cup will be contested in the new FAI F3T racing class.
F3T racing is model aircraft Semi Scale Pylon Racing. This is where four semi-scale race
models start from a platform, for a race over 10 laps, on a race course of 180x40 meters,
one lap having a nominal distance of 400 meters.
The task for the pilot is to fly the radio controlled model as accurately as possible around the
3 pylons in the course. This means of course that he must steer the model in such a way
that it passes very close to the pylons but also flies the best radius in the curve - a
compromise between flying minimum distance and losing as little speed as possible and
must avoid collisions with the other three planes, which sometimes fly very close to his
model.

UK AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
EASA & CAA
The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) is the EU aviation regulator. The CAA is the
UK’s aviation regulator. It is responsible for UK standardisation and compliance of EASA
regulations and for developing and compliance of national aviation regulations under the UK
Air Navigation Order.
UK Air Navigation Order
The Air Navigation Order (ANO) is an important UK legal document that forms the legal
foundation for almost all areas of civil aviation that are still regulated at national level. The
ANO 2016 includes the alignment, where desirable, of ANO and EASA regulatory
terminology, including the replacement of ‘private’ and ‘aerial work with ‘commercial’ and
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‘non-commercial’ and detailed minor changes including those relating to introductory flights,
cost sharing, airworthiness, etc.
The ANO is available at:
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=
detail&id=7523

CHANGES TO AIRCREW LICENSING PRIVILAGES APRIL 2018
Holders of NPPL and CAA Lifetime PPL
There are some changes to aircrew licensing that may affect you, as despite rumours to the
contrary, there is yet no indication that this will not happen. Therefore, holders of the above
Licences will only be able to act as PiC in Annex II aircraft, i.e. those aircraft on a Permit to
Fly or National Certificate of Airworthiness from 8 th April 2018. To fly an aircraft with an
EASA CofA will require an EASA PPL Licence.
As previously reported, there is a UK exemption published in the CAA’s Official Records
Series 4 that describes how under an existing temporary opt-out from the EASA regulation,
a pilot can choose to operate in the UK using national, BGA, or EASA licence privileges.
For sailplanes and balloon pilots only, the opt-out is expected to be extended from 8 Apr
2018 to 8 Apr 2020.
“To fly any EASA certified aircraft, from 8 April 2018 you will need to hold an EASA licence.
There are two exceptions: the deadline for sailplane and balloon licences under EASA SPL,
BPL, LAPL(S) or LAPL(B) is 8 April 2020 (mandatory conversion is not required prior to this
date)...”
Sailplane pilot licence conversion applications must be submitted to the BGA.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/pilot-resources-flying-training/pilot-licence-conversion
To convert your NPPL or CAA Lifetime PPL you will need an EASA medical certificate,
complete the relevant application form and submit to the CAA along with the appropriate fee.
Pilots are advised to ensure they hold the correct licence and privileges (including
sailplane towing rating) by 8 April 2018.

AEROBATICS
Pilots wishing to fly aerobatics using an aircraft holding an EASA CofA will, from April 2018,
require an Aerobatic Rating to be added to their EASA pilot licence. However, if you have
flown aerobatics in the past then some or possibly all of your aerobatic flying may be used to
demonstrate experience required for the rating. If you have not flown aerobatics in recent
times a check ride will also be required as part of the process of gaining the rating.
Pilots with no previous experience of aerobatics will need to complete the requirements of
the EASA Aerobatic Rating syllabus before applying for the rating. As with normal
procedures adding ratings to your Licence not only will there will be paperwork to complete
but a fee to pay to the CAA.

NEW CLASS D CONTROLLED AIRSPACE (CAS) PROPOSALS FOR LONDON
OXFORD AIRPORT AND RAF BRIZE NORTON
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See CONSULTATIONS in this issue of RAeC Newsletter
Consultation opened 15th December 2017 and closes on 22nd March 2018
NEW AIRSPACE CHANGE PORTAL LAUNCHED BY CAA
The CAA has launched its new airspace change portal which helps ensure that the revised
process, announced in December 2017, is fair, transparent, comprehensible and
proportionate. The portal is an interim solution, using existing online tools to enable
transparent consultation on new proposals, while we procure and build a purpose-built, longterm solution.
Details about all airspace change proposals being developed under the CAA's revised
airspace change process, introduced on 2nd January 2018 can be found at
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airspace/Airspace-change/Permanent-airspacechange-proposals-under-the-new-process
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&mode=detail&id=8127 explains
the CAA's regulatory process for changes to airspace design.
Airspace change proposals being developed under the previous process can be found at
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airspace/Airspace-change/Decisions/Permanentairspace-change-proposals-under-the-old-process

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT (DFT) ANNOUNCES NEW SAFETY
LAWS TO HELP PUT THE UK AT THE FOREFRONT OF DRONE
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
On 27th November 2017 the DfT have announced their intent to create new legislation to
regulate drones. A draft Bill outlining the new laws is in preparation and will be presented to
Parliament in Spring 2018.
The measures are intended to allow drone users to continue flying safely and legally, helping
to place the UK at the forefront of the fast-growing drone industry. This will also pave the
way for the devices to be harnessed for a range of uses by businesses and public services
and will give the Police the right to order operators to ground drones where necessary and to
seize drone parts to prove it has been used to commit an offence.
The new laws will be consistent with the regulations being drafted by the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) and will introduce new requirements for education, training and
registration of drone users (and their drones above 250g) along with new powers for the
Police who will be responsible for enforcing the laws.
Dave Phipps, RAeC General Secretary and BMFA Chief Executive stated he remains
hopeful that the DfT will retain a ‘common sense’ attitude to model flying and will also follow
EASA’s lead on this. EASA recognise the excellent safety record achieved by model flying
and have made special provisions in their rules to allow a much ‘lighter touch’ to be applied.
Representatives from the UK Model Flying Associations will be meeting with the DfT early in
the New Year to discuss the proposals in greater detail.
Full details available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-powers-for-police-toaddress-illegal-and-unsafe-use-of-drones

LISTENING OUT SQUARKS
(Frequency Monitoring Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) codes)
The CAA has announced the introduction of a number of new codes as well as changing
some existing ones to help GA pilots keep out of controlled airspace. These frequency
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monitoring codes have played a vital role in reducing infringements of controlled airspace
over the last ten years.
Any aircraft fitted with a Mode A/C or Mode S SSR transponder can use the codes. By
entering the relevant four-digit code into the transponder and listening to the published radio
frequency, a pilot signifies to air traffic control that they are actively monitoring radio
transmissions on that frequency.
An updated chart is available to download at:-

http://airspacesafety.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/SQUAWKandLARS_A4_SEPT_2017.pdf

PLACE

FREQUENCY

SQUARK

LIVERPOOL

119.850 MHz

5060

BRIZE NORTON

119.000 MHz

3727

SOUTHEND

130.775 MHz

5050

SOUTHAMPTON

120.225 MHz

7011

BOURNEMOUTH

119.475 MHz

0011

LUTON

129.550 MHz

0013

STANSTED

120.625 MHz

7013

GATWICK

126.825 MHz

7012

THAMES (was London City)

132.700 MHz

0012

8.33 KHZ WORKSHOP – A REVIEW OF THE CURRENT SITUATION

On 27 Oct 2017, the European Commission held a workshop on the implementation of 8.33
kHz voice channel spacing (VCS). Julian Scarfe represented Europe Air Sports (EAS) at the
workshop.
EuroControl, then gave a summary of progress in implementation of the conversion of 25
kHz channels to 8.33 kHz, against the backdrop of a 31 Dec 2018 deadline for states to
convert. Of more than 9,000 total frequency assignments





only 2,055 have been converted to 8.33
there are 3,331 planned for conversion in 2018
2,656 are the subject of exemptions notified by states
there is no plan known for 1,067 assignments.

Air Navigation Service Providers e.g. LVNL, NATS, DFS and Avinor (from the Netherlands,
UK, Germany and Norway) and other stakeholders discussed exemptions. The Netherlands
intends exemptions only for state aircraft, using UHF channels instead. France intends to
convert over a longer period, with a little over 50% completion by mid-2019 and 170
assignments planned between 2022 and 2026.
Julian Scarfe, on behalf of EAS, challenged the assertion that full conversion is required,
arguing that a significant proportion of frequencies can be retained on 25 kHz without major
impact to the overall network.
Poor information on States’ plans had made it difficult to take a harmonised approach across
Europe and a growing realisation that full conversion of even those planned frequencies by
the end of 2018 is unrealistic. The Commission intends to monitor implementation and
escalate where necessary through the Single-Sky Committee but there is no intention to
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amend the regulation to extend deadlines, either for airborne equipage (end 2017) or
conversion of frequencies (end 2018).

8.33 kHz RADIO AND EQUIPAGE CLAIMS
We understand that the UK has no intention of introducing any extension or derogation to
the 1st January 2018 deadline when the law changes and all aircraft operating in airspace
that requires the carriage of a radio must have 8.33kHz compatible equipment fitted.
ALL GA aircraft fitted with radios MUST comply with the change in UK law.

G-XAVI’s 8.33 Radio stack (courtesy of Freedom Aviation Ltd)
It may be possible to receive, though not use, most ATIS and VOLMET broadcasts on a
25kHx radio and keep it as a 121.5Mz back-up. Transmissions on 25hHz WILL be legal for
transmissions on frequencies assigned for:




Emergencies
Auxilliary SAR operation
VHF digital link (VDL)



ACARS

121.5MHz
123.1MHz
136.725MHz; 136.775MHz;
136.825MHz; 136.875MHz
136.925MHz; 136.985MHz
131.525MHz; 131.725MHz;
131.825MHz

The new 8.33kHz radios let you store both 8.33 and 25kHz and channel numbers and you
can usually store a textual name with identifier too which provides useful feedback to know
you’re connected to the correct ATC unit. However, as the 8.33 rolls out during 2018 do
remember to change your database to the most up-to-date channel identifiers.
A significant number of owners have now received payment of 20% of the cost of reequipping with an 8.33 kHz radio. CAA funds are not available after 31st December 2017,
the original deadline. But may be worth checking on
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Aircraft-ownership-and-maintenance/8-33-kHzfunding-application/
AIRCRAFT FITTED WITH TRANSPONDERS
The Single European Rules of the Air require aircraft fitted with transponders to have them
switched on under COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) No 923/2012 (26
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September 2012) which lays down the common Rules of the Air and operational provisions
regarding services and procedures in air navigation and amending Implementing Regulation
(EU) No 1035/2011 and Regulations (EC) No 1265/2007, (EC) No 1794/2006, (EC) No
730/2006, (EC) No 1033/2006 and (EU) No 255/2010
SECTION 13: SSR Transponder

SERA.13001 Operation of an SSR transponder

(a) When an aircraft carries a serviceable SSR transponder, the pilot shall operate the
transponder at all times during flight, regardless of whether the aircraft is within or
outside airspace where SSR is used for ATS purposes.
(c) Except for flight in airspace designated by the competent authority for mandatory
operation of transponder, aircraft without sufficient electrical power supply are
exempted from the requirement to operate the transponder at all times.
NON ICAO COMPLIANT AIRCRAFT PERMIT
The CAA now allows both foreign and home-built aircraft and certain historic foreign
registered aircraft types into the UK without the need to apply for a permit, subject to certain
exemptions. Full details available at http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/ORS4No.1249.pdf

CAA & GASCo INFRINGEMENT AWARENESS COURSES
Pilots who infringe controlled or notified airspace may now be asked to attend one of these
as part of any licensing action taken by the CAA. GASCo will be responsible for delivering
the courses at a variety of locations around the UK. If asked to attend a course you will be
given a date by which you will be expected to have completed it AND will pay £200 to cover
GASCo’s expenses for providing the training and facilities.
The process that the CAA uses to deal with airspace infringements is available at
www.caa.co.uk/cap1404

EUROPEAN AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
David Roberts, Europe Air Sports’ President. We all wish David a speedy recovery from
his open heart quadruple Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (“CABG”) at the John Radcliffe heart
centre of the Oxford University Hospitals Trust on Friday 6th October.
David will be following EAS matters from home but the EAS Board and Rudi Schuegraf, EAS
Senior Vice-President, will manage the affairs and activities of EAS for the immediate future.
David recommends that members keep up to date on European developments by
subscribing (at no cost) to the Europe Air Sports Newsletters which can be found at
www.europe-air-sports.org.

EASA BASIC REGULATION: BREAKTHROUGH ON MEMBER STATE
COMPETENCE FOR AIRCRAFT UP TO 600KG (650KG FOR SEAPLANES)
Following between the European Parliament, the European Council and the European
Commission informal agreement has been reached which will benefit the European Air
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Sports community by empowering the Member States to make national decisions regarding
regulating aeroplanes, helicopters and sailplanes between 450kg and 600kg (650kg for
seaplanes).
Aircraft covered by Annex II Basic Regulations (soon I) will continue to be regulated
nationally by default.
European Air Sports are hoping to improve the definition of Amateur Built Aircraft and create
an alternative hours factor to the definition in order to make it more transparent and building
non-factory built aircraft more attractive. The European Parliament has suggested adding an
amendment “300 hours or 51% whichever is the lesser” to the definition. Non-factory or
Amateur Built Aircraft are protected by Annex II of the Basic Regulation if they have been
built more than 51% by amateurs.
For further details: http://www.europe-air-sports.org/activities/newsletter

TRAINING OUTSIDE APPROVED TRAINING ORGANISATIONS
(i.e. AT DECLARED TRAINING ORGANISATION)
New rules on Declared Training Organisations were voted through at the October 2017
EASA Committee. These new rules will apply from 8 April 2018, although derogation will
allow registered facilities to continue operating until 8 April 2019. More information will follow
as soon as open technical questions are resolved and further details on the current state of
play are available at http://www.europe-air-sports.org/activities/newsletter

OTHER NEWS & INFORMATION
UK BOARDER FORCE & GENERAL AVIATION REPORTS (GAR)
The UK Border Force is developing, and will launch during 2018, an online GAR which will
be totally free for ALL General Aviation pilots. Some other agencies e.g. AOPA are now
charging GA pilots for their online GAR service.
We will keep you informed future progress.

NATS VFR CHARTS
It is nearly that time of year again for many of us when the new VFR charts are available to buy, and
don’t forget still a legal requirement in the cockpit to have a current cart. But will they be bang up to
date? Well possibly not.
The Aeronautical Charts & Data function transferred to NATS in 2009 who, under licence from the UK
CAA, control the scheduled production of maps and charts for both the Visual Flight Rules (VFR) series
and the Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP).
Do subscribe to the NATS VFR Charts newsletter services as then changes will pop in to your
email inbox with new amendments or additions as they are released or come into effect, which usually
happens from the day after the new VFR charts are released, if not on that very same day!
And what is more, it is absolutely FREE  No excuse for any inadvertent infringement(s) of danger
zones etc. or incorrect RT frequencies as not marked on your new 2018 VFR chart.
www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/fwf-natsuk/public/user/account/register.faces
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GENERAL AVIATION PRE-NOTIFICATION TOOL LAUNCHED BY NATS
An online pre-notification tool for all GA flights wishing to transit VFR & IFR Class D
controlled airspace within the London area from 1 January 2018. However an online
submission does not constitute a clearance to cross Controlled Class D Airspace. A pilot
MUST still make a radio call to the applicable ATC unit requesting a transit and MUST
remain outside CAS (Controlled Air Space) until a clearance is received, acknowledged and
read back.
You will still be able to Free-Call enroute to provide ATC with the details required by radio. If
your plans and no longer require the online pre-notification transit you do not need to do
anything as ATC will automatically discard if not used.
As part of a wider Airspace Users Portal that will host all non-standard flight requests in one
place later in the year this will give pilots the option to submit their online notification at least
60 minutes before their intended crossing time so NATS controllers can prepare for their
arrival. Under the current system controllers have no prior knowledge of a request and
therefore little opportunity to formulate a potential plan for GA pilots who wish to transit
controlled airspace.
The new pre-notification tool will be available for use in the following airspace sectors:
Stansted CTA/CTR; Luton CTA/CTR; London Heathrow CTR (outer); Gatwick CTA/CTR &
London City CTA/CTR.
Full details can be found in Aeronautical Information Circular (AIC) AICY 095/2017. The
Airspace Users Portal is available on https://aup.nats.aero from 1 January 2018. NATS
would love to hear your feedback so please let them know what you think by emailing
ClassDTransit@nats.co.uk
FAI SPORTING LICENCES
Recent Sporting Licence changes for World Records and international competitions.
Changes to the recording of Sporting Licence holders now mean that it is not enough just to
have the sticker in your Licence book or spate document if issued with one. Your details will
be checked against the FAI Sporting Licence Database and failure to appear on the FAI
Database will mean that you will not be able to take part in your chosen event.
For entry to the FAI Database make sure that your RAeC Member organisation secretary
processes and forwards your details to RAeC to forward to the FAI for uploading to the
database. It is recommended that this is done at least four weeks before the event you wish
to take part in and you can check your entry on http://www.fai.org/about-fai/fai-sportinglicences
The FAI does not issue FAI Sporting licences. Only National Airsport Control Organisations
do and for the UK that is the RAeC.

HONOURABLE COMPANY OF AIR PILOTS WIN
GOLDS (3) & BRONZES (5)!
Read Sam Rutherford’s report in Honourable Company if Air Pilots pages in this issue
of the RAeC Newsletter of the success of the Honourable Company of Air Pilots ski
team at the Inter-Livery Ski Championships in Morzine January 2018.
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The team are looking for additional pilots on planks for the next Inter-Livery Ski
Championships 2019 (24-25 January).
Contact: Sam Rutherford sam@prepare2go.com

GOVERNMENT CHAMPION RAISES PROFILE FOR PRIVATE FLYING
Byron Davies has been appointed as the government's first ever General Aviation Champion
to help identify a network of UK aerodromes that are most important for non-scheduled flying
to flourish. Mr Davies, the founding chairman of the General Aviation All Party Parliamentary
Group, will deliver a report on the value of general aviation to the economy and lead
important research and engage with fliers to identify a network of strategically important
airfields to help the general aviation sector develop.
For further details: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-champion-raisesprofile-for-private-flying

EASA QUESTIONNAIRE FOR GA ‘LEISURE FLIGHT’ PILOTS
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5LdM
q2156VRi19jRg/viewform
The above is the link to an anonymous EASA GA questionnaire which is intended for General
Aviation ‘leisure flight’ pilots. It addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace
infringements and mid-air collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and
restricted airspaces. The Agency is keen for as many responses as possible. Please respond
before the end of February.

RAF DISTRESS AND DIVERSION HANDOUT FOR PILOTS
The RAF Distress and Diversion hand-out for pilots also mentions the ‘FIR lost’ SSR code 0030
under ‘top tips’, which should be used if a pilot is genuinely lost.
The RAF is very keen that pilots should know about 0030. It causes the same ‘attention getting’
alert at the D&D cell but it lets controllers know that the squawk is an urgency rather distress
indication.
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The D&D hand-out is available to download from:
https://www.raf.mod.uk/latccmilswanwick/rafcms/mediafiles/F529EAC1_932B_C3DD_1B0
40990C100625C.pdf

THE RAeS GENERAL AVIATION GROUP
The RAeS General Aviation Group (GAG) is concerned with the technical development of
general aviation aircraft including aeroplanes, gliders, microlights and paragliders. Its special
interests lie in good new design and construction, and rationalisation of airworthiness regulation.
https://www.aerosociety.com/get-involved/specialist-groups/business-general-aviation/generalaviation
See the RAeS pages in this Newsletter

GA ALLIANCE
The GA Alliance has a new website at https://gaalliance.org.uk

WANT A CHANCE TO WIN A FLIGHT IN A SPITFIRE to help train and
support the RAeC British Aerobatics’ power and glider teams in preparation for
European and World Championships ????

See the British Aerobatics Organisation pages in this issue of the RAeC Newsletter to find out
how.

THE CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT AWARDS 2017
Whilst this issue of the RAeC Newsletter mainly concentrates on news, and information,
from mid-November 2017 to February 2018 I was sent the following about the 2017
Corporate Engagement Awards which were held on Tuesday 20 June 2017.
http://www.communicatemagazine.com/news/2017/corporate-engagement-awards-2017winners-announced
The Corporate Engagement Awards 2017 recognise successful and innovative corporate
partnerships and sponsorships. Winners hail from every corner of the professional realm,15
a

huge range of sectors and disciplines from community involvement and CSR initiatives to
arts and culture programmes.
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) and Boeing won Gold for the Schools Build-a-Plane
Challenge in both categories for which the programme was nominated: Best Educational
Programme and Most Innovative Collaboration.
Best Educational Programme: the Schools Build-a-Plane Challenge was described by the
judges as “a truly high-impact partnership and programme which we can imagine would
have had a profound effect on the participants.”
Most Innovative Collaboration: the judges commented that it was “an amazingly ambitious
idea brought to life and delivering tremendous benefits for both the students and the aviation
industry.”
Judges were from a range of backgrounds and organisations including Unicef UK, Barclays,
Fairtrade Foundation and WFF-UK.
The RAeS and Boeing expressed their heartfelt thanks to all and realise that this recognition
would not have been achieved without everyone’s hard work and dedication to the Schools
Build-a-Plane Challenge project. The programme was truly a team effort and this award was
as much yours as ours.
Our congratulations at the RAeC to everyone involved for being recognised in promoting and
encouraging young people in the wonders and joys of aviation, aeronautics and aeronautical
engineering.
For more information see the RAeS and LAA sections in this Newsletter.

‘PILLOWS AND PILOTS’ SLEEPOVERS FOR YOUNGSTERS AGED 8-15
AT RAF COSFORD
Royal Air Force Museum Cosford launches its ‘Pillows and Pilots’ sleepovers for youngsters
and the chance to set up camp in the giant National Cold War Exhibition, where they will
sleep amongst the planes, tanks and missiles!
Saturday 24 March for boys groups
Time: 6.30pm to 10am the following day

Saturday 12 May for mixed groups
Cost: £35 per child / £5 per adult

See RAF MUSEUM pages in this Newsletter

2017 RECORDS SET BY BRITISH AVIATIORS
Our congratulations to Douglas R. Cairns (10.360 engine) and Karl Beetson (0-320 engine)
who have had their world records ratified by the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI)
for both setting a speed over a recognised course of 261.3 km/h on the 10 August 2017 in an
internal combustion engine powered aeroplane.

CHILD PROTECTION
Airsports organisations and flying clubs can and do have very powerful and positive
influences on young people. Not only can they provide opportunities for enjoyment and
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achievement; they can also develop valuable qualities such as self-esteem, leadership and
teamwork.
Most youngsters happily and safely participate in Airsports under the watchful and
concerned care of dedicated club members and officials. However, the reality is also that
abuse does can place in Airsport and in some cases members of sports clubs and
associations have been convicted. Every adult has a legal and moral responsibility to protect
young people and disabled adults in sport from abuse and also a duty of care towards young
and vulnerable participants whether in the air or on the ground. (from Guidelines for
Governing Bodies of Sport and Local Authorities, Sports Coach UK (NCF), NSPCC.)
Karon Matton of the British Gliding Association, who also works in Child Protection, has
developed Child Protection Policy templates for the BGA and has very kindly agreed to allow
RAeC Member Organisations to use the BGA policies already in place and tweak them to
suit each club as Airsport has a different club culture.
Karon will be writing an article of the RAeC May Newsletter and has recently updated the
Policies and Procedures recently which will be published to the BGA website in the near
future https://members.gliding.co.uk/child-protection

THE NEW BMAA HORIZONS PROJECT
The new Horizon Project is a build-a-plane scheme for schools and provides a school with a
comprehensive kit of parts to build a two seat microlight aircraft. On completion the aircraft is
test flown by a fully qualified Test Pilot.
After the test flight the aircraft will be sold to provide funds for another New Horizons build-aplane project.
The BMAA appoints an experienced builder, as a mentor, who can also help with the more
complex parts of the build, but the main construction will be completed by the students.
For more information: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/new-horizons

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is designed to strengthen existing data
protection laws for all individuals who reside in the EU and will come into force on 25th May
2018. The Regulation contains wide-ranging changes to EU data protection laws. The RAeC
and RAeC member organisations will be under a greater obligation to undertake privacy
impact assessments and to consider privacy when designing new services and may need to
appoint a dedicated data protection officer. Updated rules on data transfers will also apply.
There will be tougher data security rules and a new data breach notification framework. Data
protection authorities will be able to impose fines of €20 million or up to 4% of global annual
turnover, whichever is the greater, where organisations are responsible for serious breaches
of the Regulation.
The Sport and Recreation Alliance has produced a helpful guide at
http://sramedia.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/db49ef58-e5fa-411b-a9944185e0bedc8e.pdf
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The RAeC Council will be meeting to discuss the GDPR implications and will be reported in
the next RAeC Newsletter.
However, your RAeC member organisation may need to review existing supplier contracts
and conduct an audit of what personal data you hold, how it is being used, to whom it is
being disclosed and to where it is being transferred and privacy notices may also need to be
revised.
The full Regulation is available at
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32016R0679&from=EN

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2018
The UKRoc is a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) competition organised by
ADS Group, the over 1000 UK companies membership UK trade organisation representing the
Aerospace, Defence, Security and Space sectors.

ADS Group’s objective is to increase engagement and understanding in STEM based subjects
and to encourage young people to continue into tertiary education and careers in the aerospace
sector. This international competition is to build, launch and safely land a rocket. There are strict
criteria and competition rules and more than 100 teams registered for the 2017 competition.
There are three stages. The regional events running throughout the UK during April 2018 for the
UK teams to launch their rockets is Stage One.
The Midland Regional event will be held at the BMFA Buckminster Centre and will host many
teams as they prep and launch their rockets. Stage 2 is the National Final with the winning team
going on to Stage 3, the International Final, which takes place at the Farnborough International
Airshow. The BMFA supports the teams by securing appropriate insurance for rocket launching.
Full details, competition rules contact UKROC@adsgroup.org.uk or visit www.ukayroc.org.uk
REGISTRATIONS FOR UKROC 2018 ARE NOW OPEN! To register your team:
https://www.ukayroc.org.uk/why-enter/

LAA STRUT EVENTS
LAA Strut meetings are an excellent source of advice and help whether building, buying,
training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene and are dotted around
the UK
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https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?ll=54.24363487961207%2C1.5878390000000308&spn=6.880984%2C5.498148&t=h&vpsrc=0&msa=0&source=embed
&ie=UTF8&mid=1urgqDmOoewO2rfciox0b2XOj0d8&z=6
They also arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year and most hold
monthly meetings often with an interesting aviation related talk. Non-members are welcome
to attend sometimes free or for a donation.

Checkout the LAA pages in this RAeC Newsletter for more information

TOUGH NEW PENALTIES FOR MISUSE OF LASERS
Shining or directing a laser at aircraft could lead to a prison sentence, unlimited fine or both
under The Laser Misuse (Vehicles) Bill which was published 20 December 2017. It will be an
offence to shine or direct a laser towards an aircraft if it dazzles or distracts the operator, if
done deliberately or if reasonable precautions to avoid doing so are not taken.
In 2017 the CAA received reports of 1,258 laser incidents, with Heathrow the most frequent
location, of laser devices being used recklessly.
People who target pilots with laser devices could be jailed for up to 5 years; the cap on the
amount offenders can be fined (currently limited to £2,500) will be removed so paving the
way for substantial sanctions and police will also be given additional powers to catch those
responsible for the misuse of lasers. Fines could be issued in isolation or alongside a prison
sentence and alongside their existing powers of arrest and the ability to search a person
once arrested, Police officers will no longer need to establish proof of intention endanger to
an aircraft making it easier to prosecute swiftly.

NEW UK CAA CHIEF EXECUTIVE
The UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has appointed Richard to succeed Andrew Haines,
whose term of office expires summer 2018, as its Chief Executive.
Mr Moriarty re-joined the CAA in 2016 as Group Director of Consumers and Markets and
Deputy Chief Executive from The Legal Services Board, which oversees the legal profession
in England and Wales, where he was their Chief Executive.
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His leadership qualities were recently further put to the test during the flying programme he
led following Monarch Airlines entering into administration, where he clearly demonstrated
his operational scope and capabilities. He has also previously held a number of senior
public and private sector roles including, Affinity Water, the Social Housing Regulator, the
Postal Services Commission and the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets.
He believes the CAA has a special responsibility to protect consumers and the broader
public, whilst enabling the sustainable growth of an innovative and diverse industry that
plays a vital role for our economy.

REVIEW OF CIVIL AIR DISPLAY SAFETY
i.e. CAA RESPONSE TO AAIB RECOMMENDATION 2017-003
The CAA have made a comprehensive review of civil air display safety which included
reviewing the categories of aircraft that pilots can have on their display authorisations (DA).
These reflect the different aircraft performances and differing skills required to fly each
category of aircraft.
Further information can be found at
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1628ReviewAAIB2017003.pdf

SURVEY TO HELP UPDATE THE DETAILS OF UNLICENSED AIRFIELDS AND
AERIAL SPORTING ACTIVITY LOCATIONS
The CAA and NATS have launched a survey to help update the details of unlicensed
airfields and aerial sporting activity locations that are made available to airspace users.
The details will be updated on the NATS AIS database and be published in the Aeronautical
Information Publication (AIP) and included on CAA VFR charts.
Users of unlicensed sites are asked to ensure that site owners or landowners are aware of
the survey as being asked to complete an online form by 28 February 2018 to help make
sure their details are correct and up to date. Survey form available at: www.nats-uk.eadit.com/aip/vfrcharts/downloads/Unlicensed%20&%20Uncertificated%20Sites.pdf
HENSTRIDGE AIRFIELD
Henstridge Airfield is offering until March 2018 a free tie-down facility should your home
runway and airfield become unusable during the coming winter months. To take advantage
of this generous offer or obtain further information email: contact@hendstridgeairfield.com

BLACKPOOL AIRPORT
Blackpool Council has bought the city’s Squires Gate Airport from the developers Balfour
Beatty. The Council is intending to keep it open for aviation use and retain the current staff
as have recognised that the Airport is an important hub which can benefit the whole region.
Excellent news indeed!

See “Is Your Airfield Under Threat?” in this issue of the RAeC Newsletter to
checkout if your airfield is under threat.
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If you know of any others please let me know for inclusion in future RAeC
Newsletters. Send to jude@royalaeroclub.uk

FAA SPECIAL AIRWORTHINESS INFORMATION BULLETIN (SAIB)
The FAA have issued a Special Airworthiness Information Bulletin (SAIB) which advises
general aviation pilots and operators of concerns with certain Kidde fire extinguishers with
plastic handles, which may become clogged or require excessive force to discharge and
can fail to activate during a fire emergency.
The United States Consumer Product Safety Commission issued a recall on November 2,
2017, for two styles of Kidde fire extinguishers: plastic handle fire extinguishers and pushbutton Pindicator fire extinguishers. The recalled fire extinguishers may be installed in
general aviation aircraft. The plastic handle fire extinguishers involve 134 models
manufactured between January 1, 1973, and August 15, 2017. The recall summary notes
that there have been approximately 391 reports of failed or limited activation or nozzle
detachments.
Many general aviation pilots and operators may be unaware of the recall and the FAA
recommends that general aviation pilots, operators, and mechanics check all aircraft owned
or maintained and if a Kidde fire extinguisher model on the recall list is installed, replace it
with an airworthy fire extinguisher not affected by the recall.
A complete list of affected Kidde fire extinguisher models along with contact information can
be accessed on the Internet at the following link: https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2018/KiddeRecalls-Fire-Extinguishers-with-Plastic%20Handles-Due-to-Failure-to-Discharge-andNozzle-Detachment-One-Death-Reported

IKARUS C42
The new UK importer for the Ikarus C42 series is The Light Aircraft Company who also
manufacture the Sherwood Ranger, Scout and KUB. Based at Little Snoring airfield in
Norfolk TLAC will be sole UK distributors for the range of Comco Ikarus aircraft as well as
supplying spares, servicing and after-sales support as TLAC is also a full EASA Part M
Maintenance facility. For further information: http://www.g-tlac.com +44 (0)1328 878809 or
email sales@g-tlac.com
THE ALL PARTY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP (APPG) ON GENERAL AVIATION
The All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) is now established. Further details about the
APPG and its aims can be found at www.generalaviationappg.uk
Access to UK airspace is reaching a crisis point as an increasing number of areas of
controlled airspace are being planned. The Future Airspace Strategy VFR Implementation
Group, otherwise known as FASVIG, has produced an interesting report “Airspace
Modernisation” which not only looks in depth at the problems but also offers some rather
radical solutions for sustainable VFR operations in a modernised UK FIR.
You can read their report at: www.fasvig.org/reports/uk-airspace-modernisation
The report also looks at why other European States do not seem to have the volume of
airspace infringements as in the UK FIR and forms the basis of its programme of work for
2018/2019.
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THE INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP OF FLYING ROTARIANS (IFFR)
I came across a group of flyers which might be of interest to RAeC members who are also
Rotarians. Whilst full membership is only open to current active or honorary Rotarians, once
you have joined you may usually bring a friend, spouse or partner to events, ideal if you
share an aircraft with a non-Rotarian. However, non-Rotarians can join as “Friends of IFFR”
for 2 years.
The International Fellowship of Flying Rotarians (IFFR) are Rotarians who are interested in
General Aviation. They operate in accordance with Rotary International policy. However, it is
not an agency of, or controlled by, Rotary International. Many IFFR members fly their own
aircraft in support of international activities donating their time, funds and aircraft to supply
needy outlying areas with medical, dental, optical and surgical aid (material, equipment,
tools, machinery, medicines time-critical fluids and transplant organs and tissue) as well as
having social fly-in meet ups.
The UK Section annually holds a series of one-day events ideal for Private Pilots hiring Club
aircraft as well as those who have their own or shared aircraft. But those arriving by road are
equally welcome. Their main weekend meeting will be held in Norwich 7-10 June 2018 and
also have invitations from the other IFFR European Sections for “Fly-Ins” to their countries.
The IFFR has a UK branch, as well as other branches in Europe and worldwide. Further
information about IFFR is available at http://iffr.org/about-iffr and, for RAeC UK Rotarians,
details for the UK IFFR Section and their application form can be found at
http://www.iffr.org.uk
PROJECT PEGASUS
The UK’s Border Force, the National Crime Agency and the Police have jointly launched the
nationwide campaign Project Pegasus to increase vigilance in and around UK airfields.
Border Force have stated that as not every aircraft, airfield or airstrip can be monitored 24
hours a day 7 days a week the aviation community can play a vital role in preventing border
crime and maintaining a safe community and are urged to report suspicious activity.
Suspicious activity includes:






People in the wrong place or behaving strangely/oddly
Unusual presence of aircraft
A pilot being evasive about passengers, cargo, flights or routes
A pilot ignoring aviation regulations or filing misleading GA reports or flight-plans
Packages being dropped from low-flying aircraft
Items being handled suspiciously

If you see anything suspicious you can report it, anonymously by calling local Police on 101
quoting “Pegasus” or Crimestoppers 0800 555 11 or via www.crimestoppers-uk

GENERAL AVIATION GROUP CONFERENCE
Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS), 4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED
20th November 2017
This year’s Light Aircraft Design General Aviation conference looked at Avionics and Power
Trains as well as launching the 2017 Design competition. At the end of the conference,
attendees were invited to present mini papers to present work or ideas and presentations
and you view the speaker biographies as well as some of the presentations at
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/proceedings-general-aviation-conference-2017
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Some of the online presentations available include:
HOW TO ELECTRIFY FUTURE AVIATION TODAY – A CRITICAL FEASIBILITY STUDY by
Kim-Tobias Kohn, Associate Support Lecturer in Aerospace Engineering, University of West
England;
LOW CARBON AVIATION - HOW CAN THIS BE ACHIEVED? by Prof James Turner,
University of Bath;
ELECTRIC AND HYBRID PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFTS – INNOVATION IN
AVIATION by Dr Gergely G. Balázs, Head of Department, eAircraft Hungary, Siemens; and
THE COMING ELECTRIC REVOLUTION by Dr Steve Wright, Senior Lecturer, Avionics and
Aircraft Systems, University of West England.
Other speakers during the conference included Mark Shortman, Manager, Policy and
Stakeholder Management, Civil Aviation Authority who spoke about “Progress with E
Conditions”; and Sarah White, Business Development Manager, Research and Innovation,
Cranfield who spoke on “Aviate and Cranfield Incubator”.
The conference also launched the RAeS GA DESIGN AN AIRCRAFT COMPETITION
See the Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) pages in this Newsletter
The recent E-conditions deregulation make it quicker and cheaper to develop new ideas and the
Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) is holding a GA Design Competition, which includes aircraft
and aircraft systems. Focusing on manned flying machines which could be autonomous but
passenger-carrying this is the second in a series of competitions aimed at promoting major
innovation in the General Aviation aircraft sector.
The task is to demonstrate design innovation either for an existing or potentially new general
aviation market. The scope of the innovation can range from an entire aircraft to a specific
component or system which could be incorporated into an existing airframe but constrained to
meeting the requirements of the CAA’s E Conditions which enable the rapid design, build and
experimental flight testing of piloted aircraft up to 2000 kg maximum mass within the UK.
Propulsion and lift generation systems may be of any type.
Entries are invited for this competition from everyone; students, enthusiasts and professionals
either as an individual or a team. The RAeS are encouraging entries from teams of engineering
students and youth organisations.
Details are available at https://www.aerosociety.com/news/light-aircraft-design-competition2017-2018
Send an email titled “Design Competition” to conference@aerosociety.com to receive an entry
pack. Entries will be judged by a team of professional aeronautical engineers and winners will
be announced at the RAeS GA Group’s Design Conference in November 2018. Final date for
entries: midnight 30th June 2018
LOW POWERED, LIGHTWEIGHT ADS-B
(AUTOMATIC DEPENDENT SURVEILLANCE BROADCAST) DEVICES TRIAL
As part of a larger project exploring electronic surveillance, the CAA is looking at ways of
increasing the take-up by GA of low powered, lightweight ADS-B devices. There are several
strands to this work, all with the common goal of assessing the benefits and operational uses
of electronic conspicuity as a means of reducing the risk of mid-air collisions.
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uAvonix has loaned the UK CAA 25 SkyEcho devices that are hoped to be trialled on board
GA aircraft already equipped with Mode S (but no ADS-B) functionality to hopefully give a
better understanding of what simultaneous transmissions from both devices will look like,
both in the air and on the ground. The SkyEcho devices also support ADS-B In so volunteers
accepted for the trial who use navigation devices supporting the GDL90 protocol, e.g.
Skydemon, will also be able to try out the ADS-B in-cockpit display traffic information.
The CAA is looking for volunteers to help with this trial. Contact: ESR@caa.co.uk
FIRST CAA ‘SHARE THE AIR’ EVENT
Saturday 11th November saw the first of the CAA ‘Share the air’ events at Compton Abbas
airfield. The open day gave drone users and General Aviation enthusiasts the opportunity to
learn from each other while promoting safe flying for all.
There were several experts from across the sector: The Phantom Flight School giving flying
and photography advice; Yuneec, global drone manufacturer showcasing its latest models
with an amazing flying display; UAVision provided expert advice and hand-on
demonstrations of drone maintenance; V-Mach Media, a VR specialist, brought two highly
realistic training simulators for attendees to try; NATS talked about their drone flying app and
future work and CAA’s Jonathan Nicholson supplied the latest information on the UK and
European regulations covering drones and who stated that “If you have a drone but are
unsure where to fly it safely or you want to know how to get the most out of your new bit of kit
then these events are for you”.
Checkout the CAA website for the Dronecode and further information and details at:
www.dronesafe.uk
The UK CAA's ongoing drone education campaign has been engaging with drone users,
manufacturers and retailers to explain the need to fly drones safely and has announced a
new ‘Share the Sky Safely’ programme to run joint events between the sport flying
community and drone users. Anyone interested in also hosting an event can download all
the materials from the Dronesafe website: http://dronesafe.uk/resources/ga
The CAA’s toolkit provides:
Materials to advertise an event locally including a press release, flyers and posters
An editable presentation on drone rules and drone pilot responsibilities that can be
tailored to explain the local airspace and GA operations
 Hand-outs of the “Dronecode”
 Training record cards and holders for drone pilots that can include local flying
information and airfield contact details
Holders for Drone Pilot’s Training Cards can be ordered by emailing
jonathan.nicholson@caa.co.uk



Tony Henley MRAeS, Chair of the Royal Aeronautical Society Unmanned Aerial Systems
(UAS) Group, has said of drones that:
 The market in civil drones is developing rapidly, driven largely by small, cheap and
versatile systems with a variety of uses. The sales of small drones have skyrocketed
– particularly the camera-carrying ones – and the UK is well placed to capture the
economic gains from this fast growing industry.
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There is understandable concern and caution about the more widespread use of
drones and the Government is right to address the unsafe or anti-social use of drones
by irresponsible or inexperienced operators to assuage public concerns.



[However,] a poll of British adults conducted by ComRes for the Royal Aeronautical
Society earlier this year revealed that around three quarters (73 per cent) of the
population thought the rules on the use of drones when breached should be more
tightly enforced than they are currently, even though only 15 per cent claimed to have
a good understanding of what those rules are.



The proposed drones safety awareness test has the potential to improve
understanding of safe drone use and, tied to the planned online registration scheme,
should boost user accountability; indeed, the same Royal Aeronautical Society poll
revealed that three quarters of British adults (76 per cent) are concerned about the
difficulty of tracing drone owners and operators.



The Government’s plans to encourage geo-fencing technology to prevent drones
from entering restricted zones, particularly airports, will be a powerful intervention to
address the high-profile reports of near-misses with passenger aircraft caused by
careless misuse. The challenge will be integrating the technology into a reliable legal
framework.



The proposed Drone Bill appears to be targeting almost exclusively leisure users and
small-time commercial operators but should also give sufficient attention to supporting
the large commercial drone operations, which have the biggest potential to boost UK
economic gains.



The Government should use the Bill to create a regulatory framework that will
encourage the safe use of drones and grow widespread public acceptance of drone
operations whilst accelerating the expansion of the industrial base to deliver the
substantial
benefits
available
to
the
national
economy.”
https://www.aerosociety.com/media/7483/2017_11_27_news_release_royal_aeronau
tical_society_response_to_government_drone_bill.pdf

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF DRONE TECHNOLOGY
The government is also working closely with drone manufacturers to use geo-fencing to
prevent drones from entering restricted zones. The Flying High Challenge
http://flyinghigh.challenges.org funded by the government and run by Nesta in partnership
with Innovate UK was also launched and cities will be invited to register their interest. Up to
5 cities will be supported in the research and development of drone technology which could
transform critical services in parcel delivery and logistics; emergency health services
including organ transportation and essential infrastructure assessment and repair.

MAGNETIC OR TRUE?????
The Royal Institute of Navigation and other navigation institutes including the umbrella
organisation the International Association of the Institutes of Navigation have been
advocating the introduction of true in place of magnetic direction in aviation practice.
David Cockburn FRIN Flying Instructor and Examiner will discuss the implications and
possible advantages of such a change on 13th February 19.20-21.30 at Room A19,
Geospatial Building, University of Nottingham, Triumph Road, Nottingham,NG7 2TU. All
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AERO CHALLENGE 2018
21st February sees the Aero Challenge 2018 at the Royal Aeronautical Society’s Head
Quarters, No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. This “University Challenge” style quiz for
students and young professionals is open to teams from RAeS Corporate Partner
Companies (graduates and apprentices) or Universities (students). Lunch and refreshments
are provided as are prizes for the winning team!
Registration deadline for teams of 4: Friday 16 February.
Contact: conference@aerosociety.com

ROYAL INSTITUTE of NAVIGATION’S TOP NAV 2019
TOPNAV is a VFR navigation competition for private pilots flying Aeroplanes, Helicopters,
Microlights and Motor Gliders (SLMG) organised by GANG and sponsored by Pooleys, and
held every year in May.
This year TOP NAV is to be held on Saturday 12 May (with a weather reserve on 19 May) at
4 venues





Peterborough Conington (North)
Lee-on-Solent (South)
Bodmin (West)
and White Waltham)

TOP NAV is for a 2-person crew, a pilot and navigator.
Aircraft will be fitted with a GPS tracker to check where you 'actually' flew with no other GPS
gadgets being allowed. Just the thing for testing your skills in “old fashioned “navigation
techniques.
Briefings are at 11.00) when the route of about 80 minutes flight time is handed out.
Entry fees cover refreshments for the day, including lunch (all airfields have kindly waived
landing fees):
- 2-person crew: £30
- 2 person crew including RIN member: £20
- 2 person crew including someone under 18 (Youth entry): £10
- each additional ‘passenger': £10
For further information and payment details: https://www.rin.org.uk/Events/5107/TopNav2018
Entry forms to print and send snail mail can be downloaded from:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav
%2018%20Write.pdf
the Electronic Entry Form may be completed and emailed straight back:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav
%2018%20Elec.pdf

FAI YOUNG AVIATION ARTISTS (6-17yrs) COMPETITION
The FAI Young Aviation Artists contest offers young people between the ages of six to
seventeen years of age to draw or paint their visions of “Flying in the Future”. Last year
amongst the thousands of entries from around the world the UK had only 1 and so the RAeC
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have got together with the LAA (Light Aircraft Association) to encourage more young artists
to take part in this FAI global competition. https://www.fai.org/fai-young-artists-contest
There is no entry fee.
Drawings and paintings should be submitted via the LAA HQ at Turweston Aerodrome,
Nr Brackley, Northamptonshire, NN13 5YD and must be received at the FAI Offices in
Switzerland before 1st April 2018.
My thanks to Anne Hughes (Vintage Aircraft Club Chair and LAA Coordinator for young
People's Events) for this interim report on the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale’s
Young Aviation Artist Competition.
For the last twenty nine years the FAI has been instrumental in organising a competition to
find young artists from across the world to compete in their annual competition. The aim of
the contest is to challenge young people to illustrate the importance of aviation through art.
Young people from 6-17 years old have sent in entries in their thousands over the years but
few, if any, have arrived from the UK.
This year the Light Aircraft Association and Royal Aero Club, with the support of the
Guild of Aviation Artists (GAvA) decided to change those statistics. Over the last year the
LAA has been the facilitator for the UK entries and through publicity and events for young
people we now have a broad selection of entries from which we will choose the UK winners
which will be forwarded to Lausanne in April.
At our most recent event, a group of inspired young people from 1st Sywell Air Scouts spent
an Aviation Art Day at LAA HQ at Turweston and busied themselves with paint, crayons and
paper to complete their pictures on this year’s theme “Flying in the Future”. Their enthusiasm
for the task was only matched by the dedication and support of their leaders and a fun day
was had by all!
The UK entries will be judged at Turweston in February by representatives of the LAA, RAeC
and GAvA. Our winners will be rewarded for their efforts and the winning UK entries will be
taken to Lausanne for international judging.

Young artists at work at LAA HQ Turweston Airfield (photo Paul Morton)
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The winners in each age group will receive Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals, together with
diplomas. These medals and diplomas will be sent to the FAI Member organisations in the
appropriate countries as soon as possible after judging is completed.
Entries will be judged in three categories:
• Junior Category (date of birth between 1 January 2008 and 31 December 2011)
• Intermediate Category (date of birth between 1 January 2004 and 31 December 2007)
• Senior Category (date of birth between 1 January 2000 and 31 December 2003)
All artwork must be done by hand or, in the case of handicapped children, by foot or mouth.

Getting stuck in at Turweston Aerodrome (photo Paul Morton )

The required format is A3 (297 x 420 mm or 11 3/4 X 16 ½ inches) and any of the following
media are permitted:










Watercolour
Acrylic
oil paint
indelible marker pens
felt-tip pens
soft ball-point pens
indelible ink
Crayola
or any similar indelible medium.

No pencil, charcoal or other non-permanent media may be used. No computergenerated artwork and no collage work involving the use of photocopies are
permitted.

Drawings and paintings should be submitted via the LAA HQ at Turweston Aerodrome,
Nr Brackley, Northamptonshire, NN13 5YD and must be received at the FAI Offices in
Switzerland before 1st April 2018.
Check out the LLA website for entry instructions http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
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THE NEW BMAA HORIZONS PROJECT
The new Horizon Project is a build-a-plane scheme for schools and provides a school with a
comprehensive kit of parts to build a two seat microlight aircraft. On completion the aircraft is
test flown by a fully qualified Test Pilot.
After the test flight the aircraft will be sold to provide funds for another New Horizons build-aplane project.
The BMAA appoints an experienced builder, as a mentor, who can also help with the more
complex parts of the build, but the main construction will be completed by the students.
For more information: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/new-horizons

YOUTH AVIATION EDUCATION (YES) CONFERENCE
The annual YES Conference will be held at the Brookland Museum on 10th March 2018.
Admission by pre-registration is £12.50 which includes lunch. Contact Virginia Smith (01932
857381) or by email virginiasmith@brooklandsmuseum.com
YES encourages young people to consider aviation as a career and/or just for fun.
http://yesflyers.org.uk/
For further Conference event details contact Stewart Luck (07974 188395) or email him at
captainluck@hotmail.com

A REMINDER CAA HAS GONE HIGH TECH
The CAA’s all high-tech new system for sharing alerts, updates and information, if you
are registered for the CAA subscription service, is now only used for safety critical updates:
safety notices and directives, emergency airworthiness directives, UK airworthiness
directives, mandatory permit directives, and publications in the official record series.
All other alerts are now sent through the SkyWise system, which you can access by
registering for email updates, as an app on your phone or tablet or via the SkyWise website.
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/
SkyWise allows you to stay up-to-date with news, safety alerts, consultations, rule
changes, airspace amendments and more from the CAA. It replaces their previous
information and safety notices with a more instant, tailored service. With SkyWise, you can
access all UK CAA alerts through the website, or have personalised alerts sent to you
through email subscriptions or the SkyWise app.
Subscription categories ranging from airside safety to Private Pilot training allow you to see
only the information that matters to you. News alerts are kept short and to the point,
providing a top level overview with a link to more information if you want it according to the
CAA website: http://skywise.caa.co.uk

UK CAA ‘e-Licensing’ PORTAL
The UK CAA on-line licensing system, via their ‘e-Licensing’ portal, will be opened up to
private pilots during 2018 and the counter service at the CAA’s Gatwick office will also
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change. Once the new Private Pilots service is in place, licence holders who require a sameday service or who have an application support enquiry will need to book an appointment.
Applicants without an appointment visiting the CAA’s Aviation House may still be able to
secure an appointment for that day, but this will be subject to availability and will be charged
at an increased fee of £200 for a licence application or £50 for application support.
Separate appointments are will also be available for applicants who require support, or a
‘checking’ service, for an application being delivered to the CAA in person. These
appointments must be pre-booked using the same process as a fast-track service and will be
charged at £25 per appointment. The CAA says it is unable to answer specific licensing
queries via this service; such requests should be emailed to fclweb@caa.co.uk
The fast-track appointment booking service was available from 11 December replacing
the current same-day counter service. This service allows licence holders to book an
appointment up to one month in advance and, subject to availability, up to 15:00 the day
before an appointment is needed.
Appointments can be made via a dedicated phone line 0330 022 1922 available 08:30-16:30
Monday to Friday, at a cost of £100.
Applications available for fast-track appointments apply to:

Conversion to EASA licences from UK/JAR licences

Addition of a type or class rating to a flight crew licence

Renewal of a type or class rating to a flight crew licence

Removal of a restriction from a flight crew licence

Revalidation or Renewal of a flight crew licence

Change of address

Addition of a Night Rating; an Instructor Rating or Instrument Rating (not including the
Competency Based route)

Removal of restrictions from the Instructor Rating

Replacement licence
UNLICESENCED UK FLYING SITES
The UK CAA GA Unit and NATS have launched a survey to help update the details of
unlicensed airfields and aerial sporting activity locations that are made available to airspace
users for inclusion on 1:250,000 and 1:500,000 and will also be published in the
Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP).
If you own or are associated with such a site you are invited to complete are asked to
complete an online form by 28 February 2018 to help make sure details are correct and up
to date:
http://www.nats-uk.eadit.com/aip/vfrcharts/downloads/Unlicensed%20&%20Uncertificated%20Sites.pdf

A LITTLE SOMETHING TO MAKE YOU SMILE
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Reproduced with kind permission from Gary Clark
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ROYAL AERO CLUB ANNUAL AWARDS
The Medals and Awards Committee of the Royal Aero Club meets annually to consider
nominations for the various awards within its gift.

2018 AWARDS PRESENTATION EVENING
The 2018 RAeC Awards Presentation Evening will be held on Thursday 17th May 2018 at
The Royal Air Forces Club, 128 Piccadilly, London, W1J 7PY.
Tickets for this year’s Medals and Awards Presentation Ceremony are being held at last
year’s price £37. However, due to increased venue costs, we are unable to offer reductions
for multiple tickets this year.
Arrival from 17:00 hours with the Ceremony scheduled to commence at 18:00 hours. Please
arrive by 17:30 hours.
Please note that we have to ask for home addresses of all those attending for security
purposes. Also for security reasons please note that we are unable to offer refunds or
accept bookings after Wednesday 9th May.
Please print out and compete the Form at the end of this Newsletter and return with
your cheque to:
Royal Aero Club, Chacksfield House, 31 St Andrew’s Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE

2017 TROPHIES, MEDALS AND AWARDS
The medals and awards nominations were perused and deliberated by the Medals and
Award Committee prior to the first RAeC Council meeting of 2018.
The Royal Aero Club Medals and Awards Committee are pleased to be able to announce
the following recipients:-

Fred Marsh – Special Lifetime Achievement Award: Awarded by the Royal Aero
Club and the Royal Aero Club Trust
THE BRITANNIA TROPHY: For the British aviator or aviators accomplishing the most
meritorious performance in aviation during the preceding year. Sacha Dench – BHPA
(7,000 km over 11 countries by paramotor to fly with one of nature’s great migrations on a
quest to save Bewick’s swans). For further information see https://www.flightoftheswans.org
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The Britannia Trophy
THE PRINCE OF WALES CUP: For the most meritorious performance, feat or event by
either a team or a group during the preceding year. British Gliding Team – BGA
NORTON-GRIFFITHS CHALLENGE TROPHY: Intended to recognise adventurous
endeavours, this trophy is awarded to aviators undertaking outstanding feats of courage,
tenacity and imagination unrelated to traditional sporting events. Colin Hales - LAA
The SALOMONS TROPHY: To be awarded annually for a special or outstanding
performance by a British aviator in a flying apparatus or device designed and built in the
United Kingdom. The recipient of the award may be either the aviator / operator of the
aircraft / device or the designer / developer / manufacturer of the aircraft / device or both.
Note: It is intended that the award shall encourage enterprising flights in the widest possible
sense including flights by novel aircraft or devices which may not be manned. Lynn
Williams - LAA

THE PRESIDENT’S BREITLING TROPHY: supersedes the President’s Rolex Trophy which
has been placed in suspense. The President’s Breitling Trophy will be awarded annually to a
young person or group of young people between the ages of fourteen and twenty one for
outstanding work, performance or achievement in connection with any aspect of aerospace
activity. Aaron Cole - BMFA
OLD & BOLD TROPHY: The trophy may be awarded annually to a person aged 65 or over
who flies or only ceased flying during the previous calendar year, and who has been
conspicuously involved in aviation in general and sporting aviation in particular, for their
work, initiative, devotion or in other ways. Don Lord - LAA
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NEXUS AVIATION JOURNALIST OF THE YEAR TROPHY: This award is for the journalist,
producer or author of an outstanding media item on sporting and recreational aviation during
the preceding year. It is open to all media, print, film, photography, audio and video, and the
aim is to increase public awareness of the delights, challenges and satisfactions of all
branches of air sport. Ed Hicks - LAA

THE GOLD, SILVER AND BRONZE MEDALS OF THE CLUB
These are awarded for outstanding achievement in aviation during the preceding year or
over a number of years, principally, but not necessarily, as a pilot.
SILVER MEDAL: Awarded for meritorious achievements in aviation or for those who have
served the Royal Aero Club, its members or a field of aviation for a long period or for pilots
who have made a major record setting flight. Eddie Clapham – LAA; James Tannock –
LAA; Giles Fowler – BHPA and Justin Wills - BHPA
BRONZE MEDAL: Awarded for meritorious achievements in aviation or for those who have
made a major contribution to the work of the Royal Aero Club, its members or to a field of
aviation.

Andy Miller – BGA; Ashley Hoyland – BMFA; Chris Roper – HPFG; Dan Griffith – LAA;
Dan Guest – BPA; Derek Wilson – BGA; Don Irving – BGA; Ian Nelson BEM – BMFA;
John Williams – BGA; Mark Dale – BHPA; Mark Evans – BGA; Maurice Doyle – BMFA;
Michael Muir – BGA; Ron Mitcham – LAA; Tony & Ioana Stephens – BHPA; Dick Poole
- RAeC Trust; Ian Scott – BaeA; Mike Pearson – RRRA; Rob Hughes – HCGB; Roy
Harford - HCGB
ROYAL AERO CLUB DIPLOMA: Awarded to those who have spent many years serving the
Royal Aero Club, its members, sporting aviation, or Aviation in general by their meritorious
endeavours. David Roberts - RAeC
ROYAL AERO CLUB CERTIFICATE OF MERIT: Awarded to those who, while not eligible
for a major Royal Aero Club Award, have served the causes of Aviation in general or
Sporting Aviation in particular, by their work, devotion or initiative. Bob Harrison – LAA;
Bryan Spooner – BMFA; David Millin – LAA; Donald MacKenzie – BHPA; John Bean –
LAA; John Stirk – BGA; Justin Kennedy – LAA; Kev Atkinson – BGA;
Tony Cronshaw – BGA; Mark Woodhams – BHPA; Martin Jones – LAA; Roger
Newman – BMFA; Steve Longland - BGA
CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION: Recognises the vital help provided to British air sport
by those organisations and individuals who support its member associations via sponsorship
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and the provision of facilities for national teams and otherwise. Alex Ayling & John
Brennan (AV Buyer) – HCGB; Iain Gibson - LAA
BREITLING CERTIFICATES OF RECOGNITION: NEW Academy Students - LAA
ANN WELCH MEMORIAL AWARD: Awarded in recognition of those whose instructional
activity assists members of the BGA, BHPA, BMAA to become competent pilots and reach
higher standards of sport flying. The Award is made for significant contribution in the field of
flying instruction, and exceptionally to include proven aids in associated subjects such as
navigation and meteorology. The Award is open to all instructors of the BGA, BHPA, BMAA,
and exceptionally to others who have made a significant contribution to the education and
training of pilots. Jocky Sanderson – BHPA
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Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT)
Charity Commission No.1068451

http://www.royalaeroclub.co.uk/about-us.php?title=&id=32

Established in 1998, the Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) focuses on advancing the cause of
air sport and aviation in the UK and is honoured to have HRH The Duke of York KG GCVO
ADC as it’s Patron.
Through active and ongoing involvement in fund raising and the preparation of grant
applications, the Trust concentrates on two main objectives:


Supporting the ambitions of young people who wish to become involved in air sports
and recreation regardless of background, experience or ability, to achieve their full
potential through participation in air sports and recreational flying.
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries



Conserving the Royal Aero Club’s unique collection of aviation memorabilia
conserving unique historical aviation materials for future generations and maintaining
100 years of aviation history represented by artefacts, memorabilia and archive
documents. Much of this is stored at The Royal Air Force Museum Hendon.
However, in 2011 the Trust launched www.royalaeroclubcollection.org where visitors
can gain quick and easy access to these extensive aviation archives.

Working together with individual researchers and learned societies, as future resources
permit, the Trust also encourages research into air sport and promotes the publication and
dissemination of useful results of such research by meetings, conferences and publications.
The Trust is constantly looking to involve people in its work. For further details of voluntary
positions please visit www.royalaeroclubcollection.org 'Contact Us' and use the 'Select
Subject' filter to select 'Volunteering'.
If you love air sport and recreation, there are a number of ways in which you can assist the
Trust in its tasks. These include Gift Aid donations, Legacies and Covenants.
For further details, please visit www.royalaeroclubcollection.org 'Contact Us' and use the
'Select Subject' filter to select 'Sponsoring/Partnership/Donations'
The Royal Aero Club Trust is a registered charity – Charity Commission no. 1068451.

2018 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
As part of its Flying for Youth Programme (FfY), the RAeC Trust (RAeCT) has a Bursary
Scheme for young people between ages 14 and 21. This provides financial assistance of
up to £1,000 for those wishing to upgrade their existing qualification in a wide range of air
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sports and aviation-related activities and the Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) is delighted to
announce its bursary scheme for young people for the 2018 season.
The President’s Scholarships: 2 bursaries each worth up to £750);
The Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000
The Breitling Bursary worth up to £750
The Bramson Bursary worth up to £500
The George Farha Bursary worth up to £500
The John Downer Bursary worth up to £500
There are additional bursaries also worth up to £500 each
Deadline for submission is 31st March, annually, to be submitted through a Sponsoring
Organisation, Club or Association.
Full details and the rules of the recently changed scheme, as well as the relevant
application forms, are available on the Royal Aero Club Trust web site
www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

The Royal Aero Club Trust has been offering bursaries for some seventeen years and a
wide range of grants have been awarded. Activities available in the programme include
gliding, hot air ballooning, paragliding, hang gliding, parachuting, flying microlights, piloting
motor gliders, light aircraft and helicopters, and building and flying model aircraft (including
drones). Bursaries are also available for Personal Computer or Flight Simulator pilots
wishing to have their first experience of an air sport.
In 2015 the Trustees agreed significant changes to the Bursary Scheme following
consultation with previous award winners. The Scheme was extended to permit applications
from a wider age range (14 to 21 years); and from light aircraft trainee pilots, who have flown
solo.
The Scheme also provides financial assistance to trainee balloon pilots, who have to enter
for mandatory examinations and is also now open to those who fly drones.
Additionally, a new category of bursary was introduced for well qualified air sports
participants aged up to 24 years. Styled the “Follow on Bursary”, the intention is to
encourage committed applicants to reach even higher levels of achievement through, for
example, participation in national and international competitions.
These new opportunities should encourage an even wider range of young persons to access
and benefit from participation in air sports.
Applicants must be UK citizens, resident in the UK, and the training and flying can only be
conducted at clubs, associations or training establishments in the UK.
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BURSARIES, SCHOLARSHIPS AND FUNDS
These pages are a compilation of RAeC Member Organisations bursaries, scholarships and
Funds together with others that may be of interest. For full details check out the applicable
RAeC Member pages.

2018 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) is delighted to announce its bursary scheme for young
people for the 2018 season.
The President’s Scholarships (2 bursaries each worth up to £750);
The Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000
The Breitling Bursary worth up to £750
The Bramson Bursary worth up to £500
The new George Farha Bursary worth up to £500
The new John Downer Bursary worth up to £500
plus a number of additional bursaries also worth up to £500 each.
For further information see: www.royalaeroclubtrust.org
AIR LEAGUE http://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships/
The Air League Flying Bursary programme offers 3-5 hours of advanced flying training to
PPL holders.
Annually the Air League awards in the order of 50 Flying Scholarships depending on funds
available i.e. 12 hours of Powered Flight training towards the award of an NPPL.
Students from across the country who are over 16 years old and who meet the schools
expectations are being offered a unique opportunity of a gliding taster day followed by a
“Gliding to Solo Scholarship” (GSS).
Gliding scholarships offer the opportunity for solo glider pilots or Air Cadets who have
reached Gold Wings standard to broaden their flying experience.
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative.
See www.juniorgliding.co.uk
An annual programme of engineering scholarships offering one or two-week work
placements with UK’s leading aerospace companies or flying schools.
The Air League and Boeing in collaboration with Help for Heroes and Aerobility offer
numerous flying scholarships for disabled veterans/service personnel.
http://www.aerobility.com/I-want-to-fly/I-want-to-fly.php
and/or getsupport@helpforheroes.org.uk

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT CLUB: LIZ INWOOD TAILDRAGGER SCHOLARSHIP
The Scholarship, named in memory of the -late Tiger Moth pilot and flying instructor Liz Inwood, is
funded by donations from the Vintage Aircraft Club, Light Aircraft Association and the Inwood estate.
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It is aimed at young pilots who wish to convert from typical flying club nose wheel designs to older
tailwheel types, potentially opening the door to flying a wider range of vintage and classic types.
For further information for 2018 applications: http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

THE HONOURABLE COMPANY OF AIR PILOTS
(INCORPORATING AIR NAVIGATORS)
PRIVATE PILOT LICENCE: to assist successful individuals, who might otherwise not have the
necessary resources, to achieve their Licence. The Scholarship covers only direct training and
examination costs. The costs of obtaining the Class 2 Medical Certificate and any associated travel,
subsistence and accommodation expenses are the responsibility of the Scholarship winner.
Application Form: https://www.airpilots.org/file/2662/ppl-application-2018.pdf
CLOSING DATE: 14th March 2018
GLIDING COURSE SCHOLARSHIP 2018: this scholarship is aimed at those with little or no flying
experience and are offered to people over the age of 16 and gave successful candidates the
opportunity to fly on a one week residential course at a youth approved British Gliding Association
centre. This course could take a candidate to first solo.
Application Form: https://www.airpilots.org/file/2661/gliding-application-2018.pdf
CLOSING DATE: 28th March 2018
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATE SCHOLARSHIPS which cover all direct training and
examination costs for the successful candidate as they achieve their Fixed Wing Flying Instructor
Certificate and must be completed during the summer before the first week of October.
https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/scholarships
Application Form: https://www.airpilots.org/file/2660/fic-application-2018.pdf
CLOSING DATE: 22nd March 2018
BURSARIES FOR CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF CAREER FLYING
INSTRUCTORS to assist instructors who might otherwise not have the necessary financial
resources to keep their career on track.
https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/bursaries/
The Application Form will be available shortly
THE PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND
The Philip Wills Memorial Fund supports UK gliding by lending money to gliding clubs for capital
projects e.g. purchasing land or equipment, with the Trustees having a broad brief to enable them to
provide a diversity of financial assistance to both clubs and individuals.
The Fund lends at (very) low rates of interest, usually over periods less than 10 years. Typical loans
would be up to c £60k. The application process is simple with the Fund’s trustees generally only
looking to see that there is a good business case for the expenditure and (in order to protect the
Fund) that the club has the ability to make monthly repayments.
See British Gliding Association (BGA) pages in this RAeC Newsletter for further information.
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LAUNCHPOINT BURSARIES / AWARDS
Launchpoint is a registered British charity that supports gliding, and prior to 2017 was known as The
Caroline Trust. The charity aims to provide opportunities to experience gliding and to help
participants, of all ages, to develop with the sport and they do this through the Caroline Trust
Awards and the Ted Lys Awards.
Over 400 recipients have benefitted so far from Caroline Trust Awards to help worthy recipients get
started in gliding, and the Ted Lys Awards’ scope has been broadened to include advanced
development in any sphere of gliding (past awards were focussed on cross-country, competition &
mountain flying).
The Caroline Trust Award application form can be found here
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pwmf-lp/caroline-trust-application-form/
The Ted Lys Award application form can be found here for 2019 applications
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/ted-lys-award-application-form/
For further information and details: https://members.gliding.co.uk/launchpoint/
Launchpoint is also the BGA’s adopted charity and provides Launchpoint’s website at no cost.
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RAeC Member Profile
Alan Cassidy MBE, four times British National Aerobatic Champion (1998, 1999, 2001 & 2003), is
one of Britain’s best-known and most highly experienced aerobatic pilots. He has competed in
World Aerobatic Championships, World Air Games and in European Advanced & Unlimited
Aerobatic Competitions and often bringing home medals. His achievements have been recognised
by The Royal Aero Club of Great Britain, the FAI, AOPA and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.
He also studies butterflies.

ALAN CASSIDY: A PILOT FOR LIFE

(Photo: Leif Culpin)

Apparently, those born between 1966 and 1980 are called "Generation X", while
"Millennials" or "Generation Y" came onto the planet in the '80s or '90s. I imagine,
therefore, that anyone currently less than 19 is part of "Generation Z", which must mean
that the end of the world is nigh, as we have no more generations left. This also means
that I myself am probably part of Generation V! Appropriate as, a few years before I
arrived, my father had had a hand in the Victory of World War 2
When I was between 9 and 11 my father worked for the Rural District Council at Guildford
in Surrey and we lived in a council house in West Horsley. This is not far from a facility you
can find on Google Earth called the "Former Wisley Airfield" and in this time coincided with
the development flying of the Vickers Vanguard airliner. I doubt that rings any bells with
the majority, but you can always look it up.
So it happened that these shiny new aircraft were flying around quite a lot over both my
house and the school playground. For a young lad, this was attention-getting. It did lose its
excitement after a while, but it did provide a baptism of looking skywards and wondering
what exactly went on up there. Little did I know how influential this would later become.
Having endured the deprived life of a teenager in the '60s, which included dragging myself
to live concerts by the Beatles and the Rolling Stones on stage at the local Odeon, my A-

1
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levels loomed at school and my parents started asking me questions about what I would
do when I left.

Vickers Vanguard airliner

I had passed the "11 plus" exam and was a pupil at a state Grammar school, but
University places were then less prolific than today and I had to think about getting a job
after the school-leaving age of 18.
The most obvious choice for me was to look at the military - remember, my Dad had been
in the Territorial Army and I was by this time fairly knowledgeable about aeroplanes of the
recent War. I had lots of Airfix models I had glued together, Spitfires and Messerschmitts,
even a Lancaster. Thus it came to pass that in mid-'66 I took the train(s) to a place called
Biggin Hill where the RAF had its officer and aircrew selection centre.
I tried out to see if the RAF would take me on. I had no idea what they would require of me
over the next couple of days, but what could possibly go wrong?
Clearly, I must have done something right, as at the closing interview the nice officer
behind the desk told me that they were offering me a "Flying Scholarship" that would
enable me to take 30 hours basic flying training at their expense sometime around next
Easter.
This came as something of a surprise, but a delight as well. They also invited me back to
Biggin at a later date so that I could compete for a "University Cadetship", in the event that
my A-Levels were good enough for a university to take me on. However, there were no
guarantees.
The A-levels duly came in and were not too bad, though not really that good in my view.
However, I did a round of interviews at various University towns. Much to my surprise, by
Christmas I had the offer of a place at Trinity College Cambridge to read "Mechanical
Sciences". I had also been to visit a number of members of big industry, as well as the
RAF, to see if I could persuade anyone to help my parents out with the tuition fees and so
on.
The first company to give me a thumbs-up was the oil giant BP, who ran a "University
Apprentice" scheme. This I could not turn down. However, I still had the Flying Scholarship
to do and so at Easter '67 I went to Carlisle, flew the 30 hours in a Cessna 150 courtesy of
the RAF and the final 5 hours needed to get the PPL courtesy of my father. Shortly after
2
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this, the RAF offered me a "University Cadetship" but I had to tell them, reluctantly, that I
was already a BP Apprentice.
Arriving in Cambridge in the autumn of 1967, one of my first actions was to apply to join
the University Air Squadron to become an ordinary flying member.

As a current PPL holder and having passed all the RAF aptitude tests, I was accepted and
soon started to get to grips with the Chipmunk. This proved much more fun than the C150
because it was aerobatic.

Two years and perhaps 90 hours later, I became convinced that the military life was more
attractive than an oil rig in the North Sea (or the desert) and returned once more to Biggin
3
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Hill, this time to get myself recruited for a permanent commission in the RAF as an
engineer officer and onto a University Scholarship for my last year. Goodbye BP!!
Another year and now with close to 150 hours, Chipmunk skills had developed and I was
happy to be selected to represent Cambridge in the annual aerobatics and spot landing
competition between a number of University Air Squadrons, including arch-rivals Oxford.
Clearly, I had had the best instruction as I won this, my first aerobatic contest. I did not
know it at the time, but this was certainly a foretaste of things to come.

Mr & Mrs Cassidy (posted to Belize by the RAF)

In '83, I was sent to RAF Wittering for my third tour with the Harrier force, this time as a
Squadron Leader in charge of aircraft maintenance on the Operational Conversion Unit.
Now, I have to point out that there is something of a cultural divide in the RAF between
fast jet flying instructors and engineering officers. There is also an official division between
engineering officers and those they command, but a good working relationship can be
gained by playing alongside some of your own NCOs on the station rugby team every
Wednesday. Sadly, Harrier QFIs did not appear much at the rugby club.

Part of the military support for a 1985 scientific expedition in Sulawesi, Indonesia
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Coincidentally, at this time there was a CAP10 available for rent at the RAF flying club at
Cranwell, so it seemed to me the obvious thing to do was to get checked out on that. After
some solo practice my aerobatics were polished up a bit and I took the CAP for my first
experiences of civilian aerobatic competitions with the British Aerobatic Association. This
was an enormous eye-opener with regard to civilian aviation and it gave me further
thoughts about my day job.
I was now able to take Harrier instructors to Cranwell and show them how to fly aerobatics
in the CAP. This was a great novelty for all of us, but I certainly got the impression that my
engineering views carried somewhat more influence once my Harrier-pilot colleagues
actually realised that I could fly too. I also managed to accumulate 12 or 13 (mostly
"observer" hours in the back seat of the Harrier T4, most often when it was going through
flight testing after rectification. Thrust vectoring in inverted flight is quite an eye-opener!
And a height-loser.....

Later in the '80s I found myself again serving in the Home Counties and the opportunity
arose to get a share in a (civilian of course) single seat Pitts Special. So my aerobatic
hours continued to grow and competition flying became regular. The aerobatic sport had
taken over just when my rugby-playing years came to an end.
As 1989 loomed I had a serious decision to make concerning future career options: I could
stay in the RAF and continue my engineering career, or I could after 18 years retire and
make a new career as a civilian. The obvious drawback with staying in the RAF was that
my days actually working with aeroplanes were over. As a young Wing Commander with
another 16 years ahead of me, the MOD was obviously going to be my principal
workplace, not the flight line, and I would have to become a politician. I decided that I
would have a second career as a civilian and as an airline pilot!
But I needed 700 hours to get a Commercial Licence and I had only about 350. I was on
my last RAF tour, as an instructor at the Royal Military College of Science at Shrivenham,
near Swindon. So I bought the cheapest tail-dragger I could find in order to do some hour-
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building. This turned out to be an Aeronca Chief with little more than a third of the
horsepower of the Pitts but an exceedingly low fuel consumption.
By then I was living in Maidenhead and based the Aeronca at White Waltham. I did a deal
with the Shrivenham Commandant, a cavalry officer, to land and take off on the college
sports field so that I could fly to work. The cavalryman, who naturally kept horses and rode
often, saw nothing odd with an RAF officer flying to work every day. Hour building was
never more regular nor cheaper.
A Commercial Pilot
In October I enrolled on a commercial licence course in Piper Aztec at Bournemouth, flying
the Aeronca from White Waltham, and back, every day to keep clocking up the hours. By
March, 1990, I was a co-pilot flying the wonderfully adaptable Twin Otter on night freight
runs all over the UK and into Europe. Now, for the first time, I was getting paid for flying!
By 8 May 1991 I was in command and by 15 June I was made redundant due to freight
contracts with Fedex being cancelled because of the first Gulf war! The nearest I had ever
flown to Kuwait in the Twotter was Brussels, but I guess Fedex had their reasons.
I had been flying and competing in the S-1S for a couple of years now, sharing with a
couple of others. Two of us decided that we should get a 2-seater so that we could bring
more pilots into competition aerobatics in a sporty biplane. So shortly before becoming
unemployed, I had been to America and bought a Pitts S-2A which was shipped across
the Atlantic, reassembled and registered G-STUA (work it out!). We based this at White
Waltham where I already had the Aeronca and where the three runways would be much
more forgiving for students than Denham's one. The S-1S share was sold, and I could
concentrate on flying STUA from nearer home.

(Photo with permission from Keith Bradley)
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Quite unexpectedly, my would-be partner was also made redundant from his Hatfieldbased job and then got a new one in marketing with Airbus in Toulouse. That left me with
no partner, no job and the whole of an S-2A to pay for! Life cannot be planned!
Thus I became a full-time aerobatic instructor in the summer of '91 and I am still doing the
same thing 27 years later. Clearly, I have found my "niche". Certainly, I am now
unemployable elsewhere, despite once hoping not only that my lay-off from commercial air
transport would be short lived, but also that by now I would have been a very well-paid
(and only just retired) senior Captain.

The Tiger Trophy 2015 (L-R Alan, Phil Burgess, Ron Allan)

I also became a regular competition pilot, primarily because of the self-discipline that it
demands and the ever-increasing complexity of what can be achieved.

(Photo: Leif Culpin)
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It is demanding, mind-expanding and either frustrating or rewarding - the latter only if you
put in enough work. In that respect it is like every other sport.

Second place World Advanced Championships 2010

Through teaching aerobatics for so long, I have myself continued to learn more and
more, theoretical and practical.

(Photo: Leif Culpin)

I have been able to write a text book on the subject, and continued to compete in
increasingly capable aircraft. This has enabled me to achieve National Champion status
in the Unlimited category several times and to represent GBR in numerous
championships over many years, bringing me eight international medals to hang on the
wall.
8
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Alan receiving his MBE

I have retired from competition now, having achieved most of my goals, and am soon to
face retirement from full-time instruction. I think I will still fly for fun, though. How could I
stop?

9
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http://www.airleague.co.uk

The Air League believes deeply in and champions aviation and aerospace and highlights
their role in security, technological innovation and their important contribution to British
society and British economy. Effort, commitment and regular events have been pivotal in
shaping the entire aviation and aerospace sector and driving debate and policy agendas as
has encouraging and attracting the young bright minds and talent of tomorrow via the
ongoing provision of many Scholarships and Bursaries.
The Air League also works regularly with disadvantaged groups, using aviation and
aerospace as a gateway to life-changing experiences and opportunities.

NEWS
The Air League have moved to their new premises at 3 Whitehall Court, London, SW1A 2EL.
Phone number has also changed to 0207 766 3488.

JOHN STEEL QC APPOINTED CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL
A leading practitioner in aviation, aerospace, planning, transport and environmental law John
has been for a number of years the honorary legal adviser to The Air League and in
December 2017 was appointed Chairman. As a scientist with an MSc (Hons) in Honours
Chemistry (with subsidiary computing) he holds qualifications in law and international

John Steel QC

arbitration. His practical knowledge as an instrument rated fixed wing (aeroplane) pilot; a
qualified rotary (helicopter) pilot; and his regular flying both in the UK and abroad is an
invaluable addition to his skills when involved in aviation and aerospace matters
professionally.
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EVENTS
2017 Youth in Aviation Parliamentary Reception 29th November 2017
Organised by The Air League and hosted by the Rt Hon Baroness Garden of Frognal in the
Cholmondeley Room at The Houses of Parliament this Parliamentary Reception acted not
only to show MPs, Peers and the aviation industry what is happening at a grass roots level
within aerospace but highlighted the many advantages Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) can have on the future development of aerospace within the
United Kingdom.

The Air League was proud to welcome various members of the All-Party Parliamentary
Group on General Aviation and its Chairman the Rt Hon Grant Shapps MP, who spoke at
the Youth in Aviation reception, The APPG was formed at the beginning of 2017 and has
gone from strength to strength with 84 cross-party Members from both Houses. It is one of
the largest parliamentary groups in Parliament and has firmly established itself as the voice
of General Aviation and aviation in general.
Other organisations who attended included: The Royal Aeronautical Society, Aerobility, Air
Cadets, The Light Aircraft Association, Brooklands Museum, The British Gliding Association,
The Air League, The British Aerobatics Association and IMechE.

EVENTS
2018 SLESSOR LECTURE
Tuesday 6th March 2018: The Strangers’ Dining Room, House of Commons, Palace of
Westminster, SW1A 0AA
“Defence & Security in the New Space Age”: Gerard Donelan, Vice President, Security and
Defence, SES.
The Rt Hon. Matt Hancock MP, Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport will
be hosting the 2018 Slessor Lecture.
For further details contact:- 0207 766 3488 or emma.mistry@airleague.co.uk
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Flying, Gliding and Engineering Bursaries
The Air League is proud to offer aviation opportunities to young men and women
permanently resident in the United Kingdom. Their Flying Bursary programme offers 3-5
hours of advanced flying training to PPL holders. Their Aerospace Engineering Bursaries
offer work placement experience at leading UK aerospace companies. Their Gliding
Bursaries offer the chance for “solo” pilots to improve their skills. All these bursaries are
funded by industry and by private individuals. Applicants have to be permanently resident in
the UK and either be or become members of The Air League. There are no age limits for
their Flying Bursary but other bursaries are for applicants 18-26 (16-26 gliders).
Further details of all Air League Bursaries and Application Forms:
https://airleague.formstack.com/forms/bursary2018
Closing date 16th February 2018 for receipt of completed applications

SCHOLARSHIPS
GLIDING TO SOLO
Students from across the country who are over 16 years old and who meet the schools
expectations are being offered a unique opportunity of a gliding taster day followed by a
Gliding to Solo Scholarship. 20 students from each of the following colleges attending a trial
lesson day will have the opportunity to apply for a “Gliding to Solo Scholarship” (GSS).
A GSS consists of:
1 or 2 week course at your respective gliding club
1 year membership of the Gliding Club
1 year membership of The Air League
All Food, accommodation and flying fees for the duration of the course
Transport to and from for the course and taster day.
As well as inspiring and educating the experience is designed to show the individual that
aviation could be a realistic career option. Through team working, individual and team
responsibilities as well as development of their interpersonal skill set, they realize they can
achieve anything.
A minimum of 3 GSS are available at these participating schools:Haggerston School, Hackney
The City Academy, Hackney
London Academy of Excellence, Stratford
Excelsior Academy, Newcastle
Pen y Dre School, Merthyr Tydfil
Kingsdale Foundation School, Dulwich
Loch Gelly School, Fife
For further information: http://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships/
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GLIDING
Gliding scholarships offer the opportunity for solo glider pilots or Air Cadets who have
reached Gold Wings standard to broaden their flying experience. Depending on experience,
the following awards are available at civilian gliding schools:
Aerobatic Training - Instruction in basic aerobatic manoeuvres
The intention of this award is to enhance a scholar’s handling skills and provide an insight
into the skills and flying discipline of competition aerobatics. If you want to improve your
skills and have a lot of fun doing it, apply for an aerobatic scholarship.
Cross-Country Training
British Glider pilots continue to lead the world in glider racing. This award allows an insight
into the complex, exciting world of racing sailplanes cross country. This scholarship is
tailored to the individual’s personal ability. Tuition takes the form of 2-seater flying around a
cross country looking at the techniques and skills involved in racing sailplanes. This is
consolidated with further two seater or single seat flying depending on your ability to ensure
you progress to as high a level as possible. This scholarship typically takes a week to
complete.
SLMG NPPL TRAINING
Gliding is a fantastic and affordable way to start a career in aviation. The handling skills
gained as a glider pilot being second to none. As well as providing an insight to the world of
silent flight, this award allows the opportunity to combine non-powered and powered flight.
Training in a self-launching motor glider (SLMG) you will learn how to operate a powered
aircraft whilst understanding how to optimise the weather as a glider pilot. Flown from one of
four sites in the UK, the course comprises of up to 32 hours flying (depending on previous
experience). Typically awards of 12hrs or 6hrs are made to allow existing glider pilots to
work towards conversion from a gliding licence to a SLMG NPPL.
Applicants must be young people permanently resident in the UK aged at least 16 but under
26 years on 1 April in the year of application. They also have to join The Air League.
Further details and Application Form:
https://airleague.formstack.com/forms/gliding2018
Closing date 16th February 2018 for receipt of completed applications

OTHER GLIDING SCHEMES
There are many opportunities and the majority of gliding clubs in the UK offer cadet
schemes. These schemes offer lower flying rates and sometime FREE flying in return for
assisting with daily club operations.
Contact your nearest gliding club for details
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative.
See www.juniorgliding.co.uk for details.
ENGINEERING
In conjunction with the J N Somers Charitable Will Trust and the Rhodes-Moorehouse VC
Charitable Trust, The Air League provides an annual programme of engineering
scholarships offering one or two-week work placements with UK’s leading aerospace
companies or flying schools. The scholarships pay for Bed & Breakfast accommodation (if
necessary) and expenses necessarily incurred for travel and meals.
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This experience will provide you with an invaluable insight into real life engineering; valuable
work experience and useful skills for your CV; an opportunity to make new friends and
industry contacts for your future career.
You must be: - A permanent resident in the UK Aged 17-26 AND be or become a member
of The Air League.
You will also need to write 500 words on why you should get a scholarship and how it would
benefit the aerospace industry
Further details and Application Form:
https://airleague.formstack.com/forms/engineering2018
Closing date 16th February 2018 for receipt of completed applications.

AIR LEAGUE TRUST AND BOEING: Flying Scholarships for Disabled Veterans
The Air League and Boeing in collaboration with Help for Heroes and Aerobility offer
numerous flying scholarships for disabled veterans/service personnel.
They are open to men and women residents in the UK and selection is coordinated by Help for
Heroes.
For further details contact either Aeromobility: 0303 303 1230 / info@aerobility.com /
http://www.aerobility.com/I-want-to-fly/I-want-to-fly.php
or
Help for Heroes
North: 01748 834148
West: 01752 562179
East: 01206 814880
South: 01980 844200 or getsupport@helpforheroes.org.uk
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https://www.aerobatics.org.uk

NEWS
Check out “Member Profile” in this issue of the RAeC Newsletter to read about
someone you may know in your Aerobatic AirSport.

A CHANCE TO WIN A FLIGHT IN A SPITFIRE
The British Aerobatic Association (BAeA) is offering a 50-minute flight experience from
Goodwood Aerodrome in a two seat Spitfire (T9), provided by Boultbee Flight Academy,
together with an overnight stay with dinner for two at The Goodwood Hotel
https://www.goodwood.com/estate/the-goodwood-hotel as the prize in the first of its newly
registered lottery draws. Boultbee Flight Academy is the world's first Spitfire training school
and approved Spitfire flight provider.

Participants in the lottery will have a 1 in 1000 chance of winning and proceeds will go
towards the British Aerobatics’ team (power and glider) training and support fund in
preparation for European and World Championships. A donation will also be made to the
registered charity Aerobility, who facilitates a range of flying training and flying experiences
for disabled people.
The winner of the Spitfire trip must be over 18 years of age, other terms and conditions apply
including height and weight restrictions and the BAeA request no person under the age of 16
years is permitted to purchase or sell lottery tickets. The lottery draw will take place on
Wednesday 14 March 2018 at the offices of Aerobility, Blackbushe Airport, Camberley,
Surrey.
To get your lottery ticket email lottery@aerobatics.org.uk
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RAeC MEDALS AND AWARDS 2017
Check out the RAeC Medals and Awards section in this Newsletter to find out who are
the recipients, in recognition of their achievements and service.

EASA AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENT SURVEY
Not that you ever do but EASA are looking at airspace infringements and you are invited to
participate in their survey which is being organised by the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) in Cologne, Germany. The information is being collected and used by EASA not the
UK CAA. Individual’s identity will not be recorded and the data will be aggregated for
statistical use.
The questionnaire addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace infringements
and mid-air collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and restricted
airspaces. Data will be aggregated and used for statistical purposes only and focuses on
equipment, navigation technologies and good practices before, during and after VFR flights.
Open until 28 February.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5L
dMq2156VRi19jRg/viewform

NATS VFR CHARTS
It is nearly that time of year again when the new VFR charts are available to buy, and don’t forget still a
legal requirement in the cockpit to have a current cart. But will they up to date? Well not really.
The Aeronautical Charts & Data function transferred to NATS in 2009 who, under licence from the UK
CAA, control the scheduled production of maps and charts for both the Visual Flight Rules (VFR) series
and the Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP).
See the RAeC News and Information pages in this issue of this RAeC Newsletter

UK REGULATORY MATTERS
CHANGES TO AIRCREW LICENSING PRIVILAGES APRIL 2018
AEROBATICS
Pilots wishing to fly aerobatics using an aircraft holding an EASA CofA will, from April 2018,
require an aerobatic rating to be added to their EASA pilot licence. However, if you have
flown aerobatics in the past then some or possibly all of your aerobatic flying may be used to
demonstrate experience required for the rating. If you have not flown aerobatics in recent
times a check ride will be required as part of the process of gaining the rating.
Pilots with no previous experience of aerobatics will need to complete the requirements of
the EASA Aerobatic Rating syllabus before applying for the rating. As normal with adding
ratings to your Licence there will be paperwork to complete and a fee to pay to the CAA.
REVIEW OF CIVIL AIR DISPLAY SAFETY ie CAA RESPONSE TO AAIB
RECOMMENDATION 2017-003
The CAA have made a comprehensive review of civil air display safety which included
reviewing the categories of aircraft that pilots can have on their display authorisations (DA).
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These reflect the different aircraft performances and differing skills required to fly each
category of aircraft.
Further information can be found at
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1628ReviewAAIB2017003.pdf

2018 EVENTS
AEROBATIC JUDGING SEMINAR Saturday 7th April 09.00- 17.00
The British Aerobatic Association runs a comprehensive Aerobatic Judging Seminar every
year and this year’s Aerobatic Judging Seminar will be held in the Cockpit Room at The
Aviator Hotel, Sywell Aerodrome, Wellingborough Road, Northampton, NN6 0BN
The seminar is aimed at everyone from raw beginner to expert and everyone with an
aerobatic interest is very welcome to attend and it will cover both power and glider
categories (they do have their differences!). There will be a thorough review and “How to
Judge” tutorial and will be a packed day with lots to see and do with coffee and light
refreshments brought into the seminar room so that we can carry on throughout the day.
During the seminar the BAeA 2017 Judging Seminar Tutorial will be used as the basic
material for the day.
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/assets/uploads/BAeA%20Judging%20Tutorial%202017-1.pdf
It is hoped to have a sequence or two flown at some stage during the afternoon which will be
used as a field-class tutorial to supplement the days programme.
Competition aerobatic flights, just like Olympic skating, diving and many other creative
performances in world sport, are to the true insider a game of two parts: the "ace" in the sky,
on the ice, above the water - twisting and turning to perfection - connected by invisible
geometric sightlines to the judges on the ground who ultimately make all the real decisions
... who wins, who comes second and so on.
Learning to fly, and then learning to fly aerobatics competition style takes a big chunk of
most pilot’s lives. If you think you have a good eye and a quick brain, learning to be an
aerobatic Judge and playing an active role at the other end of the equation is much easier.
Once you have your foot on the judging ladder, the BAeA will welcome you and your skills at
the whole range of UK national events. If the urge takes you it is possible to progress from
here all the way up the ladder to Continental and World championships. From the judging
line you can enjoy absolutely the best seat in the house and be a real expert - with the bonus
of a free lunch and feet firmly on the ground.
For more information: https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/judging/school

2018 UK COMPETITIONS
The UK aerobatic season restarts with the Dan Smith Memorial Trophy glider competition
at the London Gliding Club's Dunstable Airfield on the weekend of March 31st / April 1st
2018. For those driving there the address is Tring Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU6 2JP.
Restricted to K21 only and the event will be limited to the first 18 entrants.
Entry Fee: £50

No Competing pilot fee

Registration deadline: 20th March 2018

The John McLean, Newbold and Icicle power Trophies will be held at Breighton Airfield
in Yorkshire over the weekend of the 28th and 29th April. For those driving in the address is
Breighton, Selby, North Yorkshire, YO8 6DS
Club (BAeA Plaque, £25.00 entry fee)
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Sports (John McLean Trophy, £50.00 entry fee)
Intermediate (Nigel Newbold Trophy, £50.00 entry fee)
Advanced (Icicle Trophy, £50.00 entry fee)
Unlimited (BAeA Medals, £50.00 entry fee)
Electronic copies of pilots' Free Known sequences (Aresti or OpenAero, preferably in ".seq"
file format) must be received by the registration deadline or the default sequence must be
flown.
Competing pilot fee: £20.00

Registration deadline: 19th April 2018

This is for those of you who are non-aero pilots and would like to see what the paperwork for
an aerobatic competition sequence looks like

Also check out
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/sequences?year=2018
GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
GDPR is designed to strengthen existing data protection laws for all individuals who reside in
the EU. The new rules will come into force in the UK from 25th May 2018.
The Sport and Recreation Alliance has produced a helpful guide at
http://sramedia.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/db49ef58-e5fa-411b-a9944185e0bedc8e.pdf
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BRITISH BALLOONING AND AIRSHIP CLUB
https://www.bbac.org

Founded in 1965, the BBAC is a volunteer-based organisation which exists to promote the
safety, enjoyment and advancement of lighter-than-air flight in all its forms, hot-air
ballooning, gas ballooning and airships.
The BBAC Members’ website at https://members.bbac.org includes links to the technical
office libraries; sensitive area database; Pilots’ Circular archive; membership database;
inspector information; instructor and examiner information; members’ forum; personal direct
debit and membership details etc.

NEWS
GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
GDPR is designed to strengthen existing data protection laws for all individuals who reside in
the EU. The new rules will come into force in the UK from 25th May 2018.
The Sport and Recreation Alliance has produced a helpful guide at
http://sramedia.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/db49ef58-e5fa-411b-a9944185e0bedc8e.pdf

BBAC AGM
The 54th AGM of the BBAC will be held on Saturday 3 rd March 2018 at the Mercure
Warwickshire Walton Hall Hotel & Spa, Walton, Wellesbourne, Warwickshire, CV35 9HU.
For further details and information please contact BBAC Secretary: Wendy Rousell (07973
198279) Irseminars@bbac.org

BBAC AWARDS
THE ADAMS SPARKS TROPHY: awarded annually to the "Pilot of the Year" who, between
consecutive AGM's, has given the most convincing demonstration of flying skill
THE CHARLES GREEN SALVER: is the premier award of the BBAC and is given only for

exceptional flying achievements or services to ballooning
THE LIPTON TROPHY: is an honorary presentation only with the trophy being kept at the
RAF Museum
THE DEBBIE WARLEY TROPHY: awarded for service to ballooning
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DICK WIRTH MEDALS: awarded for contributions to safety or other major achievements in
ballooning
BBAC DIPLOMA: presented by the BBAC for recognition of any achievement or contribution
to ballooning

BBAC COMPETITION AND FLYING ACHIEVEMENT
TROPHIES AND AWARDS
BBAC BRITISH NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP MEDALLISTS: The British National Hot Air
Balloon Championships are organised by the BBAC Competitions Club on behalf of the
BBAC
BBAC BRITISH GRAND PRIX CHAMPIONSHIP MEDALLISTS: The British Hot Air Balloon
Grand Prix Championship Series is organised by the BBAC Competitions Club on behalf of
the BBAC
BBAC BADGES:
GREAT BRITISH LONG JUMP WINNER: a long distance flying competition held in October
of each year to see who can fly the farthest in a single flight within the confines of the UK

RAeC MEDALS AND AWARDS 2017
Check out the RAeC Medals and Awards section in this Newsletter to find out who are the
recipients, in recognition of their achievements and service.
FATHERS AND SONS RECORD SET
The ancient city of Bagan in the Mandalay Region of Myanmar saw 3 pairs of father and son
CPL ballooning pilots; Rick and Gillespie, Phil and Nick Dunnington and Ian and Gavin
Chadwick take to the sky simultaneously on November 18 th and set a new world record in a
friendly Hare and Hounds competition between fathers and sons. The winner was Rick (dad)
Gillespie who landed touching Nick (son) Dunnington’s Hare.

AIRSHIPS AND BALLOON EXHIBITION: CRANWELL AVIATION HERITAGE
MUSEUM
Heath Farm, North Rauceby, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, Ng34 8qr
“Airships over Lincolnshire – Lighter than Air” is a new exhibition at the Cranwell Aviation
Heritage Museum, Heath Farm, North Rauceby, in Sleaford, Lincolnshire which explores the
vital role airships and balloons played during World War I and includes a selection of those
aircraft together with the history of one of the early airship pioneers, Lieutenant Colonel CM
Waterlow. The exhibition also looks to the future as features the Airlander, developed by
Hybrid Air Vehicles, that has recently taken to the skies over Bedfordshire.
Open: 1 November to 31 March: Saturdays and Sundays, 10am to 4pm
Admission: FREE
THE AIRLANDER 10: UPDATE
Hybrid Air Vehicles’ (HAV) Airlander 10 is a British designed and manufactured hybrid
aircraft. For updates about other lectures given by the Airlander team, you can follow their
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/pg/HybridAirVehicles/events
On November 18th at Cardington Airfield the Airlander was thought to have broken free from
its mooring mast and the automatic safety system, designed to rip open the hull and deflate
the aircraft to minimise any potential damage to its surroundings, was triggered. The aircraft
was deflated and secured on the edge of the airfield with fuel and helium been made safe.
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Two members of HAV staff sustained minor injuries in the incident as we wish them speedy
recoveries. A full investigation is being held.
2018 RICOH LORD MAYOR’S HOT AIR BALLOON REGATTA®
The 2018 RICOH Lord Mayor’s Hot Air Balloon Regatta®, on standby for June 3rd, 10th &
17th and 1st July is the official ballooning event of The City of London and an aerial
extension of the historic Lord Mayor’s Show. Each year some fifty colourful hot air balloons
take flight across central London raising awareness and funds for the Lord Mayor’s Appeal,
as well as brightening up the City of London and surrounding skyline. Leading the launch is
the official Lord Mayor’s Appeal hot air balloon which carries both the Lord Mayor and Lady
Mayoress.
The online pilot application form is available at http://www.balloonregatta.com/pilotapplication

THE AIRSHIP ASSOCIATION’S INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE and MODEL
FLYING REGATTA 2017
The 11th International Airship Convention and Regatta was held over three days from 19 th –
21st October 2017 in Bedford. The Mayor of Bedford opened the Convention at a reception
on the 18th October at Bedford’s Park Inn Radisson Hotel and there followed two full days of
presentations of papers by delegates from eleven countries which included Current Projects
and Technologies, Ground Handling and Innovations and Flight Operations and Potential
Growth; musical interludes and a visit to see The Airlander 10. There was also an illustrated
evening lecture by author and historian Ian Castle commemorating the Silent Zeppelin Raid
in 1917.

Ian Castle holding two burnt out Zeppelin incendiary bombs!

On day three the venue was Bedford College Sports Hall which hosted the Model Airship
Flying Regatta in accordance with FAI Competition Rules.
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A BALLOONING FIRST FOR YORK
Knavesmire Racecourse was the venue for York’s first balloon festival with eleven balloons
taking to the night sky on Friday 29 th September 2017 to fly over one of England’s oldest
cities. The Saturday morning saw thirty-seven balloons floating high above the Minster but
with deteriorating weather the evening flight was initially cancelled. However, with a break in
the rain twelve balloons took part in a 30 minute “glow” as a finale to the Festival.

(Photo: Dr Helen Jones CPAGB LRPS)

Plans are already taking shapes for York’s Second Balloon Festival (28 th-30th September
2018). Further information on Facebook: @yorkballoonfiesta

BALLOONING COMPETITIONS
 Want to find extra ballooning excitement and challenges?
 Ever thought about flying in a ballooning competition?
 Or seeing what it’s like by being an Observer?
Not a pilot but still would like get involved then how about being an Observer. In the UK
each pilot has to provide an observer for every competition. Many pilots have their own
regular observer, but some use ‘freelance’ observers who are allocated to their pilot at the
pre-flight briefing. The Observer’s job is to monitor the flight, record and measure where the
markers land and report back to the Director via De-briefers by completing a largely self–
explanatory form.
The British National Hot Air Balloon Championships is the biggest event the BBAC
Competitions Club holds each year. It determines the UK National Champion and the British
Team that will compete in either the European or World Hot Air Balloon Championships the
following year.
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WHAT DO BALLOONING COMPETITIONS INVOLVE?
For those of you not of the ballooning fraternity and are reading the BBAC section of this
RAeC Newsletter don’t know what ballooning competitions involve, and I certainly didn’t,
there is much more to many of these competitions than just see who can fly the furthest or
stay up the longest. There are competition events, or tasks as they are usually called, with
some astonishing names such as Hesitation Waltzes, Elbows, Hare & Hounds, Fly Ins and
Fly Ons and a whole lot more which conjure up mind-boggling images to the uninitiated.
I thought I’d start off describing the Pilot Flying Task called The Hare & Hounds: this where
a single balloon flies away first (the 'hare') and the remaining balloons (‘the hounds’) follow
the hare balloon who will be doing its best to find winds to make the task more difficult for the
chasing pack. The winner will be the balloon that either lands nearest, or drops their 'marker'
nearest the landed hare balloon.
I will have explanations for other competition ballooning flying tasks as would be interesting
for non-competition balloonists in future issues of the RAeC Newsletter but if you cannot wait
till
the
next
issue
is
published
in
mid-May
then
checkout:
www.pitchero.com/clubs/bbaccompetitionsclub
or on the FAI ballooning website
https://www.fai.org/sport/ballooning?f[0]=fai_event_year%3A2018

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION RESULTS
31st PACIFIC CUP (part of the Saga International Balloon Fiesta)
Japan,November 2017

62 competition balloonists took part in this 31 st Pacific Cup mostly from Asia but with
competitors from across the world including Switzerland, Hungary, Belgium, Poland, the
USA as well as three British pilots Richard Parry, Crispin Williams and David Bareford.
Please note the ages of these pilots (Richard – 68, David - 68, Crispin – 74). Just shows that
you are never too old to take part in Airsports and Airsport competitions! Well done guys an
inspiration to us all 

Crispin Williams

7th: Richard Parry;

Richard Parry
(photo: Sumio Yamoto)

13th: David Bareford;

David Bareford

23rd: Crispin Williams (Crispin started

ballooning in hot air balloons in 1974 with the Anglia Aeronauts Ascension Association after 13 years
as a fixed wing pilot)

47th IRISH HOT AIR BALLOON CHAMPIONSHIPS Galway 24th-29th September
This competition is one of the oldest of its type in the world having been first held in 1971
and for the first time was being held in Galway. As well as a Hare and Hounds event there
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were various fly-in tasks and a weeklong Long Distance Competition for the balloon team
that managed to fly the furthest throughout the week's event.

Harry Stringer: “Boulevard”

G-BXDV: Nigel Carr

GB Participants: G-CELM Leslie Greaves; ‘George’ Richard Gyselynck (IoM); G-CIJB Peter Dowlen;
G-READ5 Tony Gould; G-BXDV Nigel Carr; G-BXHE Lawrie Ellis; ‘Boulevard’: Harry Stringer ; GCLAD Arwel Davies
SOME FORTHCOMING BALLOON EVENTS & COMPETITIONS
15-22 February: 10th FAI World Hot Air Airship Championship (CAT 1) Tegernsee, Germany
30 March-2 April: NWBAC Easter Meet
Thornton in Craven, North Yorkshire
13-15 April: Bowes and Bells Balloon Meet
Richmond, North Yorkshire
5-7 May: NWBAC Kirby Lonsdale Meet Kirby Lonsdale, Cumbria
11-13 May:Flying Man of Pocklington Meet
Allerthorpe, East Yorkshire
Check out http://bmss.biz/calendar.html for further details and information

EASA AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENT SURVEY
Not that you ever do but EASA are looking at airspace infringements and you are invited to participate
in their survey which is being organised by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) in Cologne,
Germany. The information is being collected and used by EASA not the UK CAA. Individual’s identity
will not be recorded and the data will be aggregated for statistical use.
The questionnaire addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace infringements and mid-air
collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and restricted airspaces. Data will be
aggregated and used for statistical purposes only and focuses on equipment, navigation technologies
and good practices before, during and after VFR flights.
Open until 28 February.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5LdMq2156VRi19j
Rg/viewform

NATS VFR CHARTS 2018
It is nearly that time of year again when the new VFR charts are available to buy, and don’t forget still a
legal requirement in the cockpit to have a current cart. But will they up to date? Well may be not.
The Aeronautical Charts & Data function transferred to NATS in 2009 who, under licence from the UK
CAA, control the scheduled production of maps and charts for both the Visual Flight Rules (VFR) series
and the Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP).
See the RAeC News and Information pages in this issue of the RAeC Newsletter
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British Gliding Association (BGA) www.gliding.co.uk
The British Gliding Association is the governing body for the sport of gliding in the UK, representing
and providing services to some 8500 UK glider pilots and 80+ clubs that are spread throughout the
UK from the north of Scotland to the SW tip of England. Clubs range from small, member-run clubs
to some of the largest gliding clubs in the world.
Developing and promoting gliding the BGA provides advice and assistance to clubs on a wide range
of topics, including finance, regulation, operations and marketing as well as being responsible for
managing training standards, UK gliding competitions and for the British Gliding Team.

NEWS
GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
GDPR is designed to strengthen existing data protection laws for all individuals who reside in
the EU. The new rules will come into force in the UK from 25th May 2018.
The Sport and Recreation Alliance has produced a helpful guide at
http://sramedia.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/db49ef58-e5fa-411b-a9944185e0bedc8e.pdf

2018 BGA Sporting Conference, Exhibition and Awards
The 2018 BGA Sporting Conference, Exhibition and Awards Dinner will take place on 17th
February at the Nottingham Belfry Hotel, Mellors Way, Nottingham, NG8 6PY. The conference is
free to attend. Evening award ceremony dinner tickets are available to book via the BGA Website.
Overnight accommodation should be booked direct with the hotel (0115 973 9393). Please Quote
‘British Gliding’ when making your booking.
The Conference Programme is currently being developed and should be available shortly on the
BGA website https://members.gliding.co.uk/events/bga-conference-and-agm/
Details and online booking form for lunch, the Awards Dinner and hotel information at
https://legacy.gliding.co.uk/bgashop/applications/conference/conference.php

GROUND TRAINING PROGRESS CARD
A BGA Ground Training Progress Card has been produced, which can be modified by Glider Clubs,
to assist pilots with information and training required on the airfield in addition to that given during
their flying lessons. Download from: https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pilot-training/bga-groundtraining-progress-card-trial-version

BGA SAFETY BRIEFINGS
BGA safety briefings provide helpful risk management information for pilots covering a number of
hot topics and presented in an easily absorbed format. https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/safetybriefings
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SAFE WINCH LAUNCHING
The 6th Edition of the Safe Winch Launching safety briefing has been published. The content is
drawn from the BGA’s long term safe winch launch study and ongoing campaign, and includes new
important advice on the wing drop hazard. The information is potentially life-saving.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/safety/safe-winch-launching-leaflet
This information is important reading for ALL glider pilots regardless of experience and student pilots
will find it very interesting as a vital element of their training.
NEW OWNER FOR SKYLARK 2 GLIDER WANTED
Lincolnshire Gliding Club are looking for a new home for a wooden Skylark 2 renovated glider which
had been gifted to and used by Sally Longstaff to gain her Silver. The aircraft may need some work
to make it airworthy and is being offered free of charge with any caveats e.g. being passed on
when use had been finished with being used have been removed.

So it can now become permanently privately owned.
All enquiries and requests for information to: Phil Trevethik at Lincolnshire Gliding Club 01507
327532

TWO OFFERS FROM DENBIGH (Lleweni Parc) GLIDING CLUB
1. HALF PRICE TRAILER PARKING FOR WINTER RIDGE & WAVE SOARING
Denbigh (Lleweni Parc) www.denbighgliding.co.uk are offering half price trailer parking for glider
pilots who want to do some ridge and wave soaring this winter.
2. £750 PRIZE FOR 1ST 750KM
Denbigh (Lleweni Parc) www.denbighgliding.co.uk are also offering a prize of £750 for the first
glider to fly 750km starting and finishing at Denbigh (Lleweni Parc). There is an additional £50 if the
prizing winning flight is accomplished off the winch with no use of a motor.
This may also set a record for gliding in Wales as there is no record of anyone flying 750km in a
flight starting from Wales.
A chance to get in to the records books too!
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BGA AIRSPACE TEAM
The BGA is looking for new people to join the BGA airspace team. If you feel that you can
contribute, please contact John Williams via the BGA office.
Telephone: +44 (0)1162 892956 or Email: office@gliding.co.uk
EASA PILOT LICENCES
Pilots of EASA sailplanes in the UK must hold an EASA FCL SPL or LAPL(S) by 8th April 2020.
Details at https://members.gliding.co.uk/pilot-resources-flying-training/pilot-licence-conversion
FAI COMPETITION LICENCES
2018 FAI Gliding Competition Licence applications can be made online at:
https://members.gliding.co.uk/competitions/competition-licence-nationals-entries or via the BGA
office.
FAI Licence cards are no longer issued. Applications are forwarded to the Royal Aero Club which
will add or update the licence details on the main FAI database. Once this process has been
completed, pilots are able to verify the status of their FAI licence by entering their email address at
http://old.fai.org/about-fai/fai-sporting-licences . An automated email will confirm the status of the
licence.
THE PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND
The Philip Wills Memorial Fund supports UK gliding by lending money to gliding clubs for capital
projects e.g. purchasing land or equipment, with the Trustees having a broad brief to enable them to
provide a diversity of financial assistance to both clubs and individuals.
The fund was established in 1978 in memory of the late BGA President, Philip Wills, to encourage
“the promotion of sporting and recreational flying in gliders”. He began gliding at the London Gliding
Club in 1933 and on 18th March 1934 he set two records in a DFS Professor glider; the British
National Gain of Height gliding record at 3,800 feet (at Dunstable Downs) and a British National
Distance record with a flight of 56 miles from Dunstable Downs to Latchington, Essex.

Philip & Kitty Willis at White Waltham Airfield 1950

He continued to break several gliding records and was the 1952 Open Class World Champion and a
regular member of the British Team until 1958. During World War II he was second in command of
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the Air Transport Auxiliary, was Chairman of the British Gliding Association for 19 years and was
awarded a CBE and the FAI Otto Lilienthal Medal for services to gliding.
The majority of loans are for capital or infrastructure spending at individual clubs. These cover
typically:







Clubhouse or workshop improvements
Airfield improvement
Winches
Tug aircraft (the Eurofox has been a great success replacing older tugs)
Training 2 seaters
Club single seaters

However, the Trustees are very keen to further develop the activities of the Fund. To achieve this
aim they will need to increase the Fund over the coming years. Please contact any of the Trustees,
whose details can be obtained from the BGA office office@gliding.co.uk (01162 892596), if you are
able to help now or by leaving a legacy in your will.
The Fund lends at (very) low rates of interest, usually over periods less than 10 years. Typical loans
would be up to c £60k. The application process is simple with the Fund’s trustees generally only
looking to see that there is a good business case for the expenditure and (in order to protect the
Fund) that the club has the ability to make monthly repayments.
If you, or your gliding club would like to informally discuss an application to the Philip Wills Memorial
Fund email Steve Lynn at Stephen@srlynn.co.uk; or check out the BGA website at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/club-development/pwmf
or download an application form from
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/club-management-forms-competitions-2/pwmf-loan-applicationform

AIRWORTHINESS
The BGA Technical News Sheet 1 2017 has been published and is an important read for all BGA
inspectors. Glider owners, as responsible for the airworthiness of their aircraft, will find the
information interesting and helpful. The BGA Technical News Sheet 1 2017 is available at:
https://members.gliding.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2017/10/TNS-1-2017.pdf
THE GLIDE BRITAIN
The Glide Britain campaign featured on several local radio stations and a live broadcast from BBC
Look North TV. Glide Britain aims to raise awareness about the accessibility of gliding to as many
people as possible and hopefully inspire a new generation of participants. More at
https://www.facebook.com/glidebritain
Videographer Stephanie Garstin has made a video about gliding for a filmmaker competition. She
has kindly offered it to anyone who wants to use it to help promote gliding
https://www.rode.com/myrodereel/watch/entry/3625

ROYAL INSTITUTE of NAVIGATION’S TOP NAV 2019
TOPNAV is a VFR navigation competition for private pilots flying Aeroplanes, Helicopters,
Microlights and Motor Gliders (SLMG) organised by GANG and sponsored by Pooleys, and held
every year in May. This year it is to be held on Saturday 12 May at 4 venues, (Peterborough
Conington (North), Lee-on-Solent (South), Bodmin (West) and White Waltham) with a weather
reserve on 19 May.
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It is for a 2-person crew, a pilot and navigator, and aircraft will be fitted with a GPS tracker to check
where you 'actually' flew with no other GPS gadgets being allowed. Just the thing for testing your
skills in “old fashioned “navigation techniques. Briefings are at 11.00) when the route of about
80 minutes is handed out.
Entry fees cover refreshments for the day, including lunch (all airfields have kindly waived landing
fees):
- 2-person crew: £30
- 2 person crew including RIN member: £20
- 2 person crew including someone under 18 (Youth entry): £10
- each additional ‘passenger': £10
For further information and payment details: https://www.rin.org.uk/Events/5107/TopNav-2018
Entry forms to print and send snail mail can be downloaded from:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav%2018
%20Write.pdf
the Electronic Entry Form may be completed and emailed straight back:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav%2018
%20Elec.pdf
LONDON SCHOOLS GLIDING
A scheme run by a group of Livery Companies, led by the Honourable Company of Air Pilots
provides students of secondary schools and academies in Inner London Boroughs the opportunity to
experience a day visit to a British Gliding Association (BGA) school. Current gliding schools in the
scheme are Dunstable, Lasham or Booker. Students experience a flight in a glider and flying
instruction from experienced qualified instructors. The benefits are, however, much wider than just
learning about aspects of aviation. The students enjoy a day in a completely different environment
where they will interact with committed and enthusiastic volunteers.
Over 20 schools have taken part and around 900 girls and boys have had a flight in a glider since
the instigation of the scheme. Feedback from schools which have taken part has been very positive
and has been described by some teachers “…as the best opportunity that they are able to offer their
students” and they are very keen to participate again.
https://www.airpilots.org/about-the-company/the-city-and-the-livery/air-pilots-london-schools-gliding

EASA AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENT SURVEY
Not that you ever do but EASA are looking at airspace infringements and you are invited to
participate in their survey which is being organised by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
in Cologne, Germany. The information is being collected and used by EASA not the UK CAA.
Individual’s identity will not be recorded and the data will be aggregated for statistical use.
The questionnaire addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace infringements and midair collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and restricted airspaces. Data will be
aggregated and used for statistical purposes only and focuses on equipment, navigation
technologies and good practices before, during and after VFR flights.
Open until 28 February.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5LdMq215
6VRi19jRg/viewform
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NEW BGA INSTRUCTORS

Our congratulations go to all who have achieved BGA instructor ratings:BASIC INSTRUCTOR RATING
Lee Allinson, Bruce Porteous, Simon Smith, Eleanor Youle, Paul Howard, Alexander Rose, Jacob
Matthews, George Jones, Gerry Lewis, Paul Hastings, Christopher Ballane, Nicholas Killick, David
Parsons, Richard Goodchild, Timothy Mason & Christopher Jones.
ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR RATING
James Flory, Dinant Riks, Roger Fielding, Martin Hardy, Steven Chapman, Keith McIntyre, Alan
West, Kenneth Robertson, Michael Rose, Iain McIver, Kevin King, Graehame Alexander & Peter
Burgess
FULL INSTRUCTOR RATINGS
Alan Swan, Clive Crocker, Payman Nayeri, Simon Grant, Lawrence Lawes, Colin Metcalfe, Nicholas
Barnes, John Castle & Daniel Jamin.
RESOURCES FOR INSTRUCTORS (AND OTHERS)
On the BGA website there is a page detailing online resources available for instructors, including the
latest edition of the BGA Instructor Manual. Although designed primarily for instructors, all pilots,
including trainees, may find much of the material useful. We will add information as it becomes
available so do keep checking back https://members.gliding.co.uk/pilot-resources-flyingtraining/instructors

COULD YOUR CLUB HOST COMPETITION ENTERPRISE 2020?
The location for Competition Enterprise changes each year and is usually based at gliding sites that
might give access to wave and ridge as well as thermal flying. In 2018 it will be based at Aston
Down, 30th June- 7th July, and in 2019 we will be returning to Sutton Bank, 6-17th July.
For 2020 we need an airfield that can cope with 35-40 gliders, has adequate briefing, launching,
catering and camping facilities and is able to accept us for a week commencing on ether 4 th or 11th
July.
Enterprise brings its own team to help with administration, scoring, etc. whilst the host provides the
other facilities necessary. For further information or an informal discussion contact
andrew@clusky.co.uk or 07970 600787

SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES
Under 25 and want to become an Instructor? Younger pilots considering becoming an instructor
are reminded that funds are still available to help with the costs of training.
The Honourable Company of Air Pilots and the BGA are working together to provide funding for a
number of young gliding instructor training bursaries.
These are available to help glider pilots under the age of 25 on application to qualify as either a
Basic Instructor or Assistant Instructor. Basic Instructor training bursaries are £500 each. The
Assistant Instructor training bursaries are £1000 each
(and no BGA course fee). To take
advantage of this superb opportunity, please contact lizzie@gliding.co.uk
2018 Enterprise will be based at Aston Down. Dates are confirmed as 30th June - 7th July and
entries will be open from midnight on Jan 1st 2018. Save the dates and book early!
http://www.compenterprise.uk/2018.html
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LAUNCHPOINT BURSARIES / AWARDS
Launchpoint is a registered British charity that supports gliding, and prior to 2017 was known as The
Caroline Trust. The charity aims to provide opportunities to experience gliding and to help
participants, of all ages, to develop with the sport and they do this through the Caroline Trust
Awards and the Ted Lys Awards.
Over 400 recipients have benefitted so far from Caroline Trust Awards to help worthy recipients get
started in gliding, and the Ted Lys Awards’ scope has been broadened to include advanced
development in any sphere of gliding (past awards were focussed on cross-country, competition &
mountain flying).
For further information and details: https://members.gliding.co.uk/launchpoint/
Launchpoint is also the BGA’s adopted charity and provides Launchpoint’s website at no cost.

NATIONAL COMPETITIONS 2018
30th March – 1st April 2018

DAN SMITH: Glider Aerobatic

Dunstable

Further details of the Nationals and all other competitions in 2018 are on the Competitions page of
the BGA web site at https://members.gliding.co.uk/competitions

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS
Britain is represented at both Junior and Senior levels with an additional World Championships for
women only. Each year a number of pilots to represent the UK at World and European
Championships are selected. Selection is based on their results at various UK national competitions
across several ‘classes’ of glider: Club, Standard, 15m, 18m, 20m and Open Class.

FAI Sailplane Grand Prix - Series VIII 8th SGP World Final held in Vitacura,
Chile 13-21 January 2018
11th: Jon Gatfield flying an ASG 29Es

It looks like there was some amazing terrain to soar over during this competition.
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CLUB MEMBERS ACHIEVEMENTS
Our congratulations go to:
AGA Anglia
Gold Height: Danny Richmond
Bannerdown, Keevil
Silver Height: Neal Wreford
Bidford
5 Hours Silver C: Freddie Wiltshire

Black Mountains (Talgarth)
500km: Dave McCarthy
Gold Height: Christopher Short

Bath, Wilts and N Dorset
1st Solo:
Sam Joshi
50km: Joe Andrewartha
100km: Graham Haile
5 Hours: Martin Davidson
Silver Height: Gavin McMullen
Cross Country Endorsement: Christopher
Roberts

Borders (Milfield)
Ass Cat Rating: Tom Farquhar,
Steve Rae & Mike Rose
Gold Badge: Adrian Loeing
Diamond Heights:Geoff Foster & Steve Rae
FIC: Geoff Forster

Bowland Forest (Chipping)
Cross Country: Matt Price,
Tracy Ashton & Richard Peake

Booker (Wycombe Air Park)
Solo: Max Norfolk

Buckminster (Saltby)
Welcome to new CFI: George Rizk

Bristol & Glos, Nympsfield
BI: George Jones & Dave Parsons
Silver Distance: Oli Summerall
Silver Distance Height & Duration: Scott Barrett
Diamond Height: Daniel Welch
Solo: Henry Mo

Burn
Aerobatics Badge: Benjie Ambler & Artur Klapa
First Solo: Ben Holmes
Bronze Badge: Benjie Ambler

Cambridge, Gransden Lodge
First Solo: Camille Stravrakas & Matthew Myer
Silver Badge: Alex Walby & Ollie Sleigh

Cotswold, Aston Down
750km: Andy Smith
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Cambridge, Rattledon
Gold Height: Richard Maisonpierre
Darlton, Saltby
500km: Roger Starling
5 Hours: Ryan Hobson
Gold Height: Craig Hobson
Dumfries & Galloway (Falgunzeon)
D Module & Ass Cat: Iain McIver
Bronze Written: Connor McIver
Re-Solo: Kaz Paszki
Deeside (Aboyne)
AGM Prizes
Best Cross Country: Roy Wilson
Club Ladder: Roy Wilson
Most Meritorious Flight: Roy Garden
CFI Progress Award: Brian Couch
First Solo: Paul McDonald
Best Height: Kieran MacGregor
Photographic Award: Jakub Hlavacek
Dorser (Eyres Field)
Re-Solo: Jon Davies
FCI: Nick Barnes
East Sussex (Ringmer)
First Solo: Nigel Day, Christian Fowler,
Mike Jeater & Chris Young. Seb Strudley (re-solo)

Essex and Suffolk, Wormingford
First Solo: Jake Gazzard & Tyler McGregor
(aged 14),Joy Chen & George Lee
Gold Height: Andrew Greenhalgh
Cross Country Endorsement: Tobias Brown
Heron ( RNAS Yeovilton)
Andy Farr has been appointed CFI
Kent (Challock)
Diamond & Gold Heights: Peter Mather

Lakes (Walney)
Re-Solo: Peter Thomas
London, Dunstable
First Solo: Gilad Myerson, Oliver Williams, Gaye
Flexen & Ben WIlde
Re-Solo: Daniel Harvey & Tom Pridgeon
Gold: Thomas Sage
Cross Country Endorsement: Andrew Beckingham
Mendip, Halesland
First Solo: Conham Whitelaw (14 yrs)
Bronze Badge: Malcolm Barlow, Cliff Harris,
Mendip, Halesland cont.
Nick Patterson & Roger Harris

Cranwell (RAF Cranwell)
300km: Dan Ulyatt
Cross Country Endorsement: Patrick Killingsworth
Dartmoor
First Solo: Ed Borlase

Derby & Lancs (Camphill)
First Solo: Simon Stannard, Mike Stevens &
Brian Whalley
Cross Country Endorsement: Phil Maund
Cross Country Silver Distance: Liz Martin
Blake Robertshaw Competition:
Novice: Mark Stokes
Intermediate: Warwick Horne
Pundits Class: John MacKenzie
Devon & Somerset (North Hill)
Gold Distance & Diamond Goal: Nick Barnes
Silver Badge: Dave Poole (Wally Kahn Scholar)
First Solo: Ross Pratt
Essex, Ridgewell
Cross Country Endorsement: Allen Cherry &
Jago Roberts
Silver Duration: Callum Hitchins
Standard Aerobatics Badge: Callum Hitchins
& Jago Roberts
Herefordshire (Shobdon)
AGM Trophies presented to: Martin Clark,
Mike Dodd & Iain Evans
Highland (Easterton)
First Solo: Francesca (Streep) Mountain
Silver Height: Colin Thomas
Kestrel (RAF Odiham)
Basic Instructor: Nick Killick
First Solo: Alistair Webb
Lasham
Gold Height: Christopher Yardley & Kevin Wood
Silver Height: Christopher Yardley
Cross Country Endorsement: Adam Hofler
Brian Pope & Graham Percival

Midland
First Solo: Holly Harris (15 yrs), Jared Forte &
Nick Le Gras
Gold & Gold Height: Anthony Sanders
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Norfolk (Tibenham)
1000th Launch: Adrian Prime & David Taylor

Oxford
Diamond Badge & Diamond Height: David Bray

Northumbria (Currock Hill)
Re-Solo: Adam Patrick

Oxford (RAF Weston on the Green)
Assistant Instructor Rating: Liisi Laks &
Jon Hunt
New Chairman: Martin Brown
Vice Chairman: Paul Morrison

Peterborough & Spalding, Crowland
First Solo: Lewis Nicholls, Keith Mooney &
Holly Bicknell

Scottish Gliding Centre, Portmoak
First Solo: Eric Kuhlwilm, Alan Waters &
Davis Robertson

Portsmouth Navel
Gold: Samuel Hepburn
Gold Height: Samuel Hepburn, Christopher Parvin
& Jamie Steel

Shalbourne
Silver Badge: John Douglas

Scottish Gliding Centre (Portmoak)
Gold Height: Peter Storey
First Solo: David Robertson, Bill Fulton &
Gordon MacLeod
1000km: Ed Downham & Alan Glanders
900km: John Williams
Wakefield Trophy: Alan Glanders

SGU
Diamond Distance:Kevin Dillon
Silver Duration: John Thomas & John Douglas

Shenington, Edgehill
First Solo: Nick Wong & Emma Burns
Silver Badge: Lucy Wootton
Silver Distance: Patrick Lund
Cross Country Endorsement: Kennedy O’Brien

Southdown, Parham
First Solo: Tony Fowler & James Davis
Aerobatics Rating: Josh Setford &
Harvey Algar (14 yrs)
Re-Solo: Geoff Burtenshaw
Power Solo: Alex Munnoch & Scott Munnoch

Surrey Hills, Kenley
Silver Badge: Jonathan Hill
Well done to Steve Codd for logging 17,000 flights
300km Gold & Diamond: Ian Hall, Kristina Samuels
& Rois Lorenze
Silver Badge: Simon Leach & Rob Harkness
Upward Bound Trust (Haddenham)
Silver Distance & 100km Part 1: Jacqui Sewell
Gold & Diamond Distance: Gary Newbrook

Seahawk (RNAS Culdrose)
Bronze Written: Harry Randell, Lizzie Westcott,
Nick Beretta & Lawson Tickell
TMG Rating: Tony Wysocki

South Wales (Usk)
Re:Solo: Dave Cousins
Recipient of a Caroline Trust Award: Jasmine
Miles
Wolds, Pockington
First Solo: John Dawson (14yrs)
Ass Cat Instructor: Alan West
Bl: John Tilson
Recipients of a Philip Wills Memorial Fund loan
to purchase a new tug (EuroFox)

Wrekin, RAF Cosford
5 Hours Duration & Silver Badge: Steve Wall
Bronze Endorsement: Matt Morrison
Full Cat Qualification: Alan Swan

York (Rufforth)
Full Cat Instructor: Payman Nayeri
Silver Height & Duration: Steve Wakeham
Silver Height: Richard Waddington
Cross Country Endorsement: Richard Waddington
Yorkshire, Sutton Bank
Annual Awards:
First Solo: Lee Grindrod & Phil Turner
Instructor Award: Payman Nayeri
Bronze & Cross Country Endorsement: Chris Booker Tug Pilot Award & Senior Ladder: Mike Bond
Silver Distance: Toby Wilson & Duncan Pask
Longest Flight Award: Alan Wrigley (509km)
Gold Badge: Roger Burghall
Chairman’s Shield: George Maclean
Wem Bursary: Tom Pavis
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http://www.bhpa.co.uk

The British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association oversees pilot and instructor training
standards, and provides technical support such as airworthiness standards, and coaching
courses for qualified hang gliding and paragliding pilots; and supports a network of UK hang
gliding and paragliding recreational clubs who are able to offer the supportive flying
environment vital to flying skills safe development.

NEWS
NEW WORLD HANG GLIDING RECORD SET
Forbes Flatlands Hang Gliding Championships 2018
British Pilots were in Australia early in January competing at Forbes Flatlands where a new
world record task distance was set of 387 km. Forbes Flatlands is the first big comp of the year
and ran from 29 December 2017 to 5 January 2018 and offers some of the best and most
consistent flying conditions anywhere in the world at this time of the year.
First into goal was Team GB pilot Ollie Chitty beating a world class field and is now just waiting
for it to be ratified. Well done and our congratulations to you Ollie.

Ollie Chitty
Also into goal, a little time latter, was long time Team GB member Gordon Rigg.
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You can follow Ollie’s Australia and last August’s 21st World Hang Gliding Championships,
which took place in Brasilia (6th - 19th August 2017) blogs on You Tube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndf0tIz0pyU
Team GB in Braslia were Dave Matthews, Gordon Rigg, Grant Crossingham, Ollie Chitty,
Andrew Hollidge and Malcom Brown. Team Manager was Jenny Buck and Retrieve Driver was
Nick Chitty, Ollie’s father and a World Record holding hang glider himself. Thanks Nick for the
information and photos.

Hang Gliding Team GB Brasilia August 2017 (Photo: Nick Chitty)

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
GDPR is designed to strengthen existing data protection laws for all individuals who reside in
the EU. The new rules will come into force in the UK from 25th May 2018.
The
Sport
and
Recreation
Alliance
has
produced
a
helpful
guide
at
http://sramedia.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/db49ef58-e5fa-411b-a9944185e0bedc8e.pdf

2018 BHPA AGM
The 2018 BHPA AGM will be held at the Belfry Hotel, Nottingham on Saturday 17 th February in
tandem with the BGA AGM and Trade Exhibition.

FAI Section 3 (Gliding) SPORTING CODE
The revised version of the FAI Sporting Code Section 3 (Gliding) has a number of changes from
the previous one. Details can be found here: https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pilot-info/faisporting-code-section-3-gliding-2/

BHPA AWARDS for 2017
Congratulations to the following BHPA members who have been recognised for their
achievements:
BHPA PRESIDENT'S TROPHY, which goes to Stephen Blacker for his 194km flight as the
longest hang glider flight of last year.
THE BHPA 'WINGS OVER A CLOUD' AWARD is given to the writer of the best article in
Skywings over the year. 2017 recipient is Signe Knudsen, a Norwegian national who lives in
Switzerland and Spain.
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Signe Knudsen (Photo:Signe Knudsen)

Stephen Blacker

RULE CHANGES
To simplify administration the British Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association’s Executive have
amended membership joining and renewal forms, as of 1st July 2017, to contain wording along
the lines of “I fully understand and accept the additional risks if I fly an uncertified wing with no
acceptable independent variation of airworthiness. I agree to abide by the BHPA rules,
regulations and operating procedures”.
A BHPA factsheet outlining the changes and background to the certification will be found on the
BHPA website http://bhpa.co.uk/ shortly. Rule 6 has been revised to reflect this change.
Members wishing to fly an uncertified wing who have not already signed a Pilots Declaration will
still need to download and sign the firm until such time as their membership renewal comes
around.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
DRAGON HIKE-AND-FLY 2018
Following the success of the first South East Wales Hike-and-Fly Race last year Alistair
Andrews of Team Evol Paragliding will be organising a second event to be held on the
weekend of July 14th and 15th 2018. To register your interest please contact:
alistair@goteamevol.com
THE NORTHERN CHALLENGE TROPHY
The Northern Challenge Trophy is a new collaborative effort from the six BHPA clubs north of
the M62 and south of Hadrian's Wall. The main tasks are limited to members of the six
northern clubs, but the Hike and Fly is open to all BHPA members.
A growing prize fund is being supported by the clubs and by personal donations.
The NCT will provide a series of 12 main tasks (eight scoring to allow task dropping) and two
subsidiary hike-and-fly tasks to be flown between March 1st and September 30 th 2018.
The aim is convenience and flexibility for those involved with an emphasis on instrument use,
navigation and decision-making.
Exploring what is possible will also make for pilot development and coaching activities.
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Tasks are hosted on xmap.net which provides easy downloads of task maps and cylinders,
and straightforward uploads with integral scoring.
Downloads cover the NCT's aims and rules, a task list with links into xcmap and task guidance
notes.
Further details can be found on https://www.xcflight.com/northern-challenge-trophy-2018/

EASA AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENT SURVEY
Not that you ever do but EASA are looking at airspace infringements and you are invited to
participate in their survey which is being organised by the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) in Cologne, Germany. The information is being collected and used by EASA not the UK
CAA. Individual’s identity will not be recorded and the data will be aggregated for statistical
use.
The questionnaire addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace infringements and
mid-air collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and restricted airspaces.
Data will be aggregated and used for statistical purposes only and focuses on equipment,
navigation technologies and good practices before, during and after VFR flights.
Open until 28 February.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5LdM
q2156VRi19jRg/viewform

WHAT IS PARAGLIDING?
Paragliding is a thriving sport in the UK offering the same freedom as hang gliding but is more
portable and a little easier to learn to fly, well so I am told . However, they are more
hampered by strong winds than hang gliders, but are easier to land in small fields. You can fly
from hill or be power launched by an engine-driven winch whereas parascending pilots use a
vehicle to tow their wing up and then descend onto a chosen spot.
Flights of over 250km have been made by paraglider pilots in the UK and abroad, especially in
the Alpine regions, the potential is infinitely greater.
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION PARAGLIDING RESULTS
PARAGLIDING WORLD CUP SUPER FINAL

10 - 20 January 2018

Roldanillo, Colombia

Whilst this World Cup was not a national-team competition, seven British pilots went off to
South America to take part in this Paragliding World Cup, the last competition of the 2017
season. Registered competitors numbered in excess of 800 from literally all 5 continents!
Our congratulations go to the British “team” who came a very very respectable 5th overall.
Individual British placing’s were:
15th
16th
43th
44th
55th
83th
118th

Theo Warden
Russell Ogden
Guy Anderson
Sebastian Ospina
Julian Robinson
Idris Birch
Luke Nicol

Ozone Enzo 3
Ozone Enzo 3
Ozone Enzo 3
Ozone
Gin Boomerang 11
Gin Boomerang 11
Ozone Enzo 3
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Idris Birch (Photo:Goran Dimiskovski)

Luke Nicol (Photo:Goran Dimiskovski)

For interest the top five countries overall placing’s were
1st: France
2nd: Italy
3rd: Switzerland
4th: Germany

5th: Great Britain

FORTCOMING INTERNATIONAL PARAGLIDING COMPETITIONS
Paragliding World Cup : 17 – 24 February Bright, Australia
Paragliding World Cup 14 April 2018 - 21 April 2018, Brazil

WHAT IS PARAGLIDING ACCURACY?
Paragliding ‘Accuracy’ is a discipline within Paragliding where the aim is to land on a specific
target of under a metre. As well as being a competitive sport, it teaches a lot about glider control
including launch and landing. In Classic Accuracy there are UK club competitions, a National
Championship and a European Grand Prix series. All competitions require two completed
rounds to be validated, and there are awards for individuals and teams of three pilots. Club
competitions usually have British league status and are open to all levels of pilots. Entry to the
Classic National Championships is for Club Pilot and above; however, there is also a novice
category for new club pilots and pilots without ratings.
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FORTHCOMING PARAGLIDING ACCURACY WORLD CUP (PGAWC) EVENTS
Paragliding Accuracy World Cup: 16 – 18 February, Turkey (North Cyprus)
British pilots confirmed so far heading to Turkey to compete are Andrew Webster, Charlie
Grantham and Andy Shaw.
Good luck guys ! Safe and successful flying. And have fun 

Andrew Webster

Andy Shaw

Charlie Grantham

Paragliding Accuracy World Cup: 4-6 MAY, Kazakhstan
French Classic Accuracy Grand Prix: 19 - 20 May 2018, Persan Beaumont, France

WHAT IS HANG GLIDING?
Hang gliding is an AirSport or recreational activity in which a pilot flies a light, non-motorized
foot-launched heavier-than-air aircraft. Most modern hang gliders are made from aluminium
alloy or a composite frame and covered with synthetic sailcloth to form a wing above the pilot
who is in a harness suspended below.
The pilot controls the aircraft by weight shifting their body weight in opposition to the control
frame. To go up – push down; to go down – push up, completely opposite to flying a fixed wing
or rotary aircraft.
2018 HANG GLIDING COMPETITION PANEL MEMBERS
Simon White has joined the Competition Panel as Secretary for the 2018 season.
Panel Chairman is Tim King with Darren Brown as Vice-Chairman. Steve Penfold
(Treasurer), Kev Gay (Dales Local Organiser), Jenny Buck (Meet Director), Greg Emms
(Local Organiser) and Gordon Rigg complete the Panel along with BHPA Officers Pete Chett
(Scorer, Web Master, NOTAMS), Mark Woodhams (Club Class Retrieve and Co-ordinator)
and Bill Bell (BHPA Competitions Officer).

FORTHCOMING HANGGLIDING COMPETITIONS & EVENTS
NATIONAL
BRITISH OPEN SERIES ROUND 1 : 27 April - 1 May South East Wales
BRITISH OPEN SERIES ROUND 2 : 25 – 29 May Yorkshire Dales
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WHAT IS POWERED HANG GLIDING?
Powered hang gliders that take-off and land on wheels, weighing less than 70kg (or 75kg if
fitted with an emergency parachute) and having a stall speed below 20kts can be flown without
a pilot's licence but you still have to know and, importantly, obey the rules and regulations
applying to UK Airspace and when you don't want to fly with power you can simply use a
conventional harness and fly like a hang glider.
A foot launched hang glider (FLPHG) when powered by a small engine, in pusher configuration,
fitted into the pilot's harness allows you to take-off from any small relatively flat field and climb
away. A powered hang glider is also sometimes called a powered harness, nanolight, or
hangmotor.
Best of both worlds maybe!
The BHPA has a number of sub-75kg pilot members, many of whom are current or ex-hang
glider and paraglider pilots. The recent sub-75kg legislation also covers paramotors with wheels
and they have a rising number of these.
However, if a powered hang glider weighs more than 70kg (or 75kg if fitted with an emergency
parachute) it is classed as a microlight and comes under the auspices of the British Microlight
Aircraft Association https://www.bmaa.org/

WHAT IS PARAMOTORING?
A paramotor or powered paraglider (PPG) consists of a small motor driving a propeller, worn
like a backpack under a paraglider wing.

As they are foot launched, they can take-off from an open flat field, provided you have
permission and, as long as there no hazards such as trees, livestock or bystanders.
Or the nerve !!!!
There is no need to find a hill site facing into wind or even to wait for the wind to blow.
The motor can be stopped and restarted in the air, many having electric starters, enabling the
pilot to adapt his or her flight to the prevailing conditions. They are quickly and easily rigged and
de-rigged and once dismantled can be put in the boot of a car or taken to exotic locations as
hand baggage.
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FAI WORLD PARAMOTOR LEAGUE CUP 2017 RESULTS
There were four qualifying events for the FAI World Paramotor League Cup 2017.
These were the 3rd FAI Asia-Oceania Paramotor Championships held in Thailand in May;
the Czech Open in June;
the paramotor event at the World Games in July which took place in Poland
and finally the European Paramotor Championships in August held in the Czech Republic.

Team GB: 10th Overall
Paul Martin (1): 19th
Mark Morgan & Paul Martin (2): joint 55th

Mark Morgan (Photo: Paul Smith)

Well done guys!
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http://www.hcgb.co.uk
The Helicopter Club of Great Britain was founded in 1966 by Tony Everard. The focus of the
club was to bring together owners, pilots and enthusiasts and encourage the use of
helicopters as a means of social, private, business, corporate and emergency transport and
to generate a wider interest in the sporting use of helicopters in the United Kingdom.
HCGB membership represents almost all of the private helicopter owners and pilots in the
UK and actively encourages social flying and many members regularly participate in the
organised events as well as organising an annual calendar of events ranging from lunch flyins, cross channel weekends, visits to military establishments and breweries and covering
just about anything you can think of doing.
APOLOGY
David Monks, winner of The Queens Cup 2017 was pictured with Rob Hughes and not Hugh
Barklem as captioned in the photograph in the November issue of The RAeC Newsletter.

NEWS
2017 AGM
Following on from the AGM, Chairman Sir Christopher Coville retired and David Stubbs has
now taken up the post.
The Eric Brown Award 2017
The Eric Brown Award was presented at BHC’s Annual Dinner at the Institute of Directors,
Pall Mall on Thursday 2 November 2017 to Gerry Hermer AFC, one of East Anglian Air
Ambulance’s (EAAA) founding members, who fully retired in March this year after nearly 50
years in rotary aviation.

Gerry Hermer AFC

Retiring Chairman Sir Christopher Coville
presenting the award to Gerry
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Gerry was the driving force behind the establishment of the Air Ambulance and Police flight
in East Anglia. Not only did his drive, passion and determination inspire others to set up both
services, but his professional expertise, aviation knowledge and acumen help shape the
EAAA into one of the most advanced and sophisticated Air Ambulance units in the UK.
Formally as an RAF Search and Rescue Pilot (AFC), and latterly as an Air Ambulance pilot,
Flight Operations Manager, Managing Director and founder of Sterling Helicopters, Gerry
has offered his first class flying expertise and understanding at all levels of the operation. As
a junior pilot flying SAR (Search and Rescue) missions in the RAF and as an instructor and
examiner within civil aviation he has continuously strived to develop the skills and
procedures of crews on operations. Gerry has further represented the helicopter industry
through the Air Ambulance Association and the British Helicopter Association with his
involvement in governance and policy development of HEMS.
Gerry is well known throughout the industry, earning respect and admiration for his
remarkable achievements. His attention to detail, aviation knowledge and clear focus on
safety and procedure has earned him an enviable reputation.

HELICOPTER MUSEUM IN WESTON SUPER MARE
The Helicopter Museum in Weston Super Mare is the 18th venue in the world to be
recognised by the FAI as part of the FAI Recommended Venues for Education. The museum
houses the largest collection of helicopters in the world and is well worth a visit. It is packed
with impressive exhibits as well as restoration programs. The ethos of the museum is to
preserve its collections "in perpetuity" - not just for now, but forever.

FAI CIG UK delegate, David Monks, presents the museum founder and FAI CIG Vice
President, Elfan ap Rees with the certificate. They are pictured at the museum in front of GLYNX, the current world speed record holder.
The museum is open Wednesday through to Sunday plus all Bank Holidays, November to
March 10.00am to 4.30pm and April to October 10.00am to 5.30pm but closed 24th, 25 th &
26th December and News Years Day. Helicopters are welcome to fly into the Museum's 1
acre grass Helipad. Please contact the museum to advise arrival time Tel. 01934-635227
http://www.helicoptermuseum.co.uk
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16th World Helicopter Championship, Minsk, Belarus
My thanks to Brenda Nicoll for this report on David Monks visit to Minsk in Belarus.
The 16th WHC is being held in Minsk. David Monks, head of the British Helicopter Team,
has just spent three days in Belarus looking at the venue for the 16th WHC scheduled for
24th - 29th July 2018.
Accompanied by the head of the Belarusian Federation of Air Sports, Alexander Tsenter,
David toured Borovaya airfield which sits to the north east of Minsk, close Minsk city. It's
currently a flying school but it has ample space to hold the event and was the same venue
for the test event held in 2017where it ticked all the boxes.

Alexander Tsenter & David Monks checking out the area

The WHC will run from 24th to 29th July and will encompass the four disciplines that make
up the world championship format - navigation; parallel precision; parallel fender and parallel
slalom. Due to restrictions at the airfield the freestyle event is being omitted from the 2018
programme.
The very elegant city of Minsk has just celebrated 950 years of its being, something the local
people are rightly proud of. It was all but flattened and destroyed in 1944 as it was quite
geographically disadvantaged sitting between the power struggles between Germany and
Russia - it was rebuilt as a sign of Stalin's vanity to show the world how resilient his forces
were. A brand new Minsk has risen from the ashes of war time. It is crammed full of
monuments, art galleries, beautiful churches and museums all with a nod to the country's
colourful and historic past.
Not only does it have history with areas steeped in heritage and culture but it also has
everything you need from a capital city for a break; from being able to fly direct from London
Gatwick (in less than three hours), without a visa (if staying less than five days), to checking
in to five star hotels, all without breaking the bank. There are European influences but the
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Belarus airways
city has retained its charm and Belarus has long been considered the most impressive of the
republics of all former USSR. Further details describing these events can be found at
www.fai.org and www.britishhelicopterteam.co.uk
Anyone wishing to find out any further information regarding 16th WHC - please email David
Monk: david@djme.co.uk

ROYAL INSTITUTE of NAVIGATION’S TOP NAV 2019
TOPNAV is a VFR navigation competition for private pilots flying Aeroplanes, Helicopters,
Microlights and Motor Gliders (SLMG) organised by GANG and sponsored by Pooleys, and
held every year in May. This year it is to be held on Saturday 12 May at 4 venues,
(Peterborough Conington (North), Lee-on-Solent (South), Bodmin (West) and White
Waltham) with a weather reserve on 19 May.
It is for a 2-person crew, a pilot and navigator, and aircraft will be fitted with a GPS tracker to
check where you 'actually' flew with no other GPS gadgets being allowed. Just the thing for
testing your skills in “old fashioned “navigation techniques. Briefings are at 11.00) when the
route of about 80 minutes is handed out.
Entry fees cover refreshments for the day, including lunch (all airfields have kindly waived
landing fees):
- 2-person crew: £30
- 2 person crew including RIN member: £20
- 2 person crew including someone under 18 (Youth entry): £10
- each additional ‘passenger': £10
For further information and payment details: https://www.rin.org.uk/Events/5107/TopNav2018
Entry forms to print and send snail mail can be downloaded from:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav
%2018%20Write.pdf
the Electronic Entry Form may be completed and emailed straight back:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav
%2018%20Elec.pdf
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BELL 505 JET RANGER X
The Bell 505 Jet Ranger X helicopter has been certified by the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA). The 505 is the new entry-level light single in Bell’s range, replacing the outof-production Jet Ranger. It goes head to head with Robinson’s R66 Turbine.

THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY’S ROTORCRAFT GROUP
Did you know the RAeS Rotorcraft Group serves as the focus within the RAeS for all matters
related to helicopters and other rotary wing aircraft and is a multi-disciplinary group with
broad interests, including research and development of new technology, manufacture,
operations (both military and civil) and regulation.
The group also provides expertise and specialist knowledge of all parts of the rotorcraft
community operating in the UK to affect the preparation of Position Papers, advice and
guidance to the RAeS HQ staff, give a co-ordinated response to the media and for the
organisation of conferences and lectures on significant matters impacting or expected to
impact on the GA helicopter community.
The Rotorcraft Group also organises one major conference each year and two annual
named lectures to commemorate the contributions made by Juan de la Cierva and Alan
Bristow to the art, science and operation of rotorcraft. https://www.aerosociety.com/getinvolved/specialist-groups/engineering-design/rotorcraft/

EASA AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENT SURVEY
Not that you ever do but EASA are looking at airspace infringements and you are invited to
participate in their survey which is being organised by the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) in Cologne, Germany. The information is being collected and used by EASA not the
UK CAA. Individual’s identity will not be recorded and the data will be aggregated for
statistical use.
The questionnaire addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace infringements
and mid-air collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and restricted
airspaces. Data will be aggregated and used for statistical purposes only and focuses on
equipment, navigation technologies and good practices before, during and after VFR flights.
Open until 28 February.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5L
dMq2156VRi19jRg/viewform
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http://www.bmaa.org
The British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) looks after the interests of microlight pilots
and enthusiasts in the UK. It is an organisation approved by the Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) and aims to further the sport of microlight aviation, keep flying costs down to a
minimum for its members and to represent them in national and international matters relating
to microlight sport aviation.
The BMAA is the Royal Aero Club's nominated delegate in all matters related to microlight
aviation to the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI) which controls all aviation
sporting activities worldwide and to Europe Airsports which defends the interests of sport
aviation in Europe.

NEWS
2017 BMAA AGM
The 2017 BMAA AGM was held in Deddington, Oxfordshire on Saturday 16 December 2017.
The new BMAA Board Council Members are: Andy Aiken (Chairman), Rob Grimwood
(Vice Chairman and Treasurer), Rob Hughes, Richard Bisiker, Tim Burrow and Frank
Thompson
BMAA 2017 AWARDS
Each year the BMAA recognises special achievements and contributions to microlighting
made by their members. Many of the awards are decided upon by BMAA Council members
but they also ask for nominations to be put forward by BMAA members. These awards will
be presented in May at Popham at the AGM and Microlight Trade Show.
THE BMAA MEDAL "In recognition of long and distinguished service to microlighting"
THE CHAIRMAN’S TROPHY (The gift of the BMAA Chairman) "For outstanding and
heroic personal achievement"
STEVE HUNT MEMORIAL TROPHY awarded for outstanding Microlight Achievement.
KEITH NEGAL TROPHY awarded "For getting things done"
BRIAN COSGROVE AWARD awarded to the sports unsung Hero or Heroine
THE PATRICIA ANNE TROPHY awarded to any lady member who has distinguished
herself in either flying or working for microlighting.
BMAA ENGINEERING TROPHY awarded for the best non-professional design submission
BMAA PHOTOGRAPHIC TROPHY awarded to the year's best photograph in the Microlight
Flying photo competition
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BMAA
NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
includes:
THE
JOHN
HOLLOWAY
TROPHY awarded to the best organised Nationals Round; Class A (Solo); Class B (Dual);
Novice Shield
See who was awarded what in the Summer issue of the RAeC Newsletter.
NEW LOOK BMAA WEBSITE UP AND RUNNING
The BMAA has developed a new website which was launched during the week commencing
the 15th January 2018 and has a completely new look with new features, but still retains the
wealth of information about microlight flying and the aircraft themselves.
To make the most of the new website features members will be required to register and
create a username and password for the site. This then links them to the database entries
and allows them to view member-only sections of the site.
New features allow members to:


View their membership records and amend when they change any details such as
email address or postal address;



View their aircraft records as held on the BMAA database;



Submit Permit to Fly Revalidation documents and Payment from one page; and



View “Microlight Flying” online without having to log-in with different user details.

and for Inspectors the ability to view all aircraft records held by the BMAA.
The BMAA will shortly be introducing paperless Direct Debit to do away with the need and
delay for paper instructions and at the same time be introducing Monthly Membership
Subscriptions by Direct Debit, although initially for new members only.
BMAA PILOT’S WINGS SCHEME
2018 will see the launch of an initiative to encourage microlight pilots to improve their
handling skills and knowledge to make them better and safer pilots.
The BMAA Pilot’s Wings Scheme will include a range of ground based courses which will be
run in conjunction with in the air flying skills.
As well as giving challenges and goals pilots completing these four levels and gaining a
BMAA Bronze, Silver, Gold or Diamond award of the Scheme it is intended that they will also
gain the CAA recognised qualification, Pilot Recognition for Operational Up-Skilling &
Development (PROUD), which can then be used to assist other BMAA members.
Each of the four BMAA awards requires completing a combination of skill and knowledge
based credits. The knowledge based credits include attending, and passing, a BMAA fire or
first-air course, GASCo or BMAA safety lecture/evening, visit to an ATC Unit. Skills based
credits will include BMAA post-licence flying skills courses; planning and flying cross-country
courses with increasing length and accuracy and gaining additional PiC hours.
Full details will be published by the BMAA shortly. Keep a look-out on their website
http://www.bmaa.org
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NEW NPPL (M) MICROLIGHT SYLLABUS
Members of the BMAA Training Committee have carried out a review of the existing NPPL
(M) Syllabus and have produced a revised and much more applicable one taking into
account modern microlight aircraft and the airspace we now fly in. This has been submitted
to the CAA for approval.
NEW BMAA STRIP SKILLS DIPLOMA
2018 will also see the development of new BMAA flying skills courses the first of these being
a BMAA Strip Skills Diploma which has been designed to revise and strengthen knowledge
and skills for small strip landings and take-offs.
Other courses in the pipeline are Flying Abroad; Water Crossings and Mountain Flying and
all the courses will be delivered through a network of BMAA Instructors.

BMAA INSTRUCTOR COURSE 2018
The annual BMAA Instructor Course will be held on Tuesday 20th February 2018 at The
Aviator Hotel, Sywell Airport Business Park, Wellingborough Road, Northampton, NN6 0BN.
The event is open to would-be or thinking about being microlight flying instructors as well as
existing instructors. For further information contact BMAA HQ 01869 338888

THE BMAA FORUM IS BACK www.forums.bmaa.org

THE NEW BMAA HORIZONS PROJECT
The new Horizon Project is a build-a-plane scheme for schools and provides a school with a
comprehensive kit of parts to build a two seat microlight aircraft. On completion the aircraft is
test flown by a fully qualified Test Pilot.
After the test flight the aircraft will be sold to provide funds for another New Horizons build-aplane project.
The BMAA appoints an experienced builder, as a mentor, who can also help with the more
complex parts of the build, but the main construction will be completed by the students.
For more information: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/new-horizons
RAeS GA DESIGN AN AIRCRAFT COMPETITION
The recent E-conditions deregulation make it quicker and cheaper to develop new ideas and the
Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) is holding a GA Design Competition, which includes aircraft
and aircraft systems. Focusing on manned flying machines which could be autonomous but
passenger-carrying this is the second in a series of competitions aimed at promoting major
innovation in the General Aviation aircraft sector.
The task is to demonstrate design innovation either for an existing or potentially new general
aviation market. The scope of the innovation can range from an entire aircraft to a specific
component or system which could be incorporated into an existing airframe but constrained to
meeting the requirements of the CAA’s E Conditions which enable the rapid design, build and
experimental flight testing of piloted aircraft up to 2000 kg maximum mass within the UK.
Propulsion and lift generation systems may be of any type.
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Entries are invited for this competition from everyone; students, enthusiasts and professionals
either as an individual or a team. The RAeS are encouraging entries from teams of engineering
students and youth organisations.
Details are available at https://www.aerosociety.com/news/light-aircraft-design-competition2017-2018
Send an email titled “Design Competition” to conference@aerosociety.com to receive an entry
pack. Entries will be judged by a team of professional aeronautical engineers and winners will
be announced at the RAeS GA Group’s Design Conference in November 2018.
Final date for entries midnight 30th June 2018

IKARUS C42
The new UK importer for the Ikarus C42 series is The Light Aircraft Company who also
manufacture the Sherwood Ranger, Scout and KUB.

(Photo: TLAC)

Based at Little Snoring airfield in Norfolk, TLAC will be sole UK distributors for the range of
Comco Ikarus aircraft as well as supplying spares, servicing and after-sales support as
TLAC is also a full EASA Part M Maintenance facility. For further information: http://www.gtlac.com
+44 (0)1328 878809
e mail sales@g-tlac.com

OUR CONGRATULATIONS TO:Private pilot and aircraft engineer Patricia Mawuli Porter. She is the first woman in the
world to be factory trained in the installation and maintenance of ULPower aero engines.
Brian Milton for finally making it into “The Guiness Book of Records” for flying 21,750 miles
around the world in a Pegasus Quantum 912 microlight. Setting off on May 31st 2000, and
with an average speed of 57mph (49.53 kts ph) he arrived back on UK soil on 6 th
September.
Ollie Chitty for being awarded the Bonsai Trophy, started at the 2005 World Microlight
Championships for legendary flying or a rather that hadn’t happened moment, for his
promotion of Airsport flying, including a touch-and-go on the wing of a FoxTug!
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Ollie Chitty (photo: Nick Chitty)

ROYAL INSTITUTE of NAVIGATION’S TOP NAV 2019
TOPNAV is a VFR navigation competition for private pilots flying Aeroplanes, Helicopters,
Microlights and Motor Gliders (SLMG) organised by GANG and sponsored by Pooleys, and
held every year in May. This year it is to be held on Saturday 12 May at 4 venues,
(Peterborough Conington (North), Lee-on-Solent (South), Bodmin (West) and White
Waltham) with a weather reserve on 19 May.
It is for a 2-person crew, a pilot and navigator, and aircraft will be fitted with a GPS tracker to
check where you 'actually' flew with no other GPS gadgets being allowed. Just the thing for
testing your skills in “old fashioned “navigation techniques. Briefings are at 11.00) when the
route of about 80 minutes is handed out.
Entry fees cover refreshments for the day, including lunch (all airfields have kindly waived
landing fees):
- 2-person crew: £30
- 2 person crew including RIN member: £20
- 2 person crew including someone under 18 (Youth entry): £10
- each additional ‘passenger': £10
For further information and payment details: https://www.rin.org.uk/Events/5107/TopNav2018
Entry forms to print and send snail mail can be downloaded from:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav
%2018%20Write.pdf
the Electronic Entry Form may be completed and emailed straight back:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav
%2018%20Elec.pdf

EASA AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENT SURVEY
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Not that you ever do but EASA are looking at airspace infringements and you are invited to
participate in their survey which is being organised by the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) in Cologne, Germany. The information is being collected and used by EASA not the
UK CAA. Individual’s identity will not be recorded and the data will be aggregated for
statistical use.
The questionnaire addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace infringements
and mid-air collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and restricted
airspaces. Data will be aggregated and used for statistical purposes only and focuses on
equipment, navigation technologies and good practices before, during and after VFR flights.
Questionnaire open until 28 February. Complete on-line via
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5L
dMq2156VRi19jRg/viewform

FUTURE COMPETITIONS AND EVENTS
5-6 May: Microlight Trade Fair & Fly-in
POPHAM AIRFIELD
For further details: https://www.popham-airfield.co.uk/events-with-specific-information or
telephone 01256 397733

MICROLIGHT NATIONAL COMPETITIONS 2018
THE NATIONALS LEAGUE
The BMAA run a series of competitions throughout the year, held at different airfields
throughout the country. Held in accordance with the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale
(FAI) rules, the results of each competition are recognised throughout the world.
The results from each individual round are calculated to give a League result at the end of
the year, with trophies going to the top placed teams.
The BMAA currently run separate championships for the classic classes (solo & dual, fixed
and flexwing), and the foot-launched classes (powered paragliders etc.)

19-20 May: National Competition at St Michael's Airfield, Preston, Lancashire. For
pilots of all abilities for a thoroughly enjoyable weekend in May to enjoy some fantastic flying
and scenery.
28-29 May: National Event at Preston Capes Airfield, Northamptonshire. The flying
tasks will be set over countryside touching five shires; Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire,
Warwickshire, Gloucestershire, and Leicestershire.
For further information contact Tim Burrow and Neil King: northernmicros@aol.com
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https://bmfa.org/
The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) is the body elected by the Royal Aero Club to be
responsible for all aspects of flying model aircraft in the UK.
It was founded in 1922 as the Society of Model Aeronautical Engineers (SMAE) and the change
of name took place in 1987 during the AGM of the SMAE voted to adopt a working title, the
British Model Flying Association. The SMAE still exists as the parent Limited Company and its
title is still used on any legal documents, however, the title BMFA is used in day to day usage by
its members.
With over 850 clubs and approximately 36,000 members the whole of the UK is administered
from the Head Office. But locally there are 14 "Area" committe es which meet periodically
and are attended by club delegates who can, through various channels open to the "Areas",
propose changes or additions to the running of the sport which are then voted upon at Council
meetings held at the Head Office. If passed, the changes will be incorporated in the guidelines
produced by the organisation and published in the "BMFA Handbook".

NEWS
2018 QUEEN'S CUP AWARDED TO THE BRITISH MINIATURE PYLON
RACING ASSOCIATION (BMPRA).
We are pleased to announce that, following a unanimous vote of the Royal Aero Club
Council, at their first meeting of 2018, The Queen’s Cup for Air Racing has been awarded to
one of the British Model Flying Association’s specialist bodies, The British Miniature Pylon
Racing Association (BMPRA).
The BMPRA is to host the Queen’s Cup at the BMFA National Championships at RAF
Barkston Heath over the 2018 August Bank Holiday weekend. The Queen’s Cup will be
contested in the new FAI F3T racing class.
F3T racing is model aircraft Semi Scale Pylon Racing and where four semi-scale race
models start from a platform, for a race over 10 laps, on a race course of 180x40 meters,
one lap having a nominal distance of 400 meters.
The task for the pilot is to fly the radio controlled model as accurately as possible around the
3 pylons in the course. This means of course that he must steer the model in such a way
that it passes very close to the pylons but also flies the best radius in the curve - a
compromise between flying minimum distance and losing as little speed as possible and
must avoid collisions with the other three planes, which sometimes fly very close to his
model.
BMPRA Chairman, Geb Jones commented: “The British Miniature Pylon Racing
Association is delighted that the Queen's Cup for 2018 has been awarded to the sport of
Model Aircraft flying and in particular to Radio Control Pylon Racing. The BMPRA will 94
be

the organizing body of the competition that will be held for the newest International pylon
racing Class, FAI-F3T where models race around a course at speeds exceeding
200mph. This is a rapidly growing racing class in the UK. The competition will take place
during the 2018 BMFA Nationals weekend in August when the top UK placed competitors at
the Nationals will compete in a separate knockout event for the Queen's Cup on the final
day”.

The Queen’s Cup
Her Majesty The Queen approved the gift of the trophy to the Royal Aero Club of the United
Kingdom in 2010 and events were held in 2011 (British Aerobatic Association), 2012 (British
Microlight Aircraft Association), 2013 (British Balloon & Airship Club), 2016 (British Model
Flying Association) and 2017 (Helicopter Club of Great Britain). The trophy is of Irish silver
and dates from around 1719 and sits on a wooden base. It has the Royal Arms on one side
and the words “The Queen’s Air Race Challenge Cup” on the other.

THE 2017 FREE FLIGHT FORUM
The thirty-third BMFA Free-Flight Forum took place on 19th November at The Hinckley Island
Hotel, A5 Watling Street, Hinckley, LE10 3JA. There was a wide range of presentations on freeflight to find out what makes this branch of AirSport so enjoyable including:Why FAI? - Stuart Darmon;
Designing for Scale Competition - Andy Sephton;
Experience with Making Carbon/Foam "Moulded" Wings - Alan Jack;
Generating Youngsters’ Interest in Aeromodelling - John Jacomb;
Electric Ducted Fan FF Scale Jets - Ivan Taylor;
Small Field Contests - Brian Lever;
Project Swansong – a Last Hurrah for the Outsize Open Glider - Stuart Darmon;
A Simplified Description of Electric Drives for Free Flight Models - Alan Jack
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BMFA AGM 2017
Ian Pallister was confirmed as Chairman of the BMFA having stepped in to the role on the
resignation of Chris Moynihan due to ill health. The Chairman then paid tribute to notable
BMFA members who had passed away during 2017 and expressed his gratitude to the
volunteer Officers and staff of the Association.
Manny Williamson then proceeded to give members an update on the progress of the
BMFA HQ at Buckminster and was followed by a report by PR and Marketing Consultant
Paul Tallett. Mr Tallett outlined the significant increase in and reach of the BMFA’s
presence on line and in the social media.
BMFA Accounts Manager, Sian Sargeant presented the accounts for year ending 31 st
March 2017 and proposed a slight increase to the Senior subscription, which was adopted.
See “GOOD NEWS FROM THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING” below.

BMFA ELECTION RESULTS 2017

New Chairman: Ian Pallister FSMAE

Mark Benns (Honorary Secretary); David Varallo (Technical Secretary); Keith
Lomax FSMAE (Honorary Treasurer); Peter Halman FSMAE (FAI Delegate); Mike
Colling FSMAE (Indoor Technical Committee); Ken Faux, Chris Strachan and
Mike Woodhouse FSMAE (Free Flight Technical Committee); Chris Allen,
Stephen Kessel and John Minchell (Scale Technical Committee); Jon Edison,
Greg Lewis and Stephen Mettam (Silent Flight Technical Committee) and Chris
Barker (Control Line Technical Committee)
The Control Line Technical Committee has vacancies for committee members. If
you would be interested in a position please contact the BMFA Office 01162 440028
or email office: https://bmfa.org and they will put you in touch with Chris Barker,
Chairman Control Line Technical Committee.
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BRITISH MODEL FLYING ASSOCIATION & SOCIETY of MODEL
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS LTD HONOURS AND AWARDS
BMFA ANNUAL PRIZE-GIVING AND DINNER 2017

The Annual Prize Giving and Dinner was open to all BMFA members and was held on the 18th
November 2017 at The Jurys Inn Hinckley Island Hotel, Hinckley, Leicestershire
Honours and awards were presented by Society of Model Aeronautical Engineers Ltd
President, ACM Sir Michael Alcock and guest of honour David Bremner gave an address
about the rebuilding of the full-size Bristol Scout flown by his grandfather in 1916 from just
three original components. Mrs Sue Bremner presented the evenings Trophies.
Chris Moynihan received a collection of framed aviation prints in recognition of his work
whilst BMFA Chairman and as the driving force behind the establishment of BMFA
Buckminster.

Retiring Chairman Chris Moynihan and ACM Sir Michael Alcock
Fellowship of the SAME: awarded to Ian Pallister and Bill Dennis as long standing
members who over many years have served the Association with distinction and selfless
loyalty.
Honorary Membership of the SMAE: awarded to Trish Dennis and Christine Lomax in
consideration of special qualifications and who for many years have served the Association
and the model aircraft movement.
SMAE Medals: awarded to Graham Clarke, Maurice Doyle Ashley Hoyland, Roder
Newman, Nigel Revill and Andrew White for serving the cause of model flying and the
society by their particularly meritorious or sustained endeavours.
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Christine Lomax receiving a BMFA Honorary Membership from BMFA President, ACM Sir Michael
Alcock

Merit Certificate: awarded to Harold Barfield, John Butt, Pat Parsons and John Peter
Turner for serving the Association and the cause of model flying by meritorious endeavour.
Ray Malmstrom Award: awarded for services to model flying outside the framework of the
Association.
Arthur Mullett Trophy: awarded to John & Val James for services to model flying within
the framework of the Association.
Roger Bedford Memorial Trophy: awarded to Ian Nelson BEM of RAFMAA for promotion of
the Education Scheme.
Henry J Award: awarded to Aaron Cole as outstanding Junior and Pilot of the Year.
The Perkins Slade Pilot of the Year Trophy: awarded annually to the pilot achieving an
outstanding performance at the highest level of competition was awarded to 16 year old Aaron
Cole.

Aaron Cole receiving the ‘Pilot of the Year’ and ‘Henry J Nicholls’ Trophies from BMFA President,
ACM Sir Michael Alcock

Graham Lynn Rose Bowl: awarded to Martin Dilly and the Free Flight Forum Team for
services
to
aero-modelling
above
and
beyond
the
call
of
duty.
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Kath Watson Trophy: is awarded at the Chairman's discretion and was awarded to
Duncan McClure for administrative excellence as Achievement Scheme Controller.
Eric Coates Trophy and Hotham Trophy: awarded to Mike Stuart
Laurie Barr Trophy and Humbrol Plate: awarded to Tony Hebb
Aeromodellers RC Trophy and SMAE RC Cup (RC Aerobatics): awarded to Matt
Hoyland
Daily Mail Goodyear Trophy (Control Line): awarded to Ed & Sue Needham
Junior Kit Glider Trophy, Frog Junior Trophy and Heather Trophy: awarded to James
Day
Knokke No.1 Trophy and Davies B Trophy: awarded to Simon Molyneux
Houlberg Silver Trophy (Indoor Duration): awarded to Bob Bailey

James day receiving the Frog Junior, Junior Kit Glider and Heather Trophies from Mrs Sue Bremner

Wharfedale Trophy and Budapest Trophy (Control Line): awarded to Mark Thomason
and Mick Fitzgerald
Ripmax Trophy and Radio Madeller Scale Trophy (RC Scale): awarded to Dave Knott
Aircraft Challenge Trophy (National Funfly): awarded to Dan Workman
Free Flight Trophy Winners: Chris Strachan, Phil Ball, Trevor Grey and Ian Kaynes

‘Free Flight’ Trophy Winners L-R Chris Strachan, Phil Ball, Trevor Grey & Ian Kaynes
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Control Line Trophy Winners: Graham Ives, Tony Parton-Frost, Ben Johnson, Mick
Lewis and Steve Malone
There then followed a Re-Presentation of 2017 Championship Medals
F1C (Free Flight Power) World Championship
Team Members:
Alan Jack, Ken Faux & Simon Dixon
Team: Bronze Medal

Team Manager: Mike Woodhouse

F1D (Indoor Duration) European Championship
Individual Silver Medal: Tony Hebb
F1D (Indoor Duration) European Championship
Team Members:
Martin Judge, Mark Benns & Anthony Hebb Team Manager: Mark Benns
Team: Silver Medal
F3N (Freestyle Helicopter) World Championship
Individual Junior Gold Medal: Aaron Cole
F3N (Freestyle Helicopter) World Championship
Team Members:
Duncan Osbourn, Dave Fisher, Alex Hawtin & Aaron Cole (Jun)
Team Manager:
Julie Fisher
Team: Silver Medal
and re-presentation of the RAeC’s Silver Medal awarded to Jo Halman

2018 BMFA SUBSCRIPTIONS
At the Society’s Annual General Meeting 2018 subscriptions were agreed as below:
Senior:
£34
Junior:
£17
Family Senior:
£34
Family Partner:
£23
Family Junior:
£13

THE BMFA ONLINE PORTAL FOR NEW AND RENEWING COUNTRY
MEMBERSHIP FOR 2018 IS NOW ACTIVE
The BMFA online portal for new and renewing country membership for 2018 is now active.
https://www.bmfa.org/Join-Renew/Join-the-BMFA
Without your continuing support the BMFA would not exist: your membership and club
affiliation is important so that they can continue to represent the interests of all modellers in
the UK. If you'd rather speak to one of the BMFA office team, please give them a call and
they'll be happy to help. 01162 440028
The BMFA without the backing of its clubs and members could not have accomplished the
many things that have given them national and international credibility and recognition. The
sheer weight of numbers of model aircraft fliers they represent has enabled them to be heard
at the highest levels.
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2018 BMFA COMPETITION RULE CHANGES
Download the new SCALE 2018 Rule Book at:
https://bmfa.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Downloa
d&EntryId=2442&language=en-GB&PortalId=0&TabId=219
Download the new FREE FLIGHT 2018 Rule Book at:
https://bmfa.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Downloa
d&EntryId=2441&language=en-GB&PortalId=0&TabId=219
Download the new SILENT FLIGHT Rule Book at:
https://bmfa.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Downloa
d&EntryId=2443&language=en-GB&PortalId=0&TabId=219
Download the new SPACE MODELS Rule Book at:
https://bmfa.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Downloa
d&EntryId=2440&language=en-GB&PortalId=0&TabId=219

GREAT BRITAIN R/C AEROBATIC ASSOCIATION
RULES CHANGES 2018
There have been several rule changes for R/C aerobatic competitions. For further information see
http://www.gbrcaa.org/
There is a full R/C Aerobatic Association competition calendar for 2018 available at
http://www.gbrcaa.org/smf/index.php?topic=5257.0

BMFA RULES AND THE FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale)
The non-specified Type 1 sound meter has been replaced with a specified Type 2 sound meter.
The cost of providing the required meters at international events will be more affordable and will
be easier for “pilots” to have access to a legal sound meter before travelling to an event.

THE BMFA NATIONAL CENTRE
Since its opening the National Visitor Centre and Model Flying Site of the British Model Flying
Association (BMFA) at Buckminster, on the Leicestershire/Lincolnshire border close to the towns
of Melton Mowbray and Grantham, has seen a steady increase in visitor numbers, activities and
has hosted a huge range of model flying activities culminating in a full calendar by the end of
2017.
The site occupies 43 acres of open and largely unobstructed countryside set within a traditional
farming estate and presents an ideal location for the sport of model flying to take place. The
National Centre represents an important facility for many of the model flying disciplines in the UK
and will host an annual programme of events and competitions as well as the opportunity to just
turn up and fly and is a dog friendly site and welcomes four-legged members of the family, as well
as two but please ensure that you do not stray into the flying areas, ensure that you are familiar
with the site layout.
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Additionally the location provides facilities for education through model aircraft and the
opportunity for those who are thinking of trying model flying to participate in a “trial lesson
experience”.

BMFA HQ, National Visitor Centre and Model Flying Site, Buckminster, Leicestershire

The support of the BMFA membership has been strong and there has been approximately
£18,000 of donations and sponsorship.
For those intending to make use of flying facilities at the BMFA National Centre at Buckminster
amenities are continually evolving with overnight accommodation with shower facilities in the
pipeline in addition to the “camp and fly” deals for BMFA Members and will be available to hire.
Bookings for the Centre are coming in and the weekend diary for 2018 is looking extremely
healthy. There is a good mix of a diverse range of activities and disciplines with something of
interest for virtually every says Manny Williamson.
For further details and enquires: Tel 0116 2441091 (Direct Line) or 0116 2440028 (Leicester
Office).

PART-TIME JOB VACANCY AT BMFA HQ AT BUCKMINSTER
Commencing in this spring there is a vacancy for a paid part-time position to assist with the day
to day running of the Centre and to provide cover and key-holder duty in respect of events being
held there.
Hours: 15 hours per week over 30 weeks per annum, with the possibility of job sharing.
For further information or an informal discussion please contact Manny Williamson (01162
441091).
To apply please send your C.V. and a brief covering letter by post to Mr M Williamson, BMFA
Buckminster, Sewstern Lane, Sewstern, Grantham, Lincs, NG33 5RW OR by email to
manny@bmfa.org
CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS: 28 th February 2018
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BMFA VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
The BMFA are always happy to hear from volunteers. Below is a list of areas they are keen to
benefit from input, the list is not exhaustive but rather a guide.






Instructing – all disciplines (rota)
Instructing – trial lessons (rota)
Grounds maintenance – general site upkeep or Ornithology – wildlife habitat
Event related activities; General duties; Key Holder or Flightline supervision.
Public Relations or First aid or Weather station – IT support
Museum – archive – historical.

If you would like to volunteer and become part of the BMFA Buckminster National Centre ‘story’
then please do get in touch. manny@bmfa.org

2018 BMFA BUCKMINSTER SEASON TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE
A season ticket is a positive way of supporting the BMFA National Flying Site and Visitor
Centre Project as well as attracting those who are intending to be regular users of BMFA
Buckminster.
The season ticked should be considered as a ‘midweek flyers ticket’, however there will be a
small number of additional weekends that will be listed as general sport-flying weekends,
these will also be available to season ticket holders, the season ticket also includes evening
permits (usual price £4.00).
In addition to this it is likely that a small number of midweek days will be unavailable due to
pre booked events, these will be notified through the website as part of the continuous
‘status update’
Season ticket summary:-.







Seniors: £70.00 (December 1st 2017 to December 31st 2018)
Juniors: £15.00 (December 1st 2017 to December 31st 2018 - juniors must be under
appropriate supervision).
Covers midweek flying including evenings.
Activity must be ‘appropriate’ to the designated activity on site for any day and must
comply with the noise policy (i.e. no IC models on quiet only days).
Includes access to some weekend sport-fly events (dates to be confirmed)
INTRODUCTION TO AEROBATICS DAYS FOR MODEL AIRCRAFT

Held on the 1st Wednesday of each month at the Events Centre at BMFA Buckminster this
gives a gentle introduction to model aircraft aerobatics. Cost: £12 to include hot drinks and a
sandwich lunch
Contact: Manny Williamson manny@bmfa.org

THE FREE FLIGHT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE (FFTC)
Free Flight Technical Committee (FFTC) is part of the British Model Flying Association
(BMFA) and It is responsible for Free Flight Model Flying in the UK including organising the
yearly programme of competitions and setting the rules for them. Some of the 640+ BMFA
model flying clubs are entirely Free Flight based, while others have Free Flight sections.
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Free Flight is the original form of Model Flying dating back to the early 1900s. When the
early full size pioneers started, they experimented with tethered kites and then ‘free flying’
models to prove their theories.

(Photo: Andy Symons)

When launched the model drifts with the wind until it lands. This doesn’t mean though that
it’s not under control. The control comes from the model’s in-built aerodynamic stability.
Learning to utilise that stability is the very essence of Free Flight and leads directly to the
performance of the model. Generally models are of two types: gliders and powered. Gliders
are towed into the air with a line. Powered models have motors ranging from rubber types to
internal combustion, electric and even compressed gas types.

The basis of Free Flight ‘contests’ is very simple; the length of flight time (duration). Models
are required to make a number of flights (rounds) with a limited flight time (maximum) and
the aim is to accrue the biggest total time.
Checkout their website for further information http://freeflight.bmfa.org/
For FFTC contact details: http://freeflight.bmfa.org/organisation
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CAA EXEMPTION FOR THE BMFA NATIONAL CENTRE
BMFA Buckminster now benefits from a long term exemption (until 31/12/18) to the Air
Navigation Order which permits operation of model aircraft over 20kg above 400 feet and
generates a permanent NOTAM (Notices to Airmen) which will assist in keeping full size aviation
activity clear of the site.
The exemption is up to 1,500 feet and represents a cylinder of 1 km diameter centred on the midpoint of the main runway.
Having the exemption in place is a really positive move for the National Centre as it means we
can accommodate a huge range of model flying types and sizes as part of the standard activity. It
is also a precursor to a permanent symbol on the UK air charts.

NEW BMFA ACHIEVEMENTS WEBSITE
The aim of the RC Achievement Scheme is to encourage RC model flyers to improve their
standard of flying and safety, and to raise awareness of the legal controls relating to model
aircraft flying and to prove that standard and awareness to an Examiner. The scheme is run by
the BMFA as a National Scheme and it is open to all RC model flyers, including non-members.
It is important to appreciate that the scheme is not primarily about permitting or licensing.
Fundamentally, the scheme is all about personal goals and challenges. It is intended to provide
every RC flyer with something to aspire to and aim for, should they so wish.
The Achievement Scheme Review Committee (ASRC) will be running Achievement Scheme
Roadshows at Buckminster during 2018. These will be open to any BMFA member who wishes to
attend and will be an all-day event with tea/coffee and lunch provided. The programme for the
day will include the following topics:- The ethos and administration of the Achievement Scheme;
Running Examiner/Instructor Workshops; New Achievement Scheme materials (BPC’s FPV
Extension etc.); Screening the First Draft of the Multi-rotor examiners guidance video; The
Mandatory and supplementary questions; Q&A Session.
ACHIEVEMENT SCHEME ROADSHOW DATES
Saturday 7th April: Pedham Place Golf Centre, Swanley, Kent, BR8 8PP
Saturday 28th April: MBFA Buckminster, Lincs, NG33 5RW
Other key projects that the ASRC will be working on during 2018 include development of further
guidance videos, a Rotary version of “A Flying Start” and ASRC Scheme activity days at the
BMFA Buckminster National Centre.
For further details contact: RCPAS@bmfa.org or checkout out the BMFA website at
https://bmfa.org/

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SCALE GB TEAMS CHOSEN
Our congratulations and best wishes go to
TEAM GB F4C:
Team Manager:
TEAM GB F4H:
Team Manager:

Dave Wormersley, Dave Knott and Dave Toyer (“The Dave’s Team”)
Steve Kessell
Jim Reeves, Richard Crapp and John Carpenter
John Minchell
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BRITISH FPV RACING ASSOCIATION (BFPVRA)
They race drones!
The British FPV Racing Association is a not for profit organisation. Run by FPV pilots, the
BFPVRA has been formed to promote the sport of FPV racing and multi rotors in general.
Our aim is to develop the sport and give FPV pilots a voice within the model aircraft world as
a specialist organisation under the BMFA.
At the BFPVRA AGM on October 21st 2017 at BMFA Buckminster, Sewstern, Grantham,
Lincolnshire, the membership voted in
Chairman: Richard Bloxam
Treasurer: Richard Rowland
Secretary: Karl Eze
Membership Secretary: Adam Mackrory
The BFPVRA also have a team of appointed committee members who help them engage
FPV clubs and pilots; liaise with the BMFA; manage the BFPVRA website and social
presence, and generally perform the things that would otherwise be impossible to do with
only four council members.

(Photo: Matthew Evans)

Matthew Evans (Photo: Tom Stanton)

For further details and information about the British FPV Racing Association checkout their
website http://bfpvra.org/
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/BFPVRA/
or email info@bfpvra.org
or contact the BFPVRA secretary Karl Eze: secretary@bfpvra.org

The British FPV Racing Association (BFPVRA) is eagerly awaiting the FAI to release their
rules for the forthcoming FIA 1st World Drone Racing Championships which will be held in
Shenzhen, China in November and will be looking to take Team GB pilots to China to
compete in the World Championships following National qualifying events throughout the
season.
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DfT ANNOUNCES COMMITMENT TO IMPLEMENT NEW RULES FOR DRONES
The DfT (Department for Transport) have announced their intent to create new legislation to
regulate drones. A draft Bill outlining the new laws is in preparation and will be presented to
Parliament in the spring.
SEE RAeC NEWS & INFORMATION section in this Newsletter for further information
about the proposed new legislation and other information about the Drone situation.

MODEL FLYING CLUBS
WITH VACANCIES FOR NEW MEMBERS
Tadcaster & District Model Flying Club:
terryspence@tiscali.co.uk

contact Terry Spence (01937 843174)

Anglesey Model Flying Club: contact John Robinson john726robinson@btinternet.com
Guisborough Model
pwfarnell@aol.com

Flying

Club:

contact

the

Club

Secretary

(01642

711090)

Weymouth Model Flying Club: contact the Club Secretary (07900 626134)
South Ashford Flyers: contact Club Chairman Dan Porter (07900 225306) or Club Secretary
Alan Kemp (01580 893296) or Membership Officer Tony James (07780 702846)
Forest Radio Model Club: contact Club Secretary Richard Acland (01291 621157)

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2018
The UKRoc is a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) competition organised by
ADS Group, the over 1000 UK companies membership UK trade organisation representing the
Aerospace, Defence, Security and Space sectors.
ADS Group objective is to increase engagement and understanding in STEM based subjects and
to encourage young people to continue into tertiary education and careers in the aerospace
sector.
This international competition is to build, launch and safely land a rocket. There are strict criteria
and competition rules and more than 100 teams registered for the 2017 competition.
There are three stages. The regional events running throughout the UK during April 2018 for the
UK teams to launch their rockets is Stage One. The Midland Regional event will be held at the
BMFA Buckminster Centre and will host many teams as they prep and launch their rockets.
Stage 2 is the National Final with the winning team going on to Stage 3, the International Final,
which takes place at the Farnborough International Airshow. The BMFA supports the teams by
securing appropriate insurance for rocket launching.
Full details, competition rules and how to register
UKROC@adsgroup.org.uk or visit www.ukayroc.org.uk

to

participate

contact
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COMPETITION RESULTS
NATIONAL
BRITISH DRONE RACINGS CHAMPIONSHIP 2017
BMFA Buckminster 21 & 22 October 2017
The top 60 qualified pilots from all of the seasons qualifying events were invited to BMFA
Buckminster for two days of action packed racing to find the best of the best. They battled it out in
winds in excess of 30mph and after two days of intense racing, reigning 2016 British Drone
Racing Champion Luke Bannister retained the title.

L-R Leo Whitfield, Luke Bannister, Lee Underwood (photo: Julian Whitfield)
1st: Luke Bannister

2nd: Leo Whitfield

3rd: Lee Underwood

INTERNATIONAL
DANISH DRONE RACING NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 2017
September Tåsinge, Denmark
Team Final Rush pilot Leo Whitfield travelled over to Denmark to compete.
After three days of battling against 45 of Europe’s top pilots he managed to take the win and
claimed the Danish National Drone Racing Championship for UK pilots.

Danish National Champion British Leo Whitfield (Photo: Julian Whitfield)
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DRONE RACING LEAGUE 2017
Matthew Evans, of Team Final Rush represented the UK in the 2017 Drone Racing League.
This is the biggest production drone racing series in the world and features on main stream
TV in more than 75 countries as the popularity for drone racing is growing all over the World.
You can follow Matthew’s adventures here: https://matthew-evans.info

FORTHCOMING MODEL FYING CONTESTS AND
COMPETITIONS 2018
NATIONAL
SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT COMPETITIONS
13 May: SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT “SMALL MODEL” FROG SENIOR DESIGNS COMPETITION
DAY Old Warden Airfield
25 March – 20 May: SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT POSTAL CONTESTS: Under “25” Vintage Rubber
http://sam35.org.uk
AREA POSTALS:
4th March: 2nd Area SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT POSTAL CONTESTS http://sam35.org.uk
25th March: 3rd Area
30th March: Northern Gala (March Wynde for Lightweight Rubber & award for best Non-Senator
13 May: FROG SENIOR DURATION; CLASS A HIGH-WING; CLASS B LOW-WING/BIPLANE; K.K.ELF DURATION Old Warden
See SAM35 website: http://sam35.org.uk/
11th February: Open and 100’s Soaring: Peterborough Winter Series
For further information contact Alan Morton glassflight@talktalk.net
18th February: F3P Indoor Aerobatics Competition – Minsthorpe Community College,
Minsthorpe Lane, South Elmsall, W Yorkshire, WF9 2UJ
All Schedules offered.
BMFA Team Selection competition will be FAI AP and FAI AF schedules
For further information contact: Paul Wilcockson p.wilcockson@btinternet.com
18th February: 1st Free Flight Area Competition – Various Venues.
F1A (SMAE), F1G (Plugge), C/P, C/G, C/E, E36 (Plugge), Mini Vintage (Plugge), HLG/CLG.
Pre-registration
is
essential.
For
further
information
contact:
FFTC
http://freeflight.bmfa.org/organisation
4th March: 2nd Area Free Flight Competition: Various Venues F1H, P30 (Plugge), F1J (Plugge),
BMFA 1/2A, C/G, C/R. C/P, C/E (Plugge), HLG/CLG Pre-registration is essential:
For further information contact: FFTC http://freeflight.bmfa.org/organisation
18th March: Winter Series 4 Open Soaring Competition
For further information contact Alan Morton glassflight@talktalk.net
25th March: 1st Midland eSoaring League Competition: Pillerton Hersey, Warks, Pillerton
For further information contact: Cliff Hannam cliffsunnycrest@aol.com
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25th March: 3rd Area Free Flight Competition: Vintage G (Plugge), C/R (Gamage), C/G, C/P,
C/E, F1C (Halfax, Plugge) F1QUK, HLG/CLG. Pre-registration is essential
For further information contact: FFTC http://freeflight.bmfa.org/organisation
25th March: Goodyear Racing – British, Open, Mini Goodyear, Barton 26 Goodyear
Barton MFC, Barton Moss Road, M30 7RL
For further information contact Ed Needham the-needham01@sky.com
30th March: Northern Free Flight Gala, Centralised Free Flight: North Luffenham, Rutland.
C/G(CMA), C/R(Caton), C/P(Hamley), C/E, SLOP (Falcons), F1H, P30, BMFA 1/2A, Mini
Vintage, HLG/CLG, Club Champs For further information:
31st March: F2D Control Line: Albermarle, Stamfordham, Northumberland.
For further information contact: Martin Johnson martinjohnson9531@gmail.com
2nd April: Croydon Wakefield Day & SAM 1066: Salisbury Plain Area 8
F1B, 4oz Wake, 8oz Wake, Marcus Lightweights, SAM 1066 Comps, Combined V/C Glider over
50”, Combined V/C CLG & HLG, Mini-Vintage (Comb)
For further information contact Roger Newman rogerknewman@tahoo.com
7th April: Skelbrooke MFC, F3A Aerobatics GBRCAA National League: Straight Lane,
Skelbrooke, W Yorkshire, DN6 8LX
For further information contact Ashley Hoyland ahoyland@btinternet.com
14th April: F2D Non-qualifying Control Line. BMFA National Visitor Centre, Buckminster,
Leicestershire.
For further information contact: Martin Johnson martinjohnson9531@gmail.com
15th April: F5J League Soaring: Little Bentley, Rectory Road, Colchester, Essex, CO7 8SN
See https://www.barcs.co.uk
For further information contact: Tony Merritt tony@quick-net.co.uk
22nd April: BMFA F3F League 1 Slope Racing: Hole of Horcum, Pickering, W Yorkshire.
League and Team selection event. Admission £10
Registration entries open Wed 12th April at 10pm http://www.gbsra.co.uk/competition-entries
For further information contact: Mark Treble mark.treble@marktreble.co.uk
22nd April: 1st Centralised F2B Control Line: Leicester MFC, Bunker Hill, Theddingworth,
Leicestershire.
For further information contact: Mervin Jones M.jones2@bradfordcollege.ac.uk
22nd April: 1st Centralised F2C/F2CN Control Line: Barton MFC, Greater Manchester,
For further information contact: Chris Barker chris.barker239@btinternet.com
22nd April: 1st F1E (FF) Slope Soaring Team Selection Competition: Sheffield or Melton
Mowbray, South Yorkshire
For further information contact: Ian Kaynes kaynes@btinternet.com
22nd April: 2nd Midland BMFA ESoaring League Competition: Hawling, Manor Farm
Bungalow, Hawling, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL54 5TA.
Entries open approx 2 weeks before the event. Please enter on the relevant eSoaring thread on
the forum www.esoaring.net/forum/index.php
For further information contact: Cliff Hannam cliffsunnycrest@aol.com
28th-29th April: London Gala –Centralised Free Flight Competition: Salisbury Plain Area 8
29th April - C/G, C/R, C/P, C/E, P30, CO2
For further information: FFTC http://freeflight.bmfa.org/organisation
30th April - F1H, F1G, F1J, BMFA 1/2A, Mini Vintage, E30, HLG/CLG
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For further information contact: Trevor Grey 01892 539221
29th April: F3A Aerobatics Competition: All schedules RC Fixed Wing. Hurley MFC,
Forteacre Lane, N Warwickshire, B46 2PD www.gbrcaa.org/smf/index.php
For further information contact: Adrian Harrison Adrian@tcsinfo.co.uk
5th-6th May: F2D Contest and Control Line Team Selection: Albermarle, Stamfordham,
Northumberland.
For further information contact: Martin Johnson martinjohnson9531@gmail.com
12th May: Stonehenge Cup Free Flight International Competition: F1A, F1B, F1C, F1Q
Salisbury Plain Area 8.
Pre-entries to: Peter Martin, 23 Woodlands Court, Dyke Road Avenue, Hove, BN3 6DP.
You must have an FAI Licence
For further information contact: Peter Martin peter_m7uk@yahoo.co.uk
13th May: BMFA Centralised Speed Control Line Competition: Barton MFC, Barton Moss
Road, Manchester, M30 7RL www.controlline.org.uk
For further information contact: Dick Hart britintexas66@gmail.com

INTERNATIONAL
GRAN BRETANA ATLANTIC HIGH SPEED DUP F2A (CONTROL LINE SPEED)
WORLD CUP
Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, Spain 8-9 February

This World Cup is one half of the two World Cups called the “Atlantic Speed Duo”. One is an ESP
World Cup and the other is a GBR World Cup. For the first time F2 World Cups are being held in
Gran Canaria one of the Spanish islands off the coast of West Africa.
World Cups do not have team entries but two British fliers, Peter Halman and Paul Eisner, both
ex World Champions and leading exponents of Speed flying will be competing. Jo Halman will
also be there as the Contest Director for both World Cups.
Pete and Paul will be flying with “Halman Special” engines, designed and built by Peter. Although
the engines are only 2.5cc in capacity they produce 2.5bhp, rev at 40,000rpm and return speeds
of 300+ kph over one kilometre. Better than many F1 cars!
With many Gold, Silver and Bronze FAI Championship medals between them over the years and
13 consecutive Championship Team Gold medals for the GBR 3-man Speed Team we will keep
our fingers crossed and send luck and good wishes to Peter and Paul to add to their collections.

WORLD F1D INDOOR FREE-FLIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS 2018
West Baden, Indiana, USA

18-23 March

My thanks to Martin Dilly for his pre-competition report for the forthcoming World F1D
Indoor Free-Flight Championships 2018 being held in West Baden, Indiana, USA,18-23
March.
Our good luck and very best wishes go to Team GB for a successful, fun and enjoyable
competition. Bring home the Gold guys 
In March 2018 a three-man British team (Mark Benns, Tony Hebb and Hans Staartjes) with
their Team Manager Mrs Jo Halman head off to West Baden, Indiana, USA for the F1D
World Championships. Jo Halman was the first ever female GBR Championship Team
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Manager so the team is in excellent hands. F1D is the indoor free-flight duration class and
teams from 13 nations, ranging from Australia to Uzbekistan, will compete in the 30 metre
high domed atrium of the West Baden Springs hotel.

Atrium at the West Baden Hotel, Indiana, USA

The hotel was previously used in 1980 as a venue for the F1D World Championships, at that
time much of the hotel was in disrepair; however it has now been restored to its former glory
as a World Class Art Deco inspired 5 star hotel. The hotel’s atrium where the competitions
will take place was the largest free-span dome until the Houston Astrodome was constructed
in the 1960's and has been dubbed the “Eighth Wonder of the World.”
The models that they will be flying are spectacular and the sole object is maximum flight
duration. Rules limit wingspan to 55cm and require a minimum weight of 1.4gms; the power
comes from a maximum of 0.4gms of rubber, yet flight durations of just under 30 minutes are
possible with the aircraft flying at 2 mph and props turning at 40 to 55 rpm.

Tony Hebb’s F1D aircraft
(World F1D Indoor Free-Flight Championships 2017)

Hans Staartjes

Watching a contest like this you think your mind has gone into slow motion; the aircraft are
transparent and flying impossibly slowly, while the people are moving as if in
a dream, as normal movement causes turbulence and upsets the aircraft, which
even react to the thermals caused by body heat.
With such a small amount of rubber power available using it as efficiently as possible is vital;
rubber is a tricky power source as its torque output varies throughout the motor run.
When fully wound (1400 to1500 turns) the torque is quite high, but drops off
steeply before plateauing at a more or less constant level until finally dropping off again at
the end of the power run.
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Handling this effectively in a ceiling less than 180’ takes an automatic variable pitch propeller
(remember, the whole airframe needs to be as close as possible to 1.4 grams!) to use that
initial high torque to get the aircraft just below the ceiling, so the more constant torque lets it
cruise in the slightly warmer air. The VP prop detects the knee of the torque curve and clicks
into a finer pitch as the torque drops. In higher ceilings simpler fixed pitch propellers are
used.
Today’s F1D aircraft, including the propellers, are covered with a very thin polycarbonate
film, a few microns thick; this makes them much easier to handle compared with microfilm,
which used to be made by pouring a modified lacquer solution onto the surface of a tank of
water and carefully lifting the slightly tacky film which was then used for covering.
The structure is mainly balsa, though boron filament is often used to stiffen the wing and
tailplane leading and trailing edges. The rubber motor runs beneath the front
part of the fuselage, which is a tube rolled from specially-selected balsa around 13
thousandths of an inch thick.

The competition salt mine, Slanic, Romania

The need for absolutely still air rather limits the sites where aircraft like this can be flown. For
many years British flyers used one of the airship sheds at Cardington, but these are no
longer available; the Millennium Dome was used for a period, as was the Brabazon hangar
at Filton. The Manchester Velodrome is still used occasionally each year.
Last year’s European Championships (2017) were run in the eerie depths of a
salt mine at Slanic in Romania, deep underground, with a 165 foot ceiling and quite
cold at around 12 degrees C. Tony Hebb took the individual Bronze and Team GB the Silver.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
For the BMFA Events Calendar check out https://bmfa.org/Contests-Events/Contestand-Event-Calendar where you can find details of your local affiliated club and when they
meet and what you can fly there, be it as a complete novice or an advanced flyer.
12th- 13th May 2018: Drone MiniAirShow
SO21 3BD

Popham Airfield, Coxford Down, Winchester,

Team MiniAirshow are bringing FPV'ers, drone experts, aeromodellers and the general
public together for a fun weekend of demo's and flying, including drone aerobatics and
racing wings. A food village will also be open during the show and camping is available on
site. More information including early-bird and advance tickets will be available shortly
through MiniAirshow.co.uk https://www.facebook.com/events/306240029878274/
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BRITISH PARACHUTING ASSOCIATION
http://www.bpa.org.uk
BPA controls all aspects of skydiving on behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). Prior to 1984,
parachuting from an aircraft in flight was prohibited in the United Kingdom (other than in an
emergency) and could be conducted only under the terms of exemptions from the Air Navigation
Order. With the Air Navigation (Second Amendment) Order 1983, effective from 31 January 1984,
parachuting became a permitted activity, subject to the grant by the CAA of a written permission, and
in accordance with appropriate conditions specified in such CAA permission documents. A
comprehensive parachuting manual as required, incorporating various provisions relating to aircraft
and operational safety procedures was first produced by the BPA in 1996 and is updated to meet
requirements.

NEWS
BPA 2018 COUNCIL
10 BPA Council Members are nominated and elected annually by the voting Membership and two
independent Council members are appointed at the AGM on the recommendation of the Nominations
Committee or Council.
Council 2017: Paul Applegate, Mark Bayada, Adrian Bond, Nick Bunting (independent), Brian
Cumming, Tash Higman, Yassi Molazadeh, Craig Poxon, Martin Soulsby, Sue Stanhope
(independent), Brian Vacher; co-optees (non-voting): Debbie Carter, Jeff Montgomery
The following have been elected to the BPA 2018 Council: Georgie Vacher (née Roles), Paul
Applegate & Adrian Bond. They join Martin Soulsby (Chair), Craig Poxon (Vice Chair), Debbie Carter
(Treasurer) and the rest of the 2017 Council.

The BPA Disciplinary Procedure has been updated in line with current best practice which included
taking independent external legal advice. All complaints of a disciplinary nature will now be dealt with
in accordance with the procedures set out in BPA Form 256 which is downloadable from the BPA
website http://www.bpa.org.uk/bpa-forms
The BPA Grievance and Disciplinary Working Party will next consider an update of the Grievance
Procedure including whether the Grievance and Disciplinary Procedures can be combined.

BPA AGM 2018
The 2018 BPA AGM was held on Saturday 27 January 2018 at East Midlands Conference Centre
(EMCC), University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RJ and was followed by the annual skydiving Awards
and Presentations Ceremony.
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The BPA Taz Causer Experienced Skydiver of the Year Award 2017
Dan Guest has been award the prestigious, and well deserved, Taz Causer Experienced Skydiver of
the Year Award for 2017. He won the BPA Nationals in 3 different disciplines – CP (Canopy
Parachuting), VFS (Vertical Formation Skydiving) and Freestyle and also won the Freestyle Bronze
medal at the 12th ( and the 11th European Cup) World Cup 2017 held in Saarlouis, Germany . Dan is
cameraman at SkyDive99’s based at Dunkeswell.

It looks like everyone had a great time at the BPA’s annual event, Skydive the Expo, which
incorporates the BPA AGM, seminars, trade stands, huge party and more. (photos:
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Party time
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OUR CONGRATULATIONS GO TO ALL NEW BPA INSTRUCTORS
Category System Basic Instructor:
Tandem Basic Instructor:
AFF Basic Instructor:
Category System Instructor:
Tandem Instructor:
Michael Baller; Marcus Fountain; Kosh Carratt;
Adam George; Braden Dimmock; Danny Overeem
AFF Instructor:
Liam Goddard; Alex Clark; Pol Toussant
Advanced Instructor:
Advanced Packer (S):
Victor Pacheco; Chris Dutton;
Advanced Packer (T): Victor Pacheco; Liam Goddard; Ionut-Lucian Ciofu; Daniel Mercer

OUR CONGRATULATIONS GO TO ALL NEW BPA COACHES
Basic Freefly: Jon Moulder
Basic Tracking: Pichard Pike; Marian Tohanean; Charles McNeil
CF:
Stephen Handley
CP:
Joe Laming
FS:
Paul Dewey; John Welsh; Sam Cordell; Lydia Muller; Dave Tee; Michael Nisbet;
Richard Hamer, Sophie Harper; Magnum Tsang; Ionut-Lucian Ciofu; William HanburyTenison; Alex Lilburn; Russell Summer; Holly Goodfield
FF:
Elise Sharp; Ming Chu; William Hanbury-Tenison
Tracking: Alabama Shanker; Ming Chu; David Fusaro
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BPA STARS 2017

Congratulations to Kate Lindsley (Langar), Clem Quinn (Headcorn), David Sawyer (Dunkeswell),
and Harry Shanker (Netheravon) in being awarded BPA Stars for going the extra mile to help and
support A licence holders and above to develop their skills and confidence in your AirSport. They
were presented with their certificates at the BPA AGM on Saturday 27 th January 2017.
Nominations for BPA Stars are made by A licence holders for a shining example of customer service
at a BPA Affiliated Parachute Training Organisation from another BPA member; service above and
beyond the norm that goes the extra mile, made a real difference by helping someone to stay in the
sport, to achieve their next goal, or by giving that all-important extra support just when it was needed
the most.

EASA AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENT SURVEY
Not that you ever do but EASA are looking at airspace infringements and you are invited to participate
in their survey which is being organised by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) in Cologne,
Germany. The information is being collected and used by EASA not the UK CAA. Individual’s identity
will not be recorded and the data will be aggregated for statistical use.
The questionnaire addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace infringements and midair collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and restricted airspaces. Data will be
aggregated and used for statistical purposes only and focuses on equipment, navigation technologies
and good practices before, during and after VFR flights.
Open until 28 February.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5LdMq2156
VRi19jRg/viewform

NEW SEQUENTIAL WORLD RECORDS
Two new Sequential World Records were set in October 2017 at Eloy, Arizona, USA despite gusty
weather. 220+ skydivers, including 26 British jumpers, with the largest two-point 219-way and threepoint 217-way’s ever seen.
FIRST FAI-ASFC CHINESE WORLD FLY-IN EXPO SEES TWO-POINT 45-WAY
RECORD
November saw a four-day FAI-ASFC World Fly-in Expo in Wuhan in China with more than 1000 pilots
from thirty-seven countries taking part. A new Chinese two-point 45-way skydive, with 20% British
pilots, was set with an exiting altitude of just 11,500 ft!
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NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 2018
4-WAY SKYDIVING LEAGUE
Since reporting in the November issue of the RAeC Newsletter the BPA Competition Committee
corrected the positions as there was a mistake in the way points had been calculated. The final
positions are as below:CATEGORY
AAA (no change)
AA
A
ROOKIE

GOLD
4Mula
Vantage
Jurassic Park
RAFSPA Shadow

SILVER
Satori XL
Pajama Pumas
Poor 4 Cast
Aero4m

BRONZE
Cark Americanos
Dive Hard 4.0
Boobasaurus Rex
Let’s Do It Girls

CANOPY FORMATION GRAND PRIX
4-WAY ROTATION:
2-WAY SEQUENTIAL SENIOR:
2-WAY SEQUENTIAL INTERMEDIATE:
2-WAY SEQUENTIAL ROOKIE:

Cunning Stunts
Wise Prankers
The ScareCRWs
Cark Crew

INTERNATIONAL
FAI 9th WORLD CUP OF CANOPY PILOTING held in Dubai
25th November – 2nd December 2017
Chris Lynch (82nd) and Jack Bradford (89th)

Team GB: Over ???

John Smyth was the Team Manager.

Team GB FAI 9th World Cup of Canopy Piloting 2017 (https://www.fai.org/CPWC2017-UK)
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UK COURSES SPRING/ EARLY SUMMER 2018
MARCH 19 - 23 Langar (skydivelangar.co.uk)
Instructor Course:
Tandem/AFF/Pre-Advanced/Observers
APRIL 9 - 13
Instructor Course:

Hibaldstow (skydiving.co.uk)
Tandem/AFF/Pre-Advanced/Observers

MAY 7 – 11
Instructor Course:

Strathallan
CSBI/AFFBI/TBI/Advanced

MAY 14 – 18
JUNE 18 – 22

Strathallan
Instructor Course: CSI
Sibson (skydivesibson.co.uk)
Instructor Course:
Tandem/AFF/Pre-Advanced/Observers

BRITISH COLLEGIATE PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION (BCPA)

The BCPA is a volunteer-run, non-profit organisation, set up for the purpose of promoting skydiving at
a collegiate level with the aim to provide a community where several hundred university skydivers
(from over 30 affiliated university clubs) can find like-minded people - with whom they can jump,
compete and most importantly socialise!
Members range from "University Freshers" who have only recently done their first jump, to graduates
with hundreds of jumps and who help film, coach and organise at BCPA events.
The BCPA co-ordinates annual inter-university leagues for competitions (3-way, freefly and accuracy)
as well as club achievements (eg Cat-8 or FS1) culminating in an awards ceremony at the summer
BCPA Nationals.

BCPA MEMBERS (Photo: Chris Stone)

Some new clubs have joined the BCPA during 2017, including the University of Plymouth Skydiving
Club and Liverpool John Moore University Skydiving Club both using Clark for their new students.
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My thanks to Jacob Verlander of BCPA for the following article:
The British Collegiate Parachuting Association (BCPA) is a volunteer run, non-profit
organisation which, along with our sponsor XDream, promotes skydiving at the collegiate
level. Any university skydive society from around the country can join the BCPA and
participate in the competitions and events throughout the year.
They hold six events throughout the year to encourage the different universities to jump
together and get to know each other.
BCPA Freshers takes place towards the end of the Autumn Term once the university clubs
have held their ground schools.

Freshers Formation (Photo: Dan Maden)

The New Year starts with BCPA Indoors, the first major competition event where we meet at
Twinwoods Adventure, the indoor skydive centre in Bedford for some tunnel flying.
A progression weekend is held in the Spring Term to help qualified members develop in the
different skydiving disciplines and around the Easter Vacation period a week-long boogie is
held at one of the larger dropzones.
The BCPA Nationals, the second major competition event and our annual general meeting,
takes place in the summer once the university year has ended. The BCPA Tour is each
year’s final event and is the yearly foreign trip. This year BCPA is heading off to Olimpic
Skydive in Wroclaw, Poland.
There are three leagues for the universities to compete in throughout the year.
The Competitions League scores the monthly draws - monthly competitions in Formation
Skydiving and Freeflying that are released on the BCPA website, and BCPA Indoors and
BCPA Nationals.
The Achievements League tracks the achievements of their members and awards points
based on progression in the sport.
Finally, the Attendance League scores points based on participation in BCPA events.
If any universities would like more information, or if you are starting university in the new
academic year and would like to know about how you can get involved please email BCPA:
mail@bcpa.org.uk
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FORTHCOMING BCPA 2018 EVENTS AND COMPETITIONS
16-18 February:

BCPA Indoors

Twinwoods Adventure (Bodyflight Bedford)

11-17 June:

BCPA Nationals

Skydive 99 – Dunkeswell

6 -20 July:

BCPA Tour

Olimpic Skydive in Wroclaw, Poland

PARACHUTING CLUB MEMBERS ACHIEVEMENTS
Our congratulations to skydivers at
BECCLES
CAT8/CH1:Lucy Abbey, Aislinn Cooper, David Cranna, Will Prior, Sam Waylen & Paul Wicks
CH2/JM1:Jaz Bruce, Henry Digby, Paul Flemans & Lisa Lungley
FS1:
Lucy Abbey, Jaz Bruce, Lee Cogman, Lee Hampson & Sam Waylen
FF1:
Peter Boone, Cameron Gunn & Karl Thackeray
FF2:
Peter Boone
CP1: Callun Kennedy
TR1:
Ross Fisher, Paul Flemans, Cameron Gunn, Aron Stewart & Karl Thackeray
TR2:
Peter Boone
TR3: Peter Boone
JUMP NUMBERS
50:
Jaz Bruce, Henry Digby, Paul Flemans & Lisa Lungley
200: Jordan Bate
500:
Sam Warburton
800: James Brooke & Callum Kennedy
1300:
Maximus Meridius
16 Hours in FREEFALL: Mark Walker
BLACK KNIGHTS
AFF:
Warren Farrell
CAT8/CH1: Judit Kardos
CH2/JM1: Natalie Henry, Marc Speight & Murray Speight
FF1: Elliot Mitchell
JUMP NUMBERS
50:
Natalie Henry, Marc Speight & Murray Speight
100: Natalie Henry & Stuart Milne
200:
Carl Goodwin, Shane Hale, Steve Miller
400: Geoff Akien
500:
Brad Needham
900: Levi Hamill
1300: Dave Bloomfield
1500:
Ruth Morrison
1900: Elliot Mitchell
2000: Jack Felsted
5 Hours in FREEFALL: Phil Murray
3 Hours in FREEFALL: Karl Goodwin & Steve Miller
11 Hours in FREEFALL: Mick Doherty
12 Hours in FREEFALL: Levi Hamill
30 Hours in FREEFALL: Jack Felsted
BRIDLINGTON
CH2/JM1: Sophie O’Connor
JUMP NUMBERS
50:
Sophie O’Connor

TR1: Eric Bowie
4000: Blair Stent

CARK
CAT8/CH1: Joe Clift & Brian Smith
WS1: Jordan Dickinson
JUMP NUMBERS
600:
Alec Dennis
4000: John Howard
CHATTERIS
CH2/JM1: Rodion FS1: Dave Edmondson
WS1: Marian Tohanean

FF1: Bobby Islam TR1: Max Fuller & Bobby Islam

JUMP NUMBERS
300:
James Moran, Matt Summers & James Rosling

500: Allison Peock 1000: Kenny Baker
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HEADCORN
AFF:
Nathan Robinson & Mikael Seguin-Cadiche
CH2/JM1: Tony Barner, Shaun Dyer, Lauren Lewis, Chris Shortall, Chelsea Tooley & Jack Upstone
JUMP NUMBERS
400:
Hazel Peto
HIBALDSTOW
FS1: Lucy Parsons WS1: Eric Valentanavics
CAT8/CH1: Steve Cass & Charlie Vaughan
TR1:
Rich Dunn & Eric Valentanavics
JUMP NUMBERS
50:
Jenni Berri, Rob Johns & Danny Overeem
24 Hours in FREEFALL: Liam Goddard
JERSEY
TR1 & TR2:
Alun Griffiths
JUMP NUMBERS
300: Claire Louise Allen
800: Joe Kennedy
LANGAR
CAT8/CH1: Amit Vasudeva, Christopher Farmer, Elizabeth Forsyth, Oliver Forsyth & Tom Kingsley
FS1: Scott Brettle, Dave Charles & Wayne Garrod
FF1: Tim Johnson, Alice Marshall &
Mina Saweres
WS1: Mark Ellis
TR1: Michael Swann
TR2: Danni Gregory
JUMP NUMBERS
50: Wayne Garrod
100: Jodie-Leigh Foster 700: Matt Cumming, Ryan Garner & Pete Harries
1500: Linley Ewing
2000: Ryan Briddon
1st Freefall Jump: Johnannes Helming
1 Hour in FREEFALL: Sara Anderson, Sonia Holland
NETHERAVON
CAT8/CH1: Anthony Behan, Anthony Gilham, Rob Gittoes & Tom Medhurst
CH2/JM1: Mark Rayiru, Victoria Tomlin & Louise Adkin
FS1: Louise Adkin, Quentin Barbeau &
Iain Grant
FF1: Quentin Barbeau & Iain Grant
CH1: Nigel Holland
WS1: Amil Calway, Wayne Collier, Rich Haimer & Pat McHugh
TR2: Si Goodman
JUMP NUMBERS
50: Louise Adkin, Mark Rayiru & Victoria Tomlin
200: Graham Glass, Kat Owen & Simon Trew
300: Jeremy Millward
500: Amil Calway & Claire Humphries
700: Graham Jackson & Stuart
Sneddon 900: Tony Parker 1000: Colin Jenkins & Jamie Kinniburgh
10 Hours in FREEFALL: Graham Jackson, Tony Parker & Jonathan Smith
12 Hours in FREEFALL: Si Goodman & Iain Rutherford
PETERLEE
CH2/JM1: Mark Fox & Mary Sunter
JUMP NUMBERS
50:
Mark Fox & Mary Sunter

FS1: Mark Fox

READING
CH2/JM1: Trystan Allen, Matthew Stevens & Jaroslaw Zwierzykovski TR1: Matthew Stevens
B Licence: Gokhan Gunaydin, Trystan Allen, Matthew Stevens & Jaroslaw Zwierzykovski
JUMP NUMBERS
50: Gokhan Gunaydin, Trystan Allen, & Jaroslaw Zwierzykovski 100: Matthew Stevens
SIBSON
FS Coach: Hannah Cooper
CH2/JM1: Fabrizio Colonna, Kallie Dickens
Jenny Morrison, Niall Power & Becca Start
JUMP NUMBERS
50: Fabrizio Colonna, Kallie Dickens 100: Fabrizio Colonna
900: Aiden Chaffe & Blanaid O’Sullivan

FS1: Tony Bugge,

200: Richard Owen
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SWINDON
FF1:
Darrell Gibson, Ian Gerrish, Jon Saunders & Arthur Smith
JUMP NUMBERS
200: Ian Adam, Mandy Clements, Joe Saunders & Ronnie Shalom
900: Jason Bird
TILESTOCK
TR1:
Rich Scott
JUMP NUMBERS
300: Adam Roberts
500: Dan Cope
2 Hours in FREEFALL: Gary Bradshaw
WILD GEESE
FS1:
Gary Topping

800: Laura Bamford

900: Dave Gordon
1400: Jim Coupe
4 Hours in FREEFALL: Rich Scott

FF1 & TR1: Jonny McAnenly

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS
2nd FAI World Cup of Wingsuit Flying 2-8 November 2017 Overton, Nr Las Vegas, USA
Wingsuit flying has allowed humans to realise personal human flight to zip through the air like
Superman and the 2017 2nd FAI World Cup of Wingsuit Flying was held at Skydive Fyrosity℠. The
skydiving Drop Zone located at Overton-Perkins Field, NV only 60 miles NE of Las Vegas directly
east to the Valley of Fire and North of Lake Mead National Park.
In the Performance Class there were thirty-eight competitors. Performance is an individual
competitor event consisting of 3 tasks: Speed, Time and Distance. Each task consists of 3 jumps for
the total of 9 competition jumps. The aircraft exit altitude is 12,500 ft above the ground up to 4 miles
away from the landing area and the beginning of the performance evaluation starts at 9,842.5 ft above
the ground and ends at 6,561.6 ft. Performance is judged by a state of the art GPS system which
records the performance of each competitor and is delivered to the judges after each jump for
evaluation.

Top British Competitor was Angelo Grubisic finishing in 25th place with Ryan McAleese finishing
36th one place ahead of Colin Preece in 23th place.
Seven Acrobatic teams took to the skies above Overton and included two British Teams; Flight
Junkies and Hadron Super Colliders. The acrobatic competition event consists of team of 3 people,
2 acrobatic performers and a 1 camera man capturing the performance on video. The team exits the
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aircraft at 12,500 ft agl and the performers have a working time of 65 seconds to demonstrate to the
judges their ability and acrobatic skills, consisting of flyovers, flips, turns, relative flight.
The Artistic event has 7 jumps and is judged for accuracy of performance, artistic performance,
completion of the formations, grips, and includes the quality of the camera work. The camera man
and the images submitted is part of the acrobatic performance.
Hadron Super Colliders came 5th with 999 points and Flight Junkies 6th with 950 points.
Checkout: Hadron Super Colliders and Flight Junkies at
www.omniskore.com/comp/2017/2017wswc/media/8_1_102_7.mp4

HSC

http://www.omniskore.com/comp/2017/2017wswc/media/8_1_104_4.mp4 FJ

EUROPEAN SKYDIVING LEAGUE 2017

21-24 September, Skydive Saar, Germany

The 2017 ESL Finals were held at Fallschirmsportzentrum Saar, Saarlouis, Germany on 21-24
September. Founded in 2000 the European Skydiving League with the aims of giving European
teams who were not yet AAA level the chance to experience international competition; the opportunity
to learn about competition rules; to mix European 4-way teams and importantly to have fun.
As well as competing for category medals the teams are also competing to win points for their country
and the top prize of the ESL Spirit Sword with a rookie team being as important as the AAA team.
RESULTS:
Team GB: 4th overall with 10 points
AAA:
AA:
Rookie:

4the Queen 4th place
Manticore
7th place
Scratch That 2nd place (SILVER)
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http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
Responsible for the promotion and day-to-day running of Rally and Precision Flying
competitions within the UK and the selection of pilots and crew to represent Great Britain at
international competitions organised under the auspices of the Fédération Aéronautique
Internationale (FAI), the BPPA exists to promote high standards of airmanship, especially in
VFR navigation and landing skills. The number of airspace infringements is always of
concern to the General Aviation community and often the VFR navigation skills developed
during the Private Pilots Licence (PPL) course are all too quickly forgotten as reliance is
placed on GPS systems. Check out our video https://vimeo.com/57272236

Rally and Precision flying doesn’t just hone your navigation, as no GPS flight
planning/routing equipment is allowed, and flying skills. It’s fun and a great place to
meet new pilots and navigators, make friends, fly to new airfields and provide new
challenges.
New members, flying and non-flying, are always
http://www.precisionflying.co.uk for further information.

welcome.

Contact

NEWS
AGM and PRESENTATION DINNER 2017
The BPPA annual AGM and Trophy Presentation Dinner took place on Saturday 13th
January 2018 at The Green Man at Stanford, Bedfordshire not far from Old Warden Airfield.
BPPA Chairman, Rodney Blois, reported that the 23rd FAI World Precision Flying
Championships were held in Spitzerberg, Austria from 28 Jul to 03 Aug 2017. Despite the
hot weather and limited airspace, the rally was well organised. The British team didn’t excel,
however Rodney Blois came 9th in the spot landing competition.
The 1st World Air Navigation Race (ANR) Championships were held September 11–17, 2017
in Castellón, Spain. The British team had some good flights but did not win any medals,
however Chris Barnes and his new navigator Dave Reid came 10 th overall. Roddy Blois and
Jude Wordsworth made up the rest of Team GB. There were some significant modifications
to the rules by the local organisers.
FAI organised the World Games Series in Poland. The intention is to become better known
to the public and promote air sports.
The general FAI conference took place in Lausanne but BPPA Chairman Roddy Blois had to
miss the first two days due to a trip to China. The FAI organised this Chinese visit to promote
air sports. The Chinese accepted the concept of Air Navigation Racing (ANR) and the Swiss
FAI ANR organisers will fly out to help the Chinese.
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Relaxing after the BPPA Presentation Dinner

The annual General Aviation Commission conference took place in Paris but due to
unforeseen circumstances the BPPA did not have a delegate.
ELECTIONS
Chairman: Rodney Blois
Vice Chairman: Martin Reynolds
Treasurer: Peter Grist
Secretary: Tina Smiddy
Committee Members: Chris Barnes, Paul Smiddy, Guy Plenderleith and John Marsh

THE IAN HEWITT TROPHY was awarded to Navigator Dave Reid

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
GDPR is designed to strengthen existing data protection laws for all individuals who reside in
the EU. The new rules will come into force in the UK from 25th May 2018.
The Sport and Recreation Alliance has produced a helpful guide
http://sramedia.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/db49ef58-e5fa-411b-a9944185e0bedc8e.pdf

at
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EASA AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENT SURVEY
Not that you ever do but EASA are looking at airspace infringements and you are invited to
participate in their survey which is being organised by the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) in Cologne, Germany. The information is being collected and used by EASA not the
UK CAA. Individual’s identity will not be recorded and the data will be aggregated for
statistical use.
The questionnaire addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace infringements
and mid-air collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and restricted
airspaces. Data will be aggregated and used for statistical purposes only and focuses on
equipment, navigation technologies and good practices before, during and after VFR flights.
Open until 28 February.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5L
dMq2156VRi19jRg/viewform

NATS VFR CHARTS
It is nearly that time of year again when the new VFR charts are available to buy, and don’t forget still a
legal requirement in the cockpit to have a current cart. But will they up to date? Well possibly not.
The Aeronautical Charts & Data function transferred to NATS in 2009 who, under licence from the UK
CAA, control the scheduled production of maps and charts for both the Visual Flight Rules (VFR) series
and the Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP).
So subscribe to the NATS VFR Charts newsletter services. This will then pop in to your email inbox
each new amendment or addition as they come into effect, which usually happens from the day after
the new VFR charts are released, if not on that very same day!
And what is more, it is absolutely FREE  No excuse for any inadvertent infringement(s) of danger
zones etc. or incorrect RT frequencies as not marked on your new 2018 VFR chart.
www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/fwf-natsuk/public/user/account/register.faces

RAeC MEDALS AND AWARDS 2017
Check out the RAeC Medals and Awards section in this Newsletter to find out who are
the recipients, in recognition of their achievements and service.

CALENDAR DATES FOR 2018 DOMESTIC COMPETITIONS
5th May:
16th & 17th June:
7th July:
22nd & 23rd July
9th September

Precision
Rally
Precision
Precision
Precision

Venue: TBC
Guernsey Rally
Sibson Airfield
Cuckoo Tye strip
TBA

CALENDAR DATES 2018 INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS
19th - 21st May:
1st - 3rd June:
8th - 10th June:
22nd - 24th June:

Precision and Rally
Precision and Rally
Precision and Rally
Precision and Rally

5th – 11th August

FAI 21st World Air Rally Championships

Chauvigny, France
Vannes, France
Langres, France
Chateau Thierry, France
Dubnica, Slovakia
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http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (affectionately known as “The
3Rs”) is mandated to oversee British handicap air racing, British and World aviation records
and formal air rallies.
Handicap air racing is both an exciting sport for pilots and a spectacle for spectators. Raced
as a 100 mile race, over a 25 mile course, starting and finishing at the aerodrome, with flying
no less than 500 feet above ground level! Race pilots flying solo, or with a Navigator,
compete for some of the most magnificent aviation competition trophies and fly many
different types of fixed wing aircraft from several variation of Vans RV, Robins, Bulldogs,
Pups, Grummans, Monsuns, Cessnas – including a C172 floatplane, Pipers and a SIAI
Marchetti.
Aircraft with Rotax 912 engines are now able to compete and the 3Rs are looking forward to
opening out the membership of this exciting AirSport.
http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk/rotax-912.html

NEWS
2017 AGM, SYMPOSIUM and AWARDS PRESENTATION DINNER
The 3Rs 2017 AGM, Symposium and Awards Presentation Dinner were held at The Aviator
Hotel, Sywell Aerodrome on Saturday 3rd February 2018. The AGM and Symposium took
place in the “Cockpit” Room and had more attendees than for many previous years.
The new Committee for 2018 was voted in by the members present:Chief Handicapper:
Treasurer:
Clerk of the Course:
Chief Steward:
Chief Turnpoint Marshal:
Secretary:
Records:
Pilot Representative:
Social Secretary:

Mark Turner
Matthew Summers
John Kelsall
Bob Ellis
Ian Scarbrough
Joanne Turner
Geoffrey Boot
Dave Moorman
Clare Goodall

The new elected committee then retired to vote in Tim Wassell as new Chairman.
A sandwich buffet lunch was served in the “Board Room”.
After lunch, airshow display pilot Lauren Richardson, who flies a Pitts Special, gave a
thoroughly entertaining and informative presentation at the Symposium.
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Lauren (formerly Richardson) is an engineer and airshow & aerobatic pilot living in the South
West with her husband Simon, a Navy helicopter pilot, who is also a civil display pilot.

Whilst she is best known for displaying her single-seat Pitts Special all over the UK in her
"Lauren Richardson Airshows", she can also be seen displaying other aircraft types including
the Yak 50 and RF4 motorglider. Along with display flying Lauren is a qualified Class Rating
Instructor specialising in advanced type differences training, tailwheel training and all forms
of Aerobatics and she is currently working for her CPL and IR, with the intention of moving
from engineering to commercial flying.
Lauren opened her presentation telling us about talked about her experiences in the
Channel 4 television programme “Escape”, where she and other engineers were ‘stranded’
in the desert after their ‘aeroplane crashed into a light aircraft’. They “Escaped” by
cannibalising parts from one crashed aircraft (a Boeing 727 ) to the other (a C337 - the
push/pull twin engine Cessna Skymaster) to finally taxi out of the desert. She then enthralled
us with her flying for the past five years on the display circuit and we were treated to some
superb video footage of some of her display sequences shot from both inside and outside
the cockpit.
The Prize Giving Presentation Dinner took place in the “Cirrus Suite” later that evening with
‘retired’ Chairman Mike Pearson assisting Lauren with the Prize Giving presentations.
(photos: Dan Pangbourne)
Presentations were made to:BRITISH AIR RACING CHAMPION 2017:
EUROPEAN AIR RACING CHAMPION:

Dominic Crossan
Dominic Crossan

(L-R) British & European Air Racing Champion Dom Crossan, Lauren Wilson, Guy Hook (navigator)
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MOSSIE PRESTON:
SONIC CHALLENGE TROPHY:
MITEL SWORD:

David Moorman & Lauren Wilson

OUTRAM TROPHY:
ABC HOMEBUILT TROPHY:
NAVIGATOR TROPHY:
THE KING’S CUP:

David Moorman
David Moorman
Andy Hardy (taken on Andy’s behalf by his No.2
navigator Jude Wordsworth)

Jude Wordsworth & Lauren Wilson

Nick Kieswetter
Nick Kieswetter
Gaynor Kieswetter
Dominic Crossan

Dom Crossan, Lauren Wilson, Guy Hook (navigator): The King’s Cup
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Mike Pearson, retiring as 3Rs Chairman after serving five years in the position gave the after
dinner speech in which he highlighted the successes and memorable events of the 2017
season. He received a pair of Concord cufflinks and bottles of wine for the sterling work he
had done during his term of office.
The retiring committee were then presented with small gifts by Mike to thank them for their
work during the season. Lauren then presented three 3Rs youth volunteers (Will Hawkins,
Seren Farrar and Aston Kieswetter) with thank you gifts and bouquets were presented to
Clare Goodall, Jude Wordsworth and Lauren.

Retiring 3Rs Chairman Mike Pearson

Will Hawkins & Lauren Wilson

Retiring 2017 Committee present (L-R) John Kelsall, Phil Marsden, Jude Wordsworth, Cliff Hawkins,
Martin Gosling, Mike Pearson, Geoffrey Boot, Dan Pangbourne, Ian Scarbrough
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RAeC MEDALS AND AWARDS 2017
Mike Pearson retired at this year’s AGM having served his 5 years in the position as the
3Rs Chairman. He has been recognised for his services to the Royal Aero Club Records
Racing and Rally Association by the RAeC and has been awarded a Royal Aero Club of
Great Britain BRONZE MEDAL for meritorious achievements in aviation and for having
made a major contribution to the 3Rs.
Check out the RAeC Medals and Awards section in this Newsletter to find out who else
are recipients in recognition of their achievements and/or service.

THE 2018 3Rs AIR RACING PROGRAMME
April 21st & 22nd:

Leicester Airport, Leicestershire

May 12th & 13th:

Sandown Airport, Isle of Wight

June 2nd & 3rd:

L’Aérodrome d’Abbeville-Buigny, France

June 23rd & 24th:

Enniskillen Airport, Northern Ireland

July 14th & 15th:

Sherburn in Elmet Airfield, Yorkshire

August 11th & 12th:

Shobdon Aerodrome, Herefordshire

September 1st & 2nd:

Llanbedr Airport, Wales

September 22nd & 23rd:

Alderney Airport, Channel Islands

To become a 3Rs air racing pilot you need at least 100 hours P1 experience and a valid
FAI Competitor’s Licence. You also need a piston-driven aircraft that can exceed 100mph (in
level flight) and check-ride with a Race Check Pilot who will familiarise you with race
techniques, accurate flying and turning.
You can also participate as a Navigator assisting with look-out, turn roll-out coordination,
and generally staying on the best race line and being an extra pair of eyes and hands.
Navigators do not have to be associated with a pilot
The 3Rs are always looking out for volunteers, with Handicapping, Time Keeping,
Marshalling and to help on the ground with the myriad of organisational requirements and
technical tasks.
If you would like to get involved and become part of this incredible and friendly team, please
contact them at:
secretary@royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk or via their website http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk

NATS VFR CHARTS
It is nearly that time of year again for many when the new VFR charts are available to buy and don’t
forget still a legal requirement in the cockpit to have a current cart. But will they be bang up to date?
Well possibly not.
See the RAeC News & Information section in this issue of the RAeC Newsletter for details on how
to register for NATS emails detailing corrections, amendments and additions to UK VFR charts.
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https://www.airpilots.org
The Honourable Company of Air Pilots (incorporating Air Navigators) was established as a Guild
in 1929 in order to ensure that pilots and navigators of the (then) fledgling aviation industry were
accepted and regarded as professionals. From the beginning, the Guild was modelled on the
lines of the Livery Companies of the City of London, which were originally established to protect
the interests and standards of those involved in their respective trades or professions. In 1956,
the Guild was formally recognised as a Livery Company. In 2014, it was granted a Royal
Charter in the name of the Honourable Company of Air Pilots.
The principal activities of the Company are centred on sponsoring and encouraging action and
activities designed to ensure that aircraft are piloted and navigated safely by individuals who are
highly competent, self-reliant, dependable and respected. The Company fosters the sound
education and training of air pilots from the initial training of the young pilot to the specialist
training of the more mature. Through charitable activities, education and training, technical
committee work, aircrew aptitude testing, scholarships and sponsorship, advice and recognition
of the achievements of fellow aviators world-wide, the Company keeps itself at the forefront of
the aviation world.
The Air Pilots award several academic bursaries each year at City University to students
already enrolled on either an MSc in Air Transport Management, Air Safety Management or Air
Maintenance Management.
They also provide scholarships for people who would like to become pilots or to further their
qualifications as pilots. In addition to flying scholarships funded directly by the Company or one
of its Charitable Trusts, each year the Air Pilots is fortunate to receive generous sponsorship
from several sources to fund flying scholarships which are administered by the Company.
https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/scholarships
The Grand Master of the Air Pilots, His Royal Highness Prince Andrew, Duke of York and his
father, Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh who is Patron, are both pilots and actively supported
the recent grant of the Royal Charter. In addition, both the Duke of Cambridge and Prince Harry
are qualified helicopter pilots, making the Air Pilots unique among City of London livery
companies in having active Royal participation in its profession.
TROPHIES AND AWARDS 2017
The annual Air Pilots’ Trophies and Awards are regarded as being among the world’s premier
aviation accolades and are particularly noteworthy because the recipients are selected by fellow
flyers from both the military and commercial sectors. Guest of Honour to present the evenings
Trophies and awards was Air Marshal Stuart Atha CB DSO who was representing the UK Chief
of Defence Staff (CDS) Air Chief Marshal Sir Stuart Peach.
Last year the Honourable Company of Air Pilots leading Award of Honour, which recognises a
lifetime’s contribution to the aerospace industry, was jointly made to British-born engineer John
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Tribe, who spent the bulk of his career on the United States’ space programme, and Air Chief
Marshal Sir Patrick Hine, who was joint commander of all British forces in the First Gulf War in
1991.
John Tribe was a young trainee pilot when his ambitions to fly were stymied by a failed
medical. Not deterred, he became an apprentice engineer with de Havilland before crossing the
Atlantic to immerse himself in the rocket launching business and later managed propulsion
systems on the Apollo missions. He was also involved in the Shuttle programme, ending up as
Chief Engineer on the Shuttle Orbiter and led the Rockwell team at Kennedy Space Centre on
the investigation into the Challenger disaster and returned from retirement to work on the probe
into the Columbia disaster in 2003.

Guest of Honour Air Marshal Stuart Atha CB DSO (L) with Master Captain Chris Spurrier BSc(Eng) (R)
(centre Left photo: John Tribe centre Right photo: Sir Patrick Hine)
(All photos: Gerald Sharp Photography - http://sharpphoto.co.uk/)

Sir Patrick (Paddy) Hine (GCB GBE FRAeS) enjoyed a long and distinguished career in
aviation and aerospace joining the Royal Air Force aged 18 as a National Serviceman, flying the
Meteor, Hunter fighter jets and a member of the world famous Black Arrows aerobatic team. He
went on to fly the Lightning supersonic interceptor and commanded fighter squadrons. In 1991
he was the Commander in Chief of Strike Command and was made Joint Commander of all
British Forces during the First Gulf War later becoming Military Adviser to British Aerospace until
retirement in 1999.

FOR OUTSTANDING COURAGE OR DEVOTION TO DUTY IN THE AIR
The Grand Master’s Commendation: was awarded to Commander Bertie Vigrass (OBE
VRD RNR). After retiring, Vigrass from the Royal Navy he devoted his energy for the next 20
years as Controller of Operations at the Naval Gliding Scholarship Course programme of the
Fleet Air Arm Officers Association Aviation Scholarship Trust, helping to sustain the notion of
naval aviation in air-minded youth. He was also involved in raising funds each year from
corporate and individual sponsors to enable the scheme to thrive.
The Master’s Medal Flight: Sergeant Mike Rowlands
The Master’s Medal: Commander Matthew Grindon RN
The Hugh Gordon-Burge Memorial Award: Flight Lieutenant Karl A Kinsler RAF
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The Prince Philip Helicopter Rescue Award: HM Coastguard Search and Rescue Helicopter
R 951 Inverness
The Prince Philip Helicopter Rescue Award: HM Coastguard Search and Rescue Helicopter
R 912 Humberside

HM Coastguard Search and Rescue Humberside

FOR FLIGHT OPERATIONS

The Myles Bickerton Trophy: was awarded to Leisure pilot Donacella Ricci who is also the
programme manager for the NH90 helicopter for Leonardo in Italy. She set a world altitude
record of 27,556 feet in a Magni M16 autogyro, all without a parachute and in daunting cold.
The Sword of Honour: awarded to Stephen Grey for his enormous contribution to the UK’s air
display industry. His commitment to display flying and aircraft restoration over almost four
decades has provided the UK and Europe with a collection of airworthy heritage aircraft that is
almost unmatched.
The Grand Master's Medal: Captain Matthew A Shipp USAF
The Master's Commendation: Captain Rosella Bjornson
The Master’s Commendation: Lieutenant Colonel Kevin M Hall USAF
The Brackley Memorial Trophy: 40 Sqn Royal New Zealand Air Force
The Johnston Memorial Trophy: British Antarctic Survey Air Unit

BASAU
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The Sword of Honour: National Police Air Service
The Hanna Trophy: Brian Smith

FLYING AWARDS 2017
PRIVATE PILOT LICENCE SCHOLARSHIPS 2017:
Funding is generously provided for the following Private Licence fixed-wing scholarships to
cover all aspects of training up to licence issue for a candidate who is prepared to dedicate a
considerable part of the summer to gaining their PPL. Providing up to 45 hours of flying
training, these scholarships can take a candidate with little or no experience to completion of
their flying licence during the course of the summer; alternatively they can "finish off" someone
who is already partially trained.
The Air BP Sterling Scholarship (graciously sponsored by Air BP a leading international
aviation fuel products and service supplier) has been awarded to Robert Norris. Robert would
like to become an Airline Pilot and has chosen his A Level topics around that career choice.
The Grayburn Scholarship (kindly sponsored by Past Master of the Company, Michael
Grayburn) has been awarded to Liam Bennett, Liam has had a long passion for aviation and
has flown over 114 hours in a glider.

PPL Recipients

The Cadogan Scholarship (generously sponsored by the Cadogan Charitable Trust). The
scholarship this year has been awarded to Samuel Griffith. Samuel has recently completed his
A levels and hopes to become a pilot in the RAF.
The Sir Sefton Brancker Scholarship (funded by the Air Pilots Benevolent Fund) is awarded
to Ben Rourke. Ben has an ambition to become a commercial pilot by either securing
sponsorship or undertaking the modular flight training.
TAG Farnborough Airport Scholarship has been awarded to Leo Tang. Leo currently works
at NATS as a data analysis and reporting for Air Traffic Control Resources.
The Jackson Scholarship is a new Scholarship for 2017 (kindly sponsored by Company
member Alan Jackson) and awarded to Melissa Brooks. Melissa is currently studying A levels
in Maths, Further Maths, Physics, chemistry and German and hopes to study Aeronautical
Engineering at a Russell Group University.
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The Air Pilots Benevolent Fund has sponsored Jonathan Bradford who is flying at Tayside
Aviation. He plans to leave school in 2017 with the objective of becoming an Airline Pilot
and Stanley Sparling who is flying at Aeros, Gloucester.
GLIDING COURSE SCHOLARSHIPS 2017
There were 18 2017 residential course Gliding Scholarships: Virgin Atlantic (2), the Eric Winkle
Brown Scholarships (2), Liveryman Paul Nicholas (2), the Air Pilots Flying Club (3), the Air Pilots
Benevolent Fund (1) and the Air Safety Trust (8). These scholarships are offered to people over
the age of 16 and gave successful candidates the opportunity to fly on a one week residential
course at a youth approved British Gliding Association centre. This course could take a
candidate to first solo. 4 Students will attend London Gliding Club in Dunstable, 8 Students will
attend Derby & Lancs Gliding Club with the remaining 6 going to Portsmouth Naval Gliding Club
in Lee on the Solent.
THE VIRGIN ATLANTIC SCHOLARSHIP winners were:
William Harrison Rumbsy: William has just finished school and hopes to achieve 11 GCSE’s
with Grades A to B. Will hasn’t flown in a glider but has has a number of flight experiences in a
fixed wing aircraft.
Maria Mangera-Willeke: Maria is currently working towards obtaining her GCSE’s. She has
already achieved and A* in German and an A in Science.
THE ‘ERIC WINKLE’ BROWN TRUST:
Savannah Gill is currently studying for her A Levels in Maths, Chemisty, Physics and History.
Her ambition is to follow in her Grandfathers footsteps and become a commercial pilot.
Lauren Smith’s passion for Gliding came in 2004 when she had an experience whilst being a
member of her local Air Cadets. Now that her children are older, Lauren is looking forward to
experiencing Gliding once more at Derby & Lancs Gliding Club.
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR SCHOLARSHIPS 2017
The Swire Scholarship (generously sponsored by one of the Swire charities). The winner of
this award for 2017 is Thomas Martin and will be taking his course with Pooleys FIS.

FI Recipients

The Norman Motley Scholarship (sponsored by the Air Pilots Trust) was awarded to Sarah
Evans Boyd, who will be training at Central Flight Training.
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The Foyle Scholarship is awarded to Mark Palmer and will be the second scholarship winner
to complete their training at Andrewsfield Aviation this year.

THE AIR PILOTS FLYING CLUB GLIDING SCHOLARSHIPS 2017
The Jock Petchy Award to Myles Rosario Richards for outstanding service and commitment
to the Air Cadet Organisation.
Harry Langcaster is working towards a career with the RAF. He has had a number of powered
flight experiences but after reading the Theory of Gliding he has become very excited about the
opportunity to fly in a glider.
Joshua Lynton Clegg has had a passion for aviation for a young age and this encouraged him
to join the ATC. His dream is to have a full time career in the RAF
AIR PILOTS LONDON SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP 2017:
Avishka Nayanjith was awarded the Air Pilots London School Scholarship. He hopes one
day to become a commercial pilot.
PAUL NICHOLAS SCHOLARSHIP
Nichola Matthews is currently studying for A Levels Biology, History, Chemistry and Maths and
hopes to become a paramedic.
Matthew Amesbury from a young age was passionate about Aviation, and has a life-long
dream to become a Captain for British Airways.
THE AIR SAFETY TRUST SCHOLARSHIPS:
William Peter Flynn will be spending the week gliding at Portsmouth Naval Gliding Club. He is
currently studying for A Levels in Biology, Maths and Chemistry.
Joseph Wildman has a keen interest in aviation and would love to be either a commercial pilot
or join the RAF.
Patrick Martin will be gliding this summer at Derby & Lancs. He’s had previous experience in a
Grob Tutor through the Air Cadets and is very keen to get up in a glider this summer.
Stephen Daly has had experience in flying a powered craft, however is extremely excited about
the opportunity to fly a glider. The thought of using nature to be airborne is something that
really appeals to Stephen.
James Blackbourne has had experience in both powered aircraft and gliding, but finds the task
of flying a glider more challenging.

James Blackbourne
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Oliver Williams is hoping to study Aeronautical Engineering at university and is currently
studying for his GCSE’s.
Holly Bicknell is currently studying for her GCSE’s and has a Master Cadet classification in the
Air Cadets which will convert to a BTEC in Aviation Studies.
Zineddine Bouilouta is currently studying for A levels in Physics, Maths and Geography. He
carried out his work experience at Etihad Airways in 2016.

HONOURABLE COMPANY OF AIR PILOTS WIN GOLD & BRONZE !
My thanks to Sam Rutherford for his report on the success of the Honourable Company of
Air Pilots ski team at the Inter-Livery Ski Championships in Morzine last January.
What are the Inter-Livery Ski Championships I hear you ask?
Founded in 2010 by George Bastin of the Ironmongers' Company, the Inter Livery Ski
Championships provide an opportunity for liverymen and women to represent their own
company in a unique ‘international’ event. Whether as a competitor or spectator we get to know
members of our own company better and also meet many members of other livery companies.
The event is a huge amount of fun, and the competition can be as serious (or not) as desired!

The Honourable Company of Air Pilots is distinct from many of the other companies for a few
reasons. Most notable is our ‘relative’ youth (the company, not the team members!); our size
(we are many times larger than any other company) and that we are all actually active in the
industry of our name, unlike, for example, the Tanners, the Tallow Chandlers and the Weavers
(to name just three).
I first attended in 2016, as a solo Air Pilot. I thoroughly enjoyed it, but there was room for
improvement (more air pilots needed). Last year you may have seen various messages calling
for skiers, and this resulted in some individual medals and one 5th place team result. Good, but
still room for improvement.
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The Honourable Company of Air Pilots is distinct from many of the other companies for a few
reasons. Most notable is our ‘relative’ youth (the company, not the team members!); our size
(we are many times larger than any other company) and that we are all actually active in the
industry of our name, unlike, for example, the Tanners, the Tallow Chandlers and the Weavers
(to name just three).
This year, we fielded our biggest team ever (seven) and set-to against 30 other livery
companies. We had a great result, with two team bronze results (categories: fastest team,
and best team – age corrected). Caroline Gough-Cooper (two gold medals, one bronze)
and Will Fanshawe (one gold medal, two bronze) deserve special mention.
We’ll be heading back for the next edition, the 10th, 24-25 January 2019. Still on the lookout for
pilots on planks – so do please get in touch if interested. I’m particularly seeking the elusive
Ladies Team result for which we need one more member of the fairer sex.
Contact: Sam Rutherford sam@prepare2go.com

TROPHIES AND AWARDS 2018
PRIVATE PILOT LICENCE: to assist successful individuals, who might otherwise not have the
necessary resources, to achieve their Licence.
The Scholarship covers only direct training and examination costs. The costs of obtaining the
Class 2 Medical Certificate and any associated travel, subsistence and accommodation
expenses are the responsibility of the Scholarship winner.
Application Form: https://www.airpilots.org/file/2662/ppl-application-2018.pdf
CLOSING DATE: 14th March 2018
The Air BP Sterling Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
The Grayburn Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
The Cadogan Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
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The Jackson Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
The TAG Flying Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
Air Pilots Benevolent Fund: for three PPL scholarships
The Foyle Scholarship: for one FI(R) scholarship
The Norman Motley Scholarship: for one FI(R) scholarship
The Swire Scholarship: for one FI(R) scholarship
GLIDING COURSE SCHOLARSHIP 2018: this scholarship is aimed at those with little or no
flying experience and are offered to people over the age of 16 and gave successful candidates
the opportunity to fly on a one week residential course at a youth approved British Gliding
Association centre. This course could take a candidate to first solo.
Application Form: https://www.airpilots.org/file/2661/gliding-application-2018.pdf
CLOSING DATE: 28th March 2018

There are FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATE SCHOLARSHIPS which cover all direct
training and examination costs for the successful candidate as they achieve their Fixed Wing
Flying Instructor Certificate and must be completed during the summer before the first week of
October. https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/scholarships
Application Form: https://www.airpilots.org/file/2660/fic-application-2018.pdf
CLOSING DATE: 22nd March 2018
And also available are BURSARIES FOR CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF
CAREER FLYING INSTRUCTORS to assist instructors who might otherwise not have the
necessary financial resources to keep their career on track.
Suggested uses for the bursaries are (but are certainly not limited to) the following:
 FI(A) Proficiency Check
 Attendance at an FI Seminar
 Financial support towards the required training and testing for the extension of the
privileges of a FI Certificate to enable instruction for Night, Aerobatics, EIR, IR, CPL or
FIC
 Financial support for the training and testing for the issue of an IRI certificate.
 Financial support to maintain other ratings essential for the instructor’s current
instructing task (e.g. towards revalidation/renewal of an instrument qualification for an
instructor currently teaching for the IR/IR(restricted) ratings)
or any other identified course of training
technique/knowledge
https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/bursaries/
The Application Form will be available shortly

which

will

enhance

your

instructional

LONDON SCHOOLS GLIDING
You may be interested to know of a scheme run by a group of Livery Companies, led by the
Honourable Company of Air Pilots which provides students of secondary schools and
academies in Inner London Boroughs the opportunity to experience a day visit to a British
Gliding Association (BGA) school, currently Dunstable, Lasham or Booker. These students
experience a flight in a glider and a measure of associated flying instruction from
experienced qualified instructors. The benefits are, however, much wider than just learning
about aspects of aviation as the students enjoy a day in a completely different environment
where they will interact with committed and enthusiastic volunteers.
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From the start of the Schools Gliding Programme, over 20 schools have taken part and
around 900 girls and boys have had a flight in a glider. Feedback from the schools which
have taken part has been very positive and schools are very keen to participate again in
subsequent years. It has been described by some teachers as the best opportunity that they
are able to offer their students.
https://www.airpilots.org/about-the-company/the-city-and-the-livery/air-pilots-london-schoolsgliding
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http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
The Light Aircraft Association (LAA) has been “Making Dreams Fly” since 1946, through
their pioneering and innovative approach to make aircraft ownership truly achievable. They
have a strong sense of community as an Association that is inclusive of all types of aircraft
from the home-built, vintage or classic to the inspirational cutting-edge.
The LAA was established just after the end of World War Two with the aim of ensuring that
recreational aviation was affordably available to the man in the street. Pre-war it had
predominantly been the preserve of the better off.
Nearly seventy years later, the Association remains true to that ethos, demonstrating its
commitment to affordability with its Permit to Fly airworthiness regime, and with its work in
advocacy ensuring that the needs and freedoms of the recreational pilot are duly considered
in a world where it is all too easy for Commercial Air Transport to take the largest slice of the
cake.

NEWS
2017 AGM
The LAA’s 2017 AGM and presentation of LAA Service and Rally Awards took place on
Sunday 22nd October at Sywell Aerodrome. Highlights of the day, apart from the welldeserved presentations, included a talk by Roger Bailey of his research and flight-testing of
the DH88 Comet Racer, G- ACSS and a very positive and detailed presentation by Steve
Slater, LAA CEO and LAA Chairman Brian Davies on the steps the LAA has taken and is
continuing to take to ensure its wellbeing and future.
Jim McKenna, Will Garton-Jones and Graham Newby were elected to the LAA Board. Will
Garton-Jones confirmed that the LAA had a positive trading year in 2016 which continued
through 2017.
LAA Service and Rally Awards were presented by LLA Chairman Brian Davies to:
The Air Squadron Trophy for Best Plans Built Aircraft: Chris Barnes

The Air Squadron Trophy for Best Plans Built aircraft at LAA Rally:
Chris Barnes for his delightful DW1 Chilton Monoplane
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The President’s Joystick for services at the LAA 2017 Rally: Brian Osley
Special Rally Award: Ron Webster
The Frank Hounslow Trophy for service to LAA engineering: Dennis Goss

The Frank Hounslow Trophy for service to LAA engineering: Dennis Goss
who has been an LAA Inspector since 1988

The Lois Parker Trophy for distinguished administration service: Mike Waldron
The Pete Clarke Trophy for a major contribution to flight safety: Keith Vinning
The Bill Woodhams Trophy for extraordinary adventurous flight: Colin Hayes
The Faulkner Bryant Shield for the most active Strut or Strut member: David Millin
The Roderick Turner Trophy for contributing the most to “Flying for Fun”: Martin Ferid
The Prince Michael of Kent Trophy Concours d’Elegence: Peter Borcher

The Prince Michael of Kent Trophy Concours
d’Elegence: Peter Borchert for his Pitts S12

The RAA (Canada) Trophy for Best Kit Built
Aircraft: Andy McKee for his Silence Twister

The RAA (Canada) Trophy for Best Kit Built Aircraft: Andy McKee
Best Kit-Built Commendation Certificate: Peter Borchert
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LIZ INWOOD TROPHY
Charlie Huke has been awarded the Liz Inwood Trophy for his restoration of the eighty year
old BA Swallow, G-AFGE. He was presented with the large silver trophy by Anne Hughes as
one of her first official duties as the new Chair of the Vintage Aircraft Club (VAC).

Our congratulations go to both of them!
The LAA’s Education Trust has also recently donated £1,500 to the VAC Liz Inwood
Taildragger Scholarship.
The Liz Inwood ‘Taildragger’ Scholarship is named in memory of the late Tiger Moth pilot
and flying instructor, Liz Inwood. It offers five hours flying to a PPL, NPPL or LAPL licence
holder under the age of 35, with 100 hours total flying time of which at least 50 hours are as
a pilot in command, to assist them in learning classic ‘taildragger’ handling, which now forms
part of the now-required differences training.
The award is funded by donations from the Vintage Aircraft Club, Light Aircraft Association
and the Inwood estate and covers the use of a suitable flying school aircraft and instructor,
selected to suit the recipient’s location. As well as tuning up handling skills for older heritage
aircraft, it will also allow a pilot to fly a wider range of aircraft, often much cheaper to buy
than ‘regular’ certified aircraft. http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

LAA ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Jerry Parr, a very experienced LAA Inspector and EASA Part-66/BCAR-licensed engineer,
has joined LAA Chief Inspector and fellow Airworthiness Engineer in the LAA Engineering
Department.
Having joined the RAF as an aircraft engineer in 1981 until 1990 when he then looked after
the flying school fleet of aircraft at Sibson Aerodrome for the next twelve years before
moving on to Wycombe Air Park looking after British Airways Flying Clubs fleet.
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10 years later he hopped to the other side of the apron to join ATS Engineering as Chief
Engineer before landing in the LAA’s Engineering Department last October.

THE CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT AWARDS 2017
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) and Boeing won Gold for the Schools Build-a-Plane
Challenge in both categories for which the programme was nominated: Best Educational
Programme and Most Innovative Collaboration at The Corporate Engagement Awards 2017
held on Tuesday 20 June 2017. The Corporate Engagement Awards 2017 recognise
successful and innovative corporate partnerships and sponsorships.
http://www.communicatemagazine.com/news/2017/corporate-engagement-awards-2017winners-announced
Best Educational Programme: the Schools Build-a-Plane Challenge was described by the
judges as “a truly high-impact partnership and programme which we can imagine would
have had a profound effect on the participants.”
Most Innovative Collaboration: the judges commented that it was “an amazingly ambitious
idea brought to life and delivering tremendous benefits for both the students and the aviation
industry.”
Judges were from a range of backgrounds and organisations including Unicef UK, Barclays,
Fairtrade Foundation and WFF-UK.
Stewart Luck of the Youth Education branch of the LAA, which works together with LAA
Clubs, leading industry companies, local education authorities, schools and universities and
many others to educate, encourage and inspire young people to take part in all sorts of
activities connected with aviation says:“These awards would not have been possible without the dedication and support of the
teachers, pupils, volunteers and parents who have been involved, the support from Boeing
and the help provided by the LAA. Whether this is through active involvement in one of the
school builds at Marling and Stroud Schools, Yateley School, Ercall Wood Technology
College, Ernesford Grange Community Academy, Bridge Learning Campus; or local support
through a RAeS Branch or LAA Strut; or providing project and risk management advice
through the SBAP Advisory Group; providing the support of the secondees from the Ministry
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of Defence Engineering Graduates, or travelling the length and breadth of UK air shows to
promote the project to the wider community. We are so proud of you all.”
The RAeS and Boeing expressed their heartfelt thanks to all and realise that this recognition
would not have been achieved without everyone’s hard work and dedication to the Schools
Build-a-Plane Challenge project. The programme was truly a team effort and this award was
as much yours as ours.

2018 LAA TRAINING COURSES
LAA Courses are held in their workshops and lecture theatre facilities at the Turweston HQ,
unless otherwise stated. But even before Christmas 2017 the following LAA courses were
already fully subscribed: Owner Maintenance; Aircraft Metalwork; An Introduction to Aircraft
Fabric; Rotax 9-Series Engines; Electrical Wiring; English Wheeling; Composites.
Monday 12th February: Aircraft Woodwork, course instructor Dudley Patterson. Ridgewood,
Ham Road, Liddington,Wilts,SN4 0HH.
Cost: £110 (includes lunch)
To book a place contact: Sheila or Penny 01280 846786 (press 2 when asked) or visit the
LAA website www.laa.uk.com
If you wish to be added to the LAA waiting list for any of their above courses listed on their
website www.laa.uk.com please email your details to office@laa.uk.com with course(s)
interested in so they can see if they can provide additional dates.

WANTED: VOLUNTEER MENTORS AND AN LAA INSPECTOR WEST LONDON
The LAA have a project that might need your help. Sitting in the storeroom of the Heathrow
Aviation Engineering University Technical College at Northwood, Middlesex is a shiny new
TLAC Sherwood Ranger kit. The UTC plans to use the Ranger as the basis of a Build-APlane project. BUT the UTC needs volunteer mentors and an LAA inspector to assist with
the build and provide guidance. Drop Steve Slater a line at LAA HQ.

FAI YOUNG AVIATION ARTISTS (6-17yrs) COMPETITION
The FAI Young Aviation Artists contest offers young people between the ages of six to
seventeen years of age to draw or paint their visions of “Flying in the Future”. Last year
amongst the thousands of entries from around the world the UK had only 1 and so the RAeC
have got together with the LAA (Light Aircraft Association) and the FAI to encourage more
young artists to take part in this global competition. https://www.fai.org/fai-young-artistscontest There is no entry fee.
See the RAeC News and Information pages in this RAeC Newsletter for an interim report
about the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale’s Young Aviation Artist Competition by
Anne Hughes (Vintage Aircraft Club Chair and LAA Coordinator for young People's Events) .
The winners in each age group will receive Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals, together with
diplomas. These medals and diplomas will be sent to the FAI Member organisations in the
appropriate countries as soon as possible after judging is completed.
Entries will be judged in three categories:
• Junior Category (date of birth between 1 January 2008 and 31 December 2011)
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• Intermediate Category (date of birth between 1 January 2004 and 31 December 2007)
• Senior Category (date of birth between 1 January 2000 and 31 December 2003)
All artwork must be done by hand or, in the case of handicapped children, by foot or mouth.

Young artists at work at LAA HQ Turweston Airfield (photo Paul Morton)

The required format is A3 (297 x 420 mm or 11 3/4 X 16 ½ inches) and any of the following
media are permitted:










Watercolour
Acrylic
oil paint
indelible marker pens
felt-tip pens
soft ball-point pens
indelible ink
Crayola
or any similar indelible medium.
No pencil, charcoal or other non-permanent media may be used. No computergenerated artwork and no collage work involving the use of photocopies are
permitted.

Drawings and paintings should be submitted via the LAA HQ at Turweston Aerodrome,
Nr Brackley, Northamptonshire, NN13 5YD and must be received at the FAI Offices in
Switzerland before 1st April 2018. Check out the LLA website for entry instructions
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk

Youth & Education Support (YES)
Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association,
and more commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry
companies, local education authorities, schools and universities and many others to
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educate, encourage and inspire young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected
with aviation.
Saturday 3 March: A YES/ Shuttleworth partnership event
Sat 10th March: Brooklands Museum bringing together lots of organisations, charities,
employers and students to talk about their sort of aviation.
Saturday 21st April: RAF Museum, Cosford. Youth Aviation Conference. Admission
FREE
Sunday May 6th: Shuttleworth’s RAF Centenary Airshow.
youngsters in the Discovery Tent.

There will be activities for

Checkout the Youth Activities-Opportunities section of this RAeC Newsletter for
details and information about YES events for young aviators and wish-to-be aviators, and
other youth in aviation events.

ROYAL INSTITUTE of NAVIGATION’S TOP NAV 2019
TOPNAV is a VFR navigation competition for private pilots flying Aeroplanes, Helicopters,
Microlights and Motor Gliders (SLMG) organised by GANG and sponsored by Pooleys, and
held every year in May. This year it is to be held on Saturday 12 May at 4 venues,
(Peterborough Conington (North), Lee-on-Solent (South), Bodmin (West) and White
Waltham) with a weather reserve on 19 May.
It is for a 2-person crew, a pilot and navigator, and aircraft will be fitted with a GPS tracker to
check where you 'actually' flew with no other GPS gadgets being allowed. Just the thing for
testing your skills in “old fashioned “navigation techniques. Briefings are at 11.00) when the
route of about 80 minutes is handed out.
Entry fees cover refreshments for the day, including lunch (all airfields have kindly waived
landing fees):
- 2-person crew: £30
- 2 person crew including RIN member: £20
- 2 person crew including someone under 18 (Youth entry): £10
- each additional ‘passenger': £10
For further information and payment details:
https://www.rin.org.uk/Events/5107/TopNav-2018
Entry forms to print and send snail mail can be downloaded from:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav
%2018%20Write.pdf
the Electronic Entry Form may be completed and emailed straight back:
https://liveicomgrshot.blob.core.windows.net/rinfiles/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav
%2018%20Elec.pdf
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ARMSTRONG-ISAACS BURSARIES
Three young pilots are to benefit from LAA Armstrong-Isaacs Bursaries, to allow them to
complete their PPL training in the coming months.
They are Oliver Gallimore (18) from Lostock, near Bolton in Lancashire; Alex Manders (19) from
Sawston in Cambridgeshire and Gary Frederick (24) from Huyton, Liverpool. They will each receive
bursaries contributing £1,500 to assist in their completion of their courses. The funds will be lodged with
the flying school of the recipient’s choice and will be used for flying training and flight examinations.

Oliver Gallimore

Gary Frederick

The Armstrong-Isaacs Trust is based on a major donation from David Armstrong, who was a founder
member of the original ULAA in 1947, a lifelong member of the LAA’s predecessor the PFA and its
chairman from 1960 to 1964. His legacy, co-named with pioneer PFA aircraft designer and builder John
O. Isaacs, has since 1998 aided young flyers in gaining their licenses.
Applications for 2018 Armstrong-Isaacs Bursaries will open later this year. They are open to any pilot in
UK PPL training under the age of 30, who has completed a minimum of five hours solo flying. When
available, the application forms will be found at the LAA website: www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
For further information on the Armstrong-Isaacs Bursaries, or on the recipients, please contact Steve
Slater on 01280 846 786.

LAA STRUT MEETINGS
Some LAA Strut meetings make a small charge for non-members but all are welcome to
attend. Strut meetings are an excellent source of advice and help, whether building, buying,
training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene. Checkout the LAA
website for details of your local STRUT http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
Clubs associated to the LAA are dedicated to a specific aircraft manufacturer or model. The
Vintage Aircraft Club, Europa Club, European Luscombe Club etc., and can offer social
activities as well as useful technical support for owners or those interested in that particular
type. http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/type_clubs.html
LAA clubs and Struts also arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year
and most hold monthly meetings and maybe an interesting aviation related talk.
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/struts.html
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LAA Strut meetings are an excellent source of advice and help whether building, buying,
training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene and are dotted around
the UK
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?ll=54.24363487961207%2C1.5878390000000308&spn=6.880984%2C5.498148&t=h&vpsrc=0&msa=0&source=embed
&ie=UTF8&mid=1urgqDmOoewO2rfciox0b2XOj0d8&z=6
They also arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year and most hold
monthly meetings often with an interesting aviation related talk. Non-members are welcome
to attend sometimes free or for a donation.
These are some of the future events being held by LAA Struts:BRISTOL STRUT: BAWA Club, 589 Southmead Road, Bristol BS34 at 19:30
6 Feb: "Keys don't float - all I know about float flying" Capt Bryan Pill, Mission Aviation
Fellowship
6 March: "Grandma flew Spitfires" - John Webster, ATA Association.
10 April: "The new Aerospace Bristol museum" - Lindsey Henniker-Heaton
1 May: TBA
For further information contact Trevor Wilcock 0175 858337
DEVON STRUT: The Ley Arms, Kenn, Exeter, Devon, EX6 7UW at 7.30 pm (for evening
meals, please make table bookings on 01392 832 341)
8th March: Going Foreign : Dave White
12th April: Navigation (Visual & GPS Techniques) : Mark Batin FRIN
For further information contact David Millin at david.millin@sea-sea.com
GLOSTER STRUT: The Victory Club, Burlington House, Lypiatt Road, Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire, GL50 2SY at 19.30 till end of April.
13 Feb: The Bristol Aerospace Museum: Lindsey Henniker – Heaton
13 March: Flying A10 Warthogs : Steve Ladd
10 April: TBA
8 May: at The Flying Shack, Gloucestershire Airport, Bamfurlong Lane, Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire, GL51 6ST
For further information contact Mike Waldron 01242 702967/07787 123941

EASA AIRSPACE INFRINGEMENT SURVEY
Not that you ever do but EASA are looking at airspace infringements and you are invited to
participate in their survey which is being organised by the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) in Cologne, Germany. The information is being collected and used by EASA not the
UK CAA. Individual’s identity will not be recorded and the data will be aggregated for
statistical use.
The questionnaire addresses safety measures useful for preventing airspace infringements
and mid-air collisions with commercial air transport aircraft in controlled and restricted
airspaces. Your identity will not be recorded, and the data will be aggregated and used for
statistical purposes only and focuses on equipment, navigation technologies and good
practices before, during and after VFR flights.
It takes only 10 minutes to complete and active until 28 February.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdCiG_wiUIdgSejknXZaoDgEa871X3FT5L
dMq2156VRi19jRg/viewform
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https://www.aerosociety.com
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) was founded in 1866 with the objectives “for the
advancement of Aerial Navigation and for Observations in Aerology connected therewith”.
The RAeS now represents all aspects of professional aeronautical and aerospace engineering
and operation in the UK. Its primary role is as a Learned Society covering Engineering Council
registration, education and career development in this field and includes The Royal Aeronautical
Society’s Women in Aviation & Aerospace Committee (WAAC) established in 2009 to
encourage more young women to consider aviation and aerospace as a worthwhile and exciting
career. The WAAC also provides support for women already working in all sectors of aviation
and aerospace.
Major conferences, lectures and events are held at the RAeS headquarters in central London at
4 Hamilton Place, London W1J 7BQ with lectures and conferences normally open to interested
non-members. The RAeS also encompasses a variety of special interest groups and local
branches in the UK, and overseas, who too organise programmes of lectures and events.
THE RAeS GENERAL AVIATION GROUP
The RAeS General Aviation Group (GAG) is concerned with the technical development of
general aviation aircraft including aeroplanes, gliders, microlights and paragliders. Its special
interests lie in good new design and construction, and rationalisation of airworthiness regulation.
https://www.aerosociety.com/get-involved/specialist-groups/business-general-aviation/generalaviation
The General Aviation Group held their annual conference 'Light Aircraft Design Conference' on
20th November 2017 and you view the speaker biographies as well as the presentations at
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/proceedings-general-aviation-conference-2017
Some of the presentations available include: HOW TO ELECTRIFY FUTURE AVIATION
TODAY – A CRITICAL FEASIBILITY STUDY by Kim-Tobias Kohn, Associate Support Lecturer
in Aerospace Engineering, University of West England; LOW CARBON AVIATION - HOW CAN
THIS BE ACHIEVED? By Prof James Turner, University of Bath; ELECTRIC AND HYBRID
PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFTS – INNOVATION IN AVIATION by Dr Gergely G.
Balázs, Head of Department, eAircraft Hungary, Siemens; and THE COMING ELECTRIC
REVOLUTION by Dr Steve Wright, Senior Lecturer, Avionics and Aircraft Systems, University of
West England.
Other speakers during the conference included Mark Shortman, Manager, Policy and
Stakeholder Management, Civil Aviation Authority who spoke about “Progress with E
Conditions”; and Sarah White, Business Development Manager, Research and Innovation,
Cranfield who spoke on “Aviate and Cranfield Incubator”.
The conference also launched the RAeS GA DESIGN COMPETITION.
As the recent E-conditions deregulation make it quicker and cheaper to develop new ideas and
the Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) is holding a GA Design Competition, which includes
aircraft and aircraft systems. Focusing on manned flying machines which could be autonomous
but passenger-carrying this is the second in a series of competitions aimed at promoting major
innovation in the General Aviation aircraft sector.
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The task is to demonstrate design innovation either for an existing or potentially new general
aviation market. The scope of the innovation can range from an entire aircraft to a specific
component or system which could be incorporated into an existing airframe but constrained to
meeting the requirements of the CAA’s E Conditions which enable the rapid design, build and
experimental flight testing of piloted aircraft up to 2000 kg maximum mass within the UK.
Propulsion and lift generation systems may be of any type.
Entries are invited for this competition from everyone; students, enthusiasts and professionals
either as an individual or a team. The RAeS are encouraging entries from teams of engineering
students and youth organisations.
Details are available at https://www.aerosociety.com/news/light-aircraft-design-competition2017-2018
Send an email titled “Design Competition” to conference@aerosociety.com to receive an entry
pack.. Entries will be judged by a team of professional aeronautical engineers and winners will
be announced at the RAeS GA Group’s Design Conference in November 2018.
Final date for entries midnight 30th June 2018

THE RAeS HISTORICAL GROUP
The Historical Group exists to provide a focus within the RAeS for the study and discussion of
aerospace history, and to contribute on behalf of the Society to wider activities in this field, both
in the UK and internationally and organises several lectures and discussion evenings at RAeS
Headquarters each year which everyone is welcome to attend.
2018 AWARDS AND HONOURS
As the most prestigious and long-standing awards in global aerospace, the RAeS Honours,
Medals and Awards honour achievement, innovation and excellence by both individuals and
teams and encompass exceptional contributions in all disciplines of the global aerospace
industry. Anyone and any team that has made an exceptional contribution to aerospace
anywhere in the world whether for example, in academia, aerospace, manufacturing, air
transport, air traffic control, defence, government or research is eligible.
Nominations are encouraged from both members and non-members of the Society and
are now being accepted for the 2018 round; so if you are aware of an individual or team that
you believe to be worthy of recognition you are invited to download, complete and submit a
Nomination Form before 31 March 2018 to have your nominee considered for a 2018 RAeS
award.
Nomination Forms can be accessed via
https://www.aerosociety.com/get-involved/recognition/honours-medals-and-awards

The Honorary Fellowship of the RAeS is the world’s highest distinction for aerospace
achievement and is awarded only for the most outstanding contributions to the aerospace
profession.
Honorary Companionships are awarded for rendering important service to the aerospace
profession. This distinction is given to those whose professional achievements are not
exclusively in aerospace but who have made a substantial contribution to the aerospace
profession.
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MEDALS
Gold: for work of an outstanding nature in aerospace.
Silver: for work contributing to major advances or contributions in aerospace.
Bronze: for work leading to advances or contributions in aerospace.
Gold Team: for work of an outstanding nature in aerospace.
Silver Team: for work contributing to major advances or contributions in aerospace.
Bronze Team: for work leading to advances or contributions in aerospace.
SPECIALIST AWARDS
Gold, Silver and Bronze: for exceptional work which has led to substantial advances in
specialist disciplines in the aerospace industry.
Gold, Silver and Bronze Team: for exceptional work which has led to substantial advances in
specialist disciplines in the aerospace industry.
Specialist Group Awards
Specialist Groups (SGs) already have the opportunity to nominate for Society Medals and
Specialist Awards, and also confer recognition on members or others within their specialisms,
past or present with respect to long and valued service or other contributions. Nominations for
Specialist Group awards are expected to be proposed by the Chairman of the relevant SG.
The currently authorised named legacy medals and awards are as follows:
R P Alston Medal: Awarded for practical achievement associated with the flight testing of
aircraft.
Flight Operation Medal: Awarded for outstanding long-term contribution or achievement or
service in the field of flight operations.
Flight Simulation Medal: Awarded for a significant long-term contribution, in an international
context, in the field of flight simulation.
Roger Green Medal: Awarded for a significant and lasting contribution to the theory or practical
development of human factors as applied in aerospace.
Alan Marsh Medal: Awarded to a member of a flight test crew in recognition of outstanding
achievements in the test, development and operational evaluation of rotorcraft.
Geoffrey Pardoe Space Award: Awarded for a significant contribution to space.
Turnbuckle Award: Awarded for long and valued service in the field of aircraft maintenance.

WRITTEN PAPER PRIZES
These Gold, Silver and Bronze prizes are awarded for the best papers published in The
Aeronautical Journal by the RAeS during the previous calendar year and are normally
presented at the Sopwith Lecture.These awards are not the subject of nominations but are
selected by the RAeS Medals and Awards Committee and supported by the Editorial Board of
The Aeronautical Journal.
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There is also an award open to all authors under the age of 30 for papers on any Aerospace
related subject. It is awarded by the Royal Aeronautical Society entitled "The Young Persons’
Written Paper Prize".

THE CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT AWARDS 2017
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) and Boeing won Gold for the Schools Build-a-Plane
Challenge in both categories for which the programme was nominated: Best Educational
Programme and Most Innovative Collaboration at The Corporate Engagement Awards 2017
held on Tuesday 20 June 2017. The Corporate Engagement Awards 2017 recognise
successful and innovative corporate partnerships and sponsorships.
http://www.communicatemagazine.com/news/2017/corporate-engagement-awards-2017winners-announced
Best Educational Programme: the Schools Build-a-Plane Challenge was described by the
judges as “a truly high-impact partnership and programme which we can imagine would
have had a profound effect on the participants.”
Most Innovative Collaboration: the judges commented that it was “an amazingly ambitious
idea brought to life and delivering tremendous benefits for both the students and the aviation
industry.”
Judges were from a range of backgrounds and organisations including Unicef UK, Barclays,
Fairtrade Foundation and WFF-UK.
The RAeS and Boeing gave their heartfelt thanks to all and said this recognition would not have
been achieved without everyone’s hard work and dedication to the Schools Build-a-Plane
Challenge project and that the programme was truly a team effort.

RAeS LECTURES
All RAeS Lectures are free to attend for RAeS members. To reserve your place send your name
and contact details to conference@aerosociety.com or click on 'book now' for the RAeS Event
https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar you wish to attend and log in to your profile or
create a user account.
You can catch-up on past lectures and events via the RAeS Video and Audio Archive
https://www.aerosociety.com/events/catch-up-on-events/video-audio-archive/
FORTHCOMING 2018 RAeS EVENTS and LECTURES
FEBRUARY
15 Cosford: National Cold War Exhibition, RAF Museum, Cosford, TF11 8UP. 19.00-21.00 Lecture:
Principles of Aircraft Ejection Seat Engineering; Philip Rowles, Chief Engineer Martin Baker.
15th Coventry: Meggitt Lecture & Dinner, Holiday Inn Coventry South, London Road, Ryton on
Dunsmore, Coventry, CV8 3DY at 19.30. Please contact Mrs J Owen Affiliate RAeS (Tel: 02476464079)
21st London: Aero Challenge 2018 at RAeS, No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED, 10.00-17.00.
“University Challenge” style quiz for students and young professionals. Open to teams from RAeS
Corporate Partner Companies (graduates and apprentices) or Universities (students). Lunch and
refreshments will be provided and prizes for the winning team! Registration deadline for teams of 4 is
Friday 16 February. Contact: conference@aerosociety.com
th
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21st Rochester: BAE Systems Rochester, Staff Restaurant or Conference Room 1, Marconi Way,
Chatham, Rochester ME1 2XX, 19.30. Lecture: Flying the Tracks; Sean Leahy, Network Rail. For more
information contact Robin Heaps, 01634377973, robin.heaps10@btinternet.com
21st Cardiff: British Airways Maintenance, Dragonfly Drive, Rhoose, CF62 3DN. Lecture: Policing from the
Air - Tales of a Helicop; Chief Inspector Gary Smart of South Wales Police
22nd Christchurch: Cobham Lecture Theatre, Bournemouth University, Talbot Campus, Wallisdown,BH12
5BB. 19.30-21.00. This illustrated presentation looks at the work of the former RAF Institute of Aviation
Medicine (IAM) Farnborough and their colleagues at the Institute of Naval Medicine (INM) Gosport, and
features film clips from the FAST archives; Ashley Morgan, FAST archivist.

MARCH
5th RAF Cranwell: Daedalus Officers' Mess, Cranwell Village, Sleaford NG34 8HB, 19.30. Lecture: Flying
for Life; Tim Allen. For non-pass holders notification of intended arrival should be made to the Branch
Secretary raes.cranwell@gmail.com
7th Swindon: The Defence Academy and Swindon Branch, Faringdon Rd, Shrivenham, Swindon SN6 8LA.
19:30 - 20:30. Lecture: Joint Air Delivery Test and Evaluation Unit (JADTEU); Sqn.Ldr Nick Harrington.
Free entry to those aged between 16- 18 years old (under 18s must be accompanied by an adult who is
also entitled to free entrance). Contact: raeswindon@gmail.com or telephone 07740 136609
8th London: RAeS, No 4 Hamilton Pl, Mayfair, London, W1J 7BQ. Lecture: Silver City Airways - The First 70
Years; Paul Ross, Chairman, Silver City Association
8th Cambridge: Lecture Theatre ‘0’, Cambridge University Engineering Department, Trumpington Street,
Cambridge, CB2 1PZ. Lecture: Aeromedical Airlift; Gp Capt Marc Holaand. Branch dinner at 20.00
12th Prestwick: Prestwick Airport, Aviator Suite, 107 Glasgow Prestwick Intnl Airport, Prestwick, KA9 2PL.
19.30-20.30 Lecture: Trans-Atlantic Journey; Eddie McCallum.
13th Southend-on-Sea: The Forum, Elmer Square, Southend on Sea, SS1 1NE, 20.00. Lecture: The Airbus
E-Fan, Dr. Panagiotis Laskaridis, Senior Lecturer, Centre for Propulsion Engineering, Cranfield University.
14th Surrey: University of Surrey, Guildford. 19.30-21.30 Lecture: Watchkeeper UAS Technology
Developments; Nick Miller of Thales UK. Admission £2 (RAeS members and students free).Contact:
mgphilpot@waitrose.com
14th Bedford: ARA Social Club, Manton Lane, Bedford, MK41 7PF. 18.30-20.00 Sir John Charnley Lecture:
The F-35. Speaker TBA
14th Preston: Canberra Club, 1 Myerscough Smithy Rd, Balderstone, Blackburn BB2 7LE, 19.30. Lecture &
Buffet: THE FRANK ROE LECTURE - Flight Development; Peter Kosogorin, BAE Systems Flight Operations,
Warton. Contact: Hon Secretary Alan Matthews 01995 61470, email: chcott@globalnet.co.uk
15th Wolverhampton: Moog Aircraft Group, Wolverhampton, Valiant Way, Wolverhampton, WV9 5GB.
Lecture: The JD North Lecture. Entrance to the Moog facility will be subject to pre-registration with the
branch by 15 February 2018. Photo ID will be required. For all enquiries, please contact Chris Hughes on
+44 (0)1902 844523 or +44 (0)7746 808188
20th Gloucester & Cheltenham: SAFRAN Landing Systems, Restaurant Conference Room, off Down
Hatherley Lane, GL2 9QH. 19.30 Lecture: Graphene, Manchester University - speaker tbc. Coffee and
biscuits available for half an hour before lecture commences.
20th Oxford: The Oxford Science Park, Magdalen Centre, Robert Robinson Ave, Oxford OX4 4GA, 19.0021.00. Lecture: F1 Aerodynamics: Richard Stephens, Aerodynamicist, Renault Sport Racing. Light
refreshments are available free of charge. All lectures are free to members and friends, but we would
welcome a donation of £2 to help us cover costs. E-mail: oaktree.cottage@btinternet.com Phone:
01295 810233
21st Derby: Rolls-Royce Leisure Association, Nightingale Hall, Rolls-Royce Leisure, Moor Lane, Derby,
DE24 9HY. 17.30-21.00 Lecture: Evolution in Aerodynamic Design; Behrooz Barzegar
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21st Coventry: Lecture Theatre ECG26 Engineering & Computing Building, Coventry University, Coventry,
CV1 5DL 19.30. Lecture: Lanchester Memorial Lecture. Please contact Mrs J Owen Affiliate RAeS
(02476464079)
21st Hatfield: Lindop Building - Room A166, University of Hertfordshire, College Lane, Hatfield, AL10 9AB
19.00. Lecture: The Queens Flight; Sq Ldr Graham Laurie. FREE for all students.
21st Rochester: BAE Systems Rochester, Staff Restaurant or Conference Room 1, Marconi Way,
Chatham, Rochester ME1 2XX, 19.30. Lecture: The Safety Aspects of Drones; Peter Stastny. Contact
Robin Heaps, 01634377973, robin.heaps10@btinternet.com
22nd Christchurch: Barnes Lecture Theatre, Bournemouth University, Talbot Campus, Wallisdown, BH12
5BB. 7.30pm. Lecture: Controlling 9/11, Phil Holt.
APRIL
4th Swindon: The Defence Academy and Swindon Branch, Faringdon Rd, Shrivenham, Swindon SN6 8LA.
19:30 - 20:30. The Sir George Greenhill Lecture, Free entry to those aged between 16- 18 years old
(under 18s must be accompanied by an adult who is also entitled to free entrance). Contact:
raeswindon@gmail.com or telephone 07740 136609
9th Prestwick: Prestwick Airport, Aviator Suite, 107 Glasgow Prestwick Intnl Airport, Prestwick, KA9 2PL.
19.30-20.30 Lecture: Secret Ops of the Wooden Wonder; Paul Beaver.
9th RAF Cranwell: Daedalus Officers' Mess, Cranwell Village, Sleaford NG34 8HB, 19.30. Lecture: 40 years
of the Hawk; Steven Blee. For non-pass holders notification of intended arrival should be made to the
Branch Secretary raes.cranwell@gmail.com
10th Farnborough: BAE Systems Park Centre, Farnborough Aerospace Centre, Hants, GU14 6XN. 19.0021.30. The Templer Lecture: Royal Air Force – the first 100 years; Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Dalton
FRAeS, President of the Royal Aeronautical Society & former RAF Chief of the Air Staf. Admission £2
(RAeS members and students free) Contact: mgphilpot@waitrose.com
10th Southend: AGM open to Branch Members only. The Royal Naval Association, 73-79 East Street,
Southend on Sea, SS2 6LQ
11th Bedford: ARA Social Club, Manton Lane, Bedford, MK41 7PF. 18.30 for 19.00. AGM & Lecture:
Mathematical Modelling the Search for MH370; Dr Nira C. Chamberlain C.Math FIMA CSci. Visitors
welcome £2.
11th Preston: Personnel and Conference Centre, BAE Systems, Warton Aerodrome, Warton, Preston PR4
1AX, 19.30. Lecture: RAF Canberra PR & EW Operations - recollections of the Cold War 1969-89; Mike
Howes, BAE Systems Flight Operations (retired). Non-Branch Members, including guests, shall advise
Alan Matthews of their intention to attend a Lecture Tel: 01995 61470 Email: chcott@globalnet.co.uk
12th London: British Airways Waterside Theatre, Speedbird Way, Harmondsworth, West Drayton, UB7
0GA. 18.15-20.00 Lecture: Advances in Additive Manufacturing; speaker TBA. Non-RAeS members are
£2 per lecture or £6 for the season.
12th Cambridge: Lecture Theatre ‘0’, Cambridge University Engineering Department, Trumpington
Street, Cambridge, CB2 1PZ, Light Refreshments served from 19:00 AGM at 19:15. Lecture starts at
19:30 Lecture: UAS. See branch web site at http://www.cambridgeraes.info for the latest information as
well as contact details, maps and visit booking forms.
18th Coventry: Lecture Theatre ECG26 Engineering & Computing Building, Coventry University, CV1 5DL.
AGM Followed by 19.30 Lecture: Large Scale Model Aircraft & UAV's; Chris Bland.
18th Derby: Rolls-Royce Leisure Association, Nightingale Hall, Rolls-Royce Leisure, Moor Lane, Derby,
DE24 9HY. AGM (17.30) & Lecture : Young Persons Lecture Competition.
18th: Hatfield: Weston Auditorium, University of Hertfordshire, De Havilland Campus, Hatfield, AL10
9EU. Lecture and Buffet: GdeH; Sir George Zambellas, Past First Sea Lord. Free to all students.
18th Cardiff: International Centre For Aerospace Training, Cardiff Airport, CF62 3DP 18:30 – 20:30.
Lecture: AGM & Keys don't float - All you need to know about flying floats - operational float flying with
MAF; Bryan Phil. Book via https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/keys-dont-float-all-you-need-to-know-aboutflying-floats-operational-float-flying-with-maf-tickets-36383075759
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19th Cosford: RAF Museum, Cosford, TF11 8UP. 17.00 Lecture: The Centenary of the Royal Air Force; Dr
Ross Mahoney – Historian, Royal Air Force Museum. Contact Chris Hughes on +44 (0)1902 844523 or
+44 (0)7746 808188
19th Gloucester: Hatherley Manor Hotel, Gloucester. Gloucester & Cheltenham Branch Lecture and
Dinner. 18.45 for 19.00 Lecture: Concorde to Brexit; Prof.Keith Hayward FRAeS FAEF Head of Research,
Royal Aeronautical Society.
24th London: RAeS, No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. 18.00-21-30 Networking Event: The Future
of Business Aviation.
24th Stevenage: The Metropolitan Restaurant, MBDA Systems (Stevenage), Six Hills Way, Stevenage, SG1
2DA. Lecture: The Leslie Bedford Lecture, Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Hillier. Register for annual
prestige lecture as entrance on the night will not be allowed without pre-registration. Followed by
Invitation Dinner (RSVP). Contact: raesstevenage@gmail.com or John Sedgley 01438 753961
26th Christchurch: Barnes Lecture Theatre, Bournemouth University, Talbot Campus, Wallisdown, BH12
5BB. AGM 6.45pm. 19.30 Lecture: High Altitude UAVs; Paul Brooks
MAY
2nd Swindon: The Defence Academy and Swindon Branch Base Visit to RAF Brize Norton. Contact Branch
Secretary raeswindon@gmail.com or telephone 07740 136609. Free entry to those aged between 1618 years old (under 18s must be accompanied by an adult who is also entitled to free entrance).
8th Loughborough: Room U020, Brockington Building, Loughborough University, LE11 3TW. AGM 19.00.
19.30 Lecture: Sopwith Camel and Eurofighter Typhoon, Modern Air Combat Fighters of their day; Dr.
Eric Gillies of Glasgow University.
8th Southend: The Royal Naval Association, 73-79 East St, Southend-on-Sea, SS2 6LQ 20.00. Lecture: The
Ernest Dove Lecture - Development of Hovercrafts; Brian Russell, The Hovercraft Museum.
9th: London: RAeS, No 4 Hamilton Pl, Mayfair, London W1J 7BQ 09.00-17.00 CONFERENCE- RAF
Weapons - Past, Present and Future (200 years of RAF Weapon Systems – from 1918 out to 2118)
9th London: RAeS, No 4 Hamilton Pl, Mayfair, London W1J 7BQ. Weapons Systems and Technology
Spring Reception.
9th Preston: Personnel and Conference Centre, BAE Systems, Warton Aerodrome, Warton, Preston PR4
1AX, 18.30. Lecture: Bush Pilot in Australia's Northern Territory; Paul Catanach, Business Jet Pilot
Farnborough. Contact Alan Matthews 01995 61470 Email: chcott@globalnet.co.uk
10th London: Royal Aeronautical Society Annual Banquet, InterContinental London Park Lane, One
Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7QV. 7.15pm Reception, 8.00pm Dinner. Contact: Gail Ward, Events
Manager - Corporate & Society, gail.ward@aerosociety.com / +44 (0)1491 629912
14th RAF Cranwell: Daedalus Officers' Mess, Cranwell Village, Sleaford NG34 8HB, 19.30. AGM & Talk:
Human Factors in Maintenance; Andy Ebdon. For non-pass holders notification of intended arrival
should be made to the Branch Secretary raes.cranwell@gmail.com
15th Farnborough: BAE Systems Park Centre, Farnborough Aerospace Centre, Hants, GU14 6XN. 19.0021.30 Lecture: Meteorology within airport operations; James Shapland, Meteorology Office, Heathrow.
Admission £2 (RAeS members and students free). Contact: mgphilpot@waitrose.com
15th Gloucester & Cheltenham: SAFRAN Landing Systems, Restaurant Conference Room, off Down
Hatherley Lane, GL2 9QH. 19.30 Lecture: SR71 Blackbird; Col Rich Graham USAF (Retired). Coffee and
biscuits available for half an hour before lecture commences.
16th Hatfield: Lindop Building - Room A166, University of Hertfordshire, College Lane, Hatfield, AL10
9AB. AGM & Lecture: Electro Flight; Roger Targett
16th Cambridge: TBC. Lecture: Flying the F-35B Lightning II. Light Refreshments served from 19:00
17th Cosford: RAF Museum, Cosford, TF11 8UP. 19.00-21.00 Lecture: Flying Wild Weasel Missions in
Vietnam; Col Richard Graham USAF Retd.
17th London: RAeS, No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. CONFERENCE: The Dams Raid 75 Years On –
Reviewing Operation Chastise
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22nd Stevenage: Airbus Defence and Space, Fusion Restaurant, Gunnels Wood Rd, Stevenage SG1 2AS.
AGM. Please arrive at 17:30 for 18:00. Contact: raesstevenage@gmail.com or John Sedgley 01438
753961
23rd Derby: Rolls-Royce Leisure Association, Nightingale Hall, Rolls-Royce Leisure, Moor Lane, Derby,
DE24 9HY. 17.30-19.30 Lecture: Rolls-Royce Ultra Fan; Andy Geer.
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https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk

The Royal Air Force Museum takes an innovative approach while keeping with tradition and is
Britain’s only national museum dedicated wholly to aviation.
With a world-class aircraft collection, integrated with special exhibitions, films, inter-actives,
artwork, engines, missiles, photographs, uniforms, medals and research & education facilities,
the RAF Museum offers an insight into aviation technology and on the people who made it
possible, from daredevil early aviators, through wartime heroes, to the thousands of Service
men and women whose contribution shaped the world we live in today.
The London museum is situated on what used to be RAF Hendon and holds over 95 aircraft in
four themed aircraft halls. The museum at Cosford, acknowledged as one of the leading public
attractions in the Midlands, displays over 70 aircraft and is home to the National Cold War
Exhibition. This exhibition focuses on the Cold War story from national, international, cultural
and social/political perspectives.
CENTENARY OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
The award-winning RAF Museum will celebrate and commemorate this anniversary through a
major transformation of our visitor experience sharing the RAF story on site and online.
A multi-million-pound transformation of the RAF Museum’s London home will welcome visitors
to discover a new green heart of the community in Colindale, reflecting the historic RAF Hendon
airfield.
New, innovative galleries will explore the first 100 years of the RAF, its roles today and invite
visitors to imagine its future contribution and technology and a brand new digital sharing project
will promote a conversation with a global audience and help connect people to the RAF story.

100 OPEN COCKPITS AND CABS - 24 FEBRUARY 2018
To celebrate the 100 years since the formation of the RAF, Hendon and Cosford RAF Museums
will be offering visitors the rare and exciting chance to get a closer look inside 100 cockpits and
vehicles from our collection during their Open Cockpit and Cab events which take place during
four events at each site.

BMP

Buccaneer

The exclusive Open Cockpits and Cabs events are an opportunity to raise vital funds for the
RAF100 Appeal, which is a joint venture between the Royal Air Force and the four major RAF
charities; the Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund, the Royal Air Forces Association, the Royal Air
Force Charitable Trust and the Royal Air Force Museum. The aim of the Appeal is to raise
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money for the RAF family and to create a lasting legacy celebrating 100 years of the Royal Air
Force.
London Hendon: Date: Saturday 24 February
London Hendon: Date: Friday 27 April
Cosford: Date: 19 May

Time: 1.00pm - 4.00pm; 6.00pm – 9.00pm
Time: 6.00pm – 9.00pm

Time: 1.00pm – 4.00pm and 6.00pm – 9.00pm

Cost: £13.50 per person (plus a 50p booking fee), £10.00 for Museum Members.
Minimum height restrictions of 1.07 metres will apply.

RAF MUSEUM COSFORD
The RAF Museum at Cosford, Shifnal, Shropshire, TF11 8UP, is open daily from 10am and
entry is free of charge. For more information visit: www.rafmuseum.org/cosford 01902 376200

NEWS
RAF MUSEUM APPRENTICE IS HIGHLY COMMENDED AT AWARDS
The UK IT Industry Awards organised by BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT and computing,
were held in November 2017 at Battersea Park Events Arena, London. Museum RAF Museum
Cosford apprentice James Dermody, aged 20 from Burntwood, was one of eight finalists
shortlisted in the ‘IT Apprentice of the Year’ category and beat off tough competition to be
Highly Commended in his category.

James Dermody (photo©Trustees of the Royal Air Force Museum)
The nomination process included an initial phone interview with BCS, supported by a testimony
from Simon Humphries, RAF Museum Cosford IT Manager. Judges also required details of a
project James had worked on during his apprenticeship, which included the new digital signage
located in the Museum’s Visitor Centre which keep visitors up to date with news and events as
well as local travel and weather information and social media updates. Following this, James
attended a formal interview with the judges to discuss the details of his project and day to day
responsibilities and general IT related questions.
Thousands of IT professionals from across the UK attended the lavish awards evening, which
was attended by James, accompanied by the Museum’s IT Manager Simon Humphries. 162
BCS &

Computing UK IT Industry Awards are a platform for the entire profession to celebrate best
practice, innovation and excellence. The 2017 Awards featured 25 categories which covered:
project, organisation, technology and individual excellence. The categories were open to
organisations and individuals involved in IT across the public, not for profit and commercial
sectors.
Paul Fletcher, Group Chief Executive Officer of BCS, congratulated all the winners in the UK IT
Industry 2017 Awards saying they perfectly demonstrate how the UK can and does make the
most of its talent, recognising the highest levels of excellence across today’s IT sector. He
stated that the standard of applications received for was outstanding; showcasing some of the
brightest and best in the industry and the winners stood out as exceptional and inspiring, and
should be very proud of their success.
James Dermody said he was thrilled to be Highly Commended and proud of what he had
achieved in his past year at the Museum and hoped to continue proving himself and improving
his skills at the Museum and contributing to the Museums future.” He is currently working on
improving audio visual exhibits to enhance the visitor experience and is now responsible for all
first line IT issues for the Cosford and Stafford sites.
The RAF Museum has run a successful apprenticeship scheme since 2005 for heritage aircraft
engineers who have proved to be invaluable members of the Museum’s Conservation Centre
team. James is the first IT Apprentice to work at Cosford, with his academic aspect provided by
Arch Apprenticeships. Already 12 months into his 18 month placement, James has proved to be
a source of enthusiastic, reliable and capable pair of extra hands, helping to deliver a better
visitor experience.
The Defiant was a two-seat turret fighter, operated with mixed fortunes during the Battle of
Britain period but finding its niche as a night fighter in the 1940-42 period, as well as extensive
use later in the war for air-sea rescue and target tug roles in the UK and Middle and Far East.

EXHIBITIONS
Boulton Paul Defiant Mk 1

The Wolverhampton built Boulton Paul Defiant Mk 1 is now fully reassembled and on public
display at the Royal Air Force Museum Cosford.
N1671 was taken on RAF charge in August 1940 and operated by No 307 (Polish) Squadron
RAF from September 1940, being operational from December 1940 after working up and
training. Last operational user was No 285 (Anti aircraft Co-Operation ) Squadron from June
1942. N1671 is now the sole surviving intact example of its type and originally set aside for
preservation in September 1944!
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AIRFIX MAKE AND TAKE : 17 - 23 FEBRUARY 2018
Taking place in Hangar 1 Airfix Make and Take is aimed at families with children aged 8 and
above. RAF Museum Cosford will have a number of different models available suitable for
seasoned model makers or those new to Airfix. Models on offer include the Sopwith Pup, the
Sea Harrier, Mitsubishi Zero and Albatros.
Time: 11.00am to 3.00pm

Cost: £3.00 per person

For families with younger children there is a wooden biplane to assemble and decorate
together.
FREE TALK: CELEBRATING 100 YEARS OF THE RAF IN AIRFIX
21 FEBRUARY 2018
Focusing on some recent and yet to be announced new Airfix tooling, this talk in the National
Cold War Exhibition Lecture Theatre by Simon Owen, Airfix Researcher, with showcase how
Airfix has researched its upcoming Wellington, Blenheim and other new kits to be released
shortly and relate to this year’s RAF anniversary celebrations. Book your tickets via
https://royalairforcemuseum.digitickets.co.uk/event/2737813?catID=11872
‘PILLOWS AND PILOTS’ SLEEPOVERS FOR YOUNGSTERS!
Royal Air Force Museum Cosford launches its ‘Pillows and Pilots’ sleepovers for youngsters
and the chance to set up camp in the giant National Cold War Exhibition, where they will sleep
amongst the planes, tanks and missiles! Each event can cater for up to 175 children aged 8-15
along with supervising adults.
The evening will be packed with plenty of fun interactive activities including; building and
launching K’Nex rocket cars, with a prize for the car which travels the furthest! Plus youngsters
can have a go at decorating a ceramic rocket money box and personalising a canvas bag
before dressing up, selecting their props and posing for a picture as a memento of the evening.
There won’t be any time to get restless during the night either as the Museum will provide
everyone with a ‘Pillows and Pilot’ colouring and activity pack, including wax crayons for those
times in between activities or when you want something to do.

At 9pm it will be time for everyone to head into the 200 seat auditorium to watch the movie, ‘A
Night at the Museum’ and enjoy an evening snack and drink, before settling down for the night
nestled amongst the historic aircraft. A continental breakfast will be served the following
morning at 8am and from 9am youngsters will have early bird access to the Museum Shop and
Test Flight hangar including the Fun ‘n’ Flight interactive area, with a 50% discount voucher for
a ride on the 4D Experience.
Saturday 24 March for boys groups
Time: 6.30pm to 10am the following day

Saturday 12 May for mixed groups
Cost: £35 per child / £5 per adult

Minimum ratio: 1 adult to 8 children. Limited spaces available
For more details and to make a booking www.rafmuseum.org/cosford
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SHROPSHIRE SCALE MODEL SHOW

8 APRIL 2018

Admission to the Model Show is free of charge and is being organised by the Shropshire Scale
Modellers and will be open to the public from 10:00am until 4:00pm. Thousands of modelling
fans and model clubs from across the country will descend on the RAF Museum Cosford for the
annual Shropshire Modellers' Show. Intricately detailed models will be on display against a
backdrop of aircraft in the Museum's hangars.
CAR RALLIES
The RAF Museum Cosford is a popular venue for car clubs and can cater for rallies with up to
150 vehicles.

Talbot Car Rally at RAF Cosford

Car rallies scheduled for 2018 so far are:
15th April:

Landcrab Owners Club International

22nd April:

Midland Automobile Club

28th April:

RCZ Owners Group

29th April:

Jaguar Drivers Club

29th April:

XR Owners Club

13th May:

MG Owners Club

20th May:

Scammell Register

If you are interested in holding a car rally at Cosford, please contact groupscosford@rafmuseum.org check availability and for bookings.

RAF Museum Cosford 2018 Events Diary
Admission charges apply for some events and activities. Events may be subject to change and
additional events may be added during the year, please visit the Museum website
www.rafmuseum.org/cosford for more details or call For further information on RAF COSFORD
MUSEUMs 2018 events, please visit the Museum’s website www.rafmuseum.org/cosford or call
01902 376200.
Over the Easter Bank Holiday weekend on 1-2 April, RAF Cosford Museum will be marking the
official formation of the Royal Air Force with a 100 Years Festival, packed with re-enactors,
displays and activities for families. There will also be a new permanent display celebrating the
RAF through the decades with artefacts from within our collection interpreting the RAF story.
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Date
17 - 23 February
21 February
24 March
1 April - 10 July
1 - 2 April
3 - 15 April
5 April
12 April
28 April
12 May
19 May
26 May - 3 June

Event
Airfix Make and Take
Talk: Airfix and 100 years of the RAF
Pillows and Pilots Sleepover
Spitfire 100K Challenge
100 Years Festival
Feathers and Flight Family Trail
Eagles at Easter Display
Eagles at Easter Display
Pillows and Pilots Sleepover
Pillows and Pilots Sleepover
100 Cockpits and Cabs
First World War Half Term

RAF MUSEUM HENDON
The RAF Museum at Hendon, Grahame Park Way, London, NW9 5LL is open daily from 10am
and entry is free of charge. For more information visit: mailto:london@rafmuseum.org 0208
205 2266
With over 100 aircraft on site, nowhere else in London enables you to get close to so many
historic and ground-breaking aircraft without paying an entrance fee. The RAF Museum,
London, has started a programme of capital transformation to mark the RAF’s Centenary in
2018. The Battle of Britain, Sunderland Halls and Milestones of Flight Hall have been closed to
the public but all other galleries remain open.
OPEN COCKPITS AND CABS
The exclusive Open Cockpits and Cabs events are an opportunity to raise vital funds for the
RAF100 Appeal, which is a joint venture between the Royal Air Force and the four major RAF
charities; the Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund, the Royal Air Forces Association, the Royal Air
Force Charitable Trust and the Royal Air Force Museum. The aim of the Appeal is to raise
money for the RAF family and to create a lasting legacy celebrating 100 years of the Royal Air
Force.
London Hendon: Date: Saturday 24 February
London Hendon: Date: Friday 27 April

Time: 1.00pm - 4.00pm; 6.00pm – 9.00pm
Time: 6.00pm – 9.00pm

Cost: £13.50 per person (plus a 50p booking fee), £10.00 for Museum Members.
Minimum height restrictions of 1.07 metres will apply.
To help young visitors those who have autism prepare for and get maximum enjoyment from
their visit to RAF Hendon they have prepared an autism friendly aircraft trail which may be
downloaded free of charge from their website https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/documents/ALDLondon/aircraft_checklist_2017.pdf
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The New Main Entrance RAF Museum Hendon

EXHIBITIONS
“FIRST WORLD WAR IN THE AIR”
Eleven years after the first powered flight, aviation emerged as a force capable of changing the
face of battle. In 1914 the Royal Flying Corps numbered just 1,500 people. By 1918, when the
Royal Air Force was created, this had grown to more than 205,000. The full strategic value of
air power had become all too evident - both on the battlefield and on the Home Front. The
compelling story of the First World War in the Air is revealed in an award-winning exhibition in
the Claude Grahame-White Hangar.
FUN SESSIONS FOR PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN

Until 11 December 2018 fun lively sessions for pre-school children (aged 2-5 years) include
arts and crafts, games, stories and songs. Each session is linked to our amazing collection and
helps bring our Museum to life. Sessions are usually the second Tuesday of the month and the
last Thursday of the month, term time only.
Thursday 22 February; Tuesday 13 March & Thursday 29 March; Thursday 26 April; Tuesday 8
May & Thursday 24 May.

THE COLD WAR EXPERIENCE
Until 27th November 2018 the Cold War Experience runs the last Tuesday of every month at
the RAF Museum London and offers the rare chance to explore some of the most significant
Cold War aircraft in RAF Museum Hendon’s collection.
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McDonnell Douglas Phantom FGR.2 Cockpit

The Avro Vulcan B.2, McDonnell Douglas Phantom FGR.2 and the BAC Lightning F.6 tell a
story of uncertainty and tension that loomed over the world for decades.
You can also visit the 'Bomb Bay' television underneath the gigantic Vulcan Bomber and
discover the amazing heroes, heroines and trailblazers who have contributed so much to the
development of flight and the RAF.
“Cold War” tickets are £49.50 with access to the exhibition on the last Tuesday of every month
at the RAF Museum London. Time slots are available from 10.10am to 12.20am on the
following days: 27 February, 27 March, 24 April & 29 May. Each session will last between 45
minutes and an hour. For more information about the Cold War Experience email:
whatsonlondon@rafmuseum.org

RAF Hendon’s Sunderland Hall
All photographs by kind permission ©Trustees of the Royal Air Force Museum
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CONSULTATIONS
CAA: CALL RECORDING REQUIREMENTS AT FLIGHT INFORMATION
SERVICE (FIS) AERODROMES
The CAA is obliged to undertake an Impact Assessment before introducing any new
regulatory requirement.
It is expected that future regulation from EASA will require the recording of FIS stations, and
the CAA requirements are expanding on the details of this. While Air Traffic Control (ATC)
units are already required by the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) to record
and retain two-way radiotelephony, the same requirement is not currently clear for UK Flight
Information Service (FIS) units: it is non-mandatory under the requirements of CAP 670, but
mandatory under CAP 797.
The UK CAA proposes that, in order to clarify requirements for UK FIS units:





the requirements in CAP 670 are changed to match those in CAP 797
radio telephony recording is made mandatory for all FIS units
all FIS units be equipped with at least a FIS-type recorder (a ‘cutdown’ ATC recorder)

For further information: https://consultations.caa.co.uk/corporate-communications/callrecording-requirements-at-flight-information
Consultation closes : 14 Feb 2018
HAVERFORDWEST AERODROME: INTRODUCTION OF NEW INSTRUMENT
APPROACH

PROCEDURES

TO

PROVIDE

SATELLITE

GUIDANCE

FOR

APPROACHES TO RUNWAY 03 AND 21.
Haverfordwest Aerodrome wishes to introduce a more accurate, safer and predictable
approach procedure for aircraft approaching runway 03 and 21 i.e. Area Navigation (RNAV)
and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) instrument approaches. The project is being
coordinated in the UK by the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) and aviation
consultancy Helios in partnership with Haverfordwest Aerodrome.
Full details at
https://www.pembrokeshire.gov.uk/have-your-say/airspace-change-proposal-byhaverfordwest-aerodrome
The implementation of these procedures is part of a global programme that aims to improve
aviation safety and the CAA requires an Airspace Change Proposal (ACP) to be carried out
wherever there is a change to the airspace status, or change to procedures. This process is
described in the UK CAA Publication (CAP) 725.
You can give your views via Pembrokeshire County Council’s online response form
https://www.snapsurveys.com/wh/s.asp?k=150997462395
Alternatively
you
can
print
off
a
hard
copy:
available
at
https://www.pembrokeshire.gov.uk/have-your-say/airspace-change-proposal-byhaverfordwest-aerodrome , complete, scan in and return to surveys@pembrokeshire.gov.uk
or post to Pembrokeshire County Council, Policy, 2D County Hall, Haverfordwest, SA61 1TP
The closing date for responses is Monday 26th February 2018
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NEW CLASS D CONTROLLED AIRSPACE (CAS) PROPOSAL:
LONDON OXFORD AIRPORT AND RAF BRIZE NORTON
LONDON OXFORD
London Oxford Airport (LOA) is looking to introduce new arrival procedures and to
restructure the local airspace in a manner that enhances levels of safety, improves efficiency
by reducing the number of broken off approaches and ensures effective coordination
between LOA and RAF Brize Norton (BZN).
Investment has taken place in recent years to improve the airport facilities and enhance the
safety for those aviators utilising the airport for commercial use, business use, flying training
or for just recreational flying. This has included the installation and commissioning of
Primary and Secondary Surveillance Radars to monitor the air traffic situation within the
entire Oxfordshire area. ATCOs have observed that safety has often been compromised,
particularly when General Aviation (GA) aircraft are operating to the north of the Aerodrome
without speaking to ATC.
LOA is looking to introduce new GPS-based arrival procedures and restructure the local
airspace to protect these procedures within controlled airspace. The re-design is hoped to
enhance safety on LOA approach and improve efficiency by reducing the number of broken
off approaches and the environmental impact of these extended flights. The new designs
will also ensure effective coordination between LOA and BZN
LOA is offering the opportunity to pass on your thoughts and concerns before they submit
their final proposal to the CAA.
http://www.oxfordairport.co.uk/wpFull
details
can
be
found
at:
content/uploads/2017/12/171213-70893_017_loa_acp_consultation_document_issue_1.pdf
Responses can be given via an online form http://www.oxfordairport.co.uk/the-airport/publicconsultation or can be sent via email to consultation@londonoxfordairport.com

NEW CLASS D CONTROLLED AIRSPACE (CAS) CONSULTATIONS:
RAF BRIZE NORTON
The airspace surrounding RAF Brize Norton has not altered since it was established
approximately 40 years ago, and no longer accounts for the types and speeds of aircraft in
current operational use, and therefore the shape and dimensions need revision as felt
insufficient to provide adequate protection to aircraft on arrival to, or departure from the
Station. The nature of the operations supported from RAF Brize Norton requires large AT
aircraft to transport military personnel and/or large volumes of expensive and sensitive
national military assets, including weaponry and aviation fuel.
RAF Brize Norton wishes to make changes to the dimensions of the Class D airspace
surrounding the aerodrome in order to contain their aircraft within the CAS when arriving at
or departing from the airfield. The consultation seeks to present details of the proposed
changes and gain views on any resulting positive and negative impacts with new airspace
arrangements aiming to enhance efficiency and improve flight safety for all stakeholders.
RAF Brize Norton will hold a series of public consultation events to present
information on the proposals.
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A full list of the individual organisations being contacted directly is provided at Annex A2 of
the consultation document available to other stakeholders through the RAF Brize Norton
website (advertised through local media), public meetings and hard copy by post, on
request.
There are several ways to submit your response:
 Via a dedicated email address rafbrizenortonconsultation@ospreycsl.co.uk
 By post to RAF Brize Norton Consultation Response Osprey Consulting Services Ltd
Suite 10, The Hub Fowler Avenue, Farnborough Business Park, Farnborough GU14
7J
 During public meetings see https://www.raf.mod.uk/rafbrizenorton
Full details can be found at:
https://www.raf.mod.uk/rafbrizenorton/rafcms/mediafiles/8259A688_E36F_447D_738273767
0965DA4.pdf

EXETER AIRPORT
Exeter Airspace Change Proposal.
On 15th December 2017, Exeter Airport submitted its post consultation report and proposal
for a huge area of controlled airspace to the CAA.
This proposed change is being developed under the discredited CAP 725 requirements
rather than the CAP 1616 requirements which came into force on 2 Jan 2018. The response
fails to take into account GA stakeholder consultation inputs.
You can view the publication at https://www.exeter-airport.co.uk/content/uploads/70998021-Exeter-Airport-ACP-DocumentIssue-1_CAA-submission.pdf
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GASCo
www.gasco.org.uk
The General Aviation Safety Committee was formed as a result of a meeting of the
Conference of General Aviation Organisations held on 4th September 1964, under the
Chairmanship of the late Air Chief Marshal, the Earl of Bandon GBE, CB, CVO, DSO.
The Council's definition of "general aviation" includes all UK civil flying other than operations
by scheduled airlines and test, development and experimental flying. In other words, it
consists of all private and business aviation, including executive or corporate operations,
flying and gliding club and group activity, and commercial operations by small aircraft such
as air taxi, agricultural work and flying training. Member organisations cover ballooning,
gliding, hang gliding, home built aircraft, historic aircraft, microlighting, parachuting,
paragliding, helicopter flying, large model flying and of course general aviation aeroplanes.
GASCo’s Council Members regularly attend meetings of the General Aviation Strategic
Forum (GASF), the General Aviation Safety Partnership (GASP), the General Aviation
Consultative Committee (GACC), the Airspace & Safety Initiative Communication &
Education Programme (ACEP), the National Air Traffic Management Advisory Committee
(NATMAC), the airlines' UK Flight Safety Committee (UKFSC), the Small Helicopter Safety
Group (SHSG) and it is also a core member of the European General Aviation Safety Team
(EGAST) which is part of the EASA Strategic Safety Initiative.
2018’s safety presentation is “Aware Today, Alive Tomorrow” and addresses maintaining
situational awareness, the use of threat and error management to prevent loss of control
accidents, mid-air collisions and airspace infringements. This is an excellent informative
evening for all GA aviators.
GASCo SEMINARS 2018
The first GASCo seminar for 2018, “Weather Decision Making for GA”, has been confirmed
for the 26th September and will be held at The Met Office’s premises in Exeter. For further
details: www.gasco.org.uk
FLIGHT SAFETY EXTRA
Flight Safety Extra complements GASCo's magazine, Flight Safety and is another channel
by which GASCo hope to get flight safety information to you in a convenient way and
contains many valuable sources of flight safety information. To receive GASCo’s Flight
Safety extra free e-newsletter in full each month - please contact the GASCo Office 01634
200203 or email penny.gould@gen-av-safety.demon.co.uk

FORTHCOMING GASCo SAFETY PRESENTATION EVENINGS
Saturday
17th
February
2018

Pocklington

Monday
19th
February
2018

Surrey &
Sussex
Balloon
Group

Wolds Gliding Club
The Airfield
Hodsow Lane
Pocklington
York
YO42 1NP

Tony Kendall

TBA

TBA

19:00

E-mail: tonyk152@hotmail.com

TBA
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Tuesday
6th March
2018

Tuesday
6th March
2018

Cambridge

Buckingham
shire
Microlight
Club

Wednesday East Sussex
Gliding Club
7th March
2018

Wednesday Earls Colne
Airfield
7th March
2018

Thursday
8th March
2018

Goodwood
Aerodrome

The Cambridge Aero Club
The Airport
Newmarket Road
Cambridge
CB5 8RX.

Terry Holloway

Westcott Social Club
Ashingdon Road
Westcott
Aylesbury
Bucks
HP18 0NZ.

John Cox

Kitson Field
The Broyle
Ringmer
East Sussex
BN8 5AP.

Stephen Skinner - CFI

Anglian Flight Centres
Earls Colne Airfield
Colchester
Essex
CO6 2NS

Malcolm Wright, Instructor

The Supershell Building
Goodwood Aerodrome
Chichester
West Sussex
PO18 0PH.

Goodwood Flying School

19:00

Tel: 07785 316763
e-mail: th@marcamb.co.uk

19:30

Tel: 01442 826365
or e-mail: p9jmc@hotmail.com (for
location instructions)
19:30

Tel: 07710 294995
E-mail: deb@skinners.travel
19:30

Tel: Airfield - 017876 223676
Mobile: 07889 450770
E-mail: malcolmericwright@outlook.com
19:30

Tel: 01243 755066
E-mail: flyingschool@goodwood.com

Thursday
8th March
2018

Old
Buckenham

'Jimmy's Café
Old Buckenham Airfield
Abbey Road
Old Buckenham
Norfolk
NR17 1PU.

Matthew Wilkins or Geoffrey Lynch

Thursday
15th March
2018

LAA East of
Scotland
Strut
(Tranent)

Ross High Rugby Football Club
Blawearie Road
Tranent
East Lothian
EH23 2DB.

Iain Gibson

19:30

see: http://www.oldbuck.com/en/events/
gasco-safety-evening/

19:30

Tel: 0131 339 2351
E-mail: inrgibson001@btinternet.com

Both alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks will
be available on the night from the bar.
Wednesday Bodmin
21st March
2018

Thursday
22nd March
2018

Tuesday
3rd April
2018

Thursday
5th April
2018

Halfpenny
Green

Headcorn
Aerodrome

Staffordshire
Aero Club

Wednesday Hawarden
11th April

Bodmin Airfield
Airfield Road
Cardinham
Bodmin
Cornwall
PL30 4BU.

Pete White

19:30

Bobbington Village Hall
Six Ashes Road
Bobbington
South Staffordshire
DY7 5DU

Tony Dring

The Scramble Hut
Headcorn Aerodrome
Headcorn
Kent
TN27 9HX.

Julie Kelley

TBA

TBA

TBA

GA Centre
Aviation Park

Paul Crispin
Flintshire Flying School

19:30

Tel: 01752 406660 or 07805 805679
E-mail: pete@aeronca.co.uk
19:30

Tel: 01384 221565
E-mail: anthony.dring@yahoo.co.uk
19:30

Tel: 01622 891539
E-mail: ops@headcornaerodrome.co.uk
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2018

Hawarden
http://aviationparkgroup.co.uk/passengers/di
rections-to-aviation-park/

Tel: 01244 531723
E-mail: info@flintshireflyingschool.co.uk

Pre-registration by telephone or e-mail is
essential.
Visitors must sign in at security and then
follow signs to Chocks Away Diner
Monday
16th April
2018

Thursday
19th April
2018

City Airport
(Barton)

Netherthorp
e

Runway 26 Café & Bar
City Airport (Barton)
Liverpool Road
Eccles
Manchester
M30 7SA.

Please register attendance at
www.cityairportandheliport.com/safetyev
ening

Sheffield Aero Club
Netherthorpe Airfield
Thorpe Salvin
Worksop
S80 3JQ.

Lesley - Office Manager
Tel: 01909 475233

19:30

E-mail: info@cityairportltd.com

19:30

or
Neil Appleyard
Tel: 07850 119453
E-mail: info@sheffieldaeroclub.net

Thursday
26th April
2018

Tuesday
15th May
2018

Thirsk

Air Search
(Rochester
Airport)

Yorkshire Gliding Club
Sutton Bank
Hambleton
Thirsk
N. Yorkshire
YO7 2EY.

Josephine Runciman

TBA

TBA

19:30

Tel: 01845 597237
E-mail: enquiry@YGC.co.uk
TBA

Dates and venues for GASco Safety evening presentations are continually being
added.
Please see GASCo’s website for up to date information: www.gasco.org.uk
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http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

The VAC may be of interest to RAeC members who fly older aircraft types and aim of the
Vintage Aircraft Club is to provide a focal body for owners, pilots and enthusiasts of vintage
and classic light aircraft by arranging fly-ins and other events as well as publishing a
magazine called “Vintage and Classic”.

The Vintage Aircraft Club holds a variety of events throughout the year and an invitation is
extended to pilots and enthusiasts of vintage aircraft (loosely defined!) to join in at VAC flyins. During the winter months we hold regular member events including Aviation Poetry
Evenings, First Aid or Safety talks, visits to museums and private collections and
Engineering Days as well as our Annual Dinner and Awards Evening.

EVENTS
VAC’s Spring programme includes:
Sunday 18th February – VAC members Early Spring Lunch and Fly- In at Sywell
Aerodrome followed by a presentation by Steve Slater with SAM “Flying for Fun”.
Sunday 25th March – Informal safety discussion, “I learnt about flying from that..!” chaired
by Air Vice Marshal Lindsay Irvine. At LAA HQ, Turweston Aerodrome. 1pm-2.30pm.
Saturday 7th April –Fenland Daffodil Fly-In
Saturday 22nd April – Bicester Heritage Sunday Scramble. Invite to VAC aircraft by
arrangement.
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Saturday 28th April – Spring Fly-In, Turweston Aerodrome
For further information visit their website www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk or check out their
Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/The-Vintage-Aircraft-Club-118898681517285/
RECENT EVENTS
P&A WOOD ROLLS ROYCE AND VINTAGE FABRICS, AUDLEY END, ESSEX
The Vintage Aircraft Club had a day out at P&A Wood Rolls Royce and Vintage Fabrics and
enjoyed a tour of Vintage Fabrics,

VAC members at Vintage Fabrics

looking at some exclusive vintage aircraft as well as a peep at Mark Miller’s latest project, a
Leopard Moth who’s first owner was Gordon Selfridge.

Mark Miller talking to VAC members
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Royal Aero Club and RAeC Member Vacancies

THE ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST (RAeCT) VOLUNTEERS
The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) is constantly looking to involve people in its work. For further
details of voluntary positions please visit www.royalaeroclubcollection.org 'Contact Us' and use
the 'Select Subject' filter to select 'Volunteering'.
PART-TIME JOB VACANCY AT BMFA HQ AT BUCKMINSTER
Commencing in this spring there is a vacancy for a paid part-time position to assist with the day
to day running of the Centre and to provide cover and key-holder duty in respect of events being
held there.
Hours: 15 hours per week over 30 weeks per annum, with the possibility of job sharing.
For further information or an informal discussion please contact Manny Williamson (01162
441091).
To apply please send your C.V. and a brief covering letter by post to Mr M Williamson, BMFA
Buckminster, Sewstern Lane, Sewstern, Grantham, Lincs, NG33 5RW OR by email to
manny@bmfa.org
CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS: 28 th February 2018

BMFA VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
The BMFA are always happy to hear from volunteers. Below is a list of areas they are keen to
benefit from input, the list is not exhaustive but rather a guide.
 Instructing – all disciplines (rota)
Instructing – trial lessons (rota)
 Grounds maintenance – general site upkeep or Ornithology – wildlife habitat
 Event related activities; General duties; Key Holder or Flightline supervision.
 Public Relations or First aid or Weather station – IT support
 Museum – archive – historical.
If you would like to volunteer and become part of the BMFA Buckminster National Centre ‘story’
then please do get in touch. manny@bmfa.org

LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION: VOLUNTEER MENTORS AND AN
LAA INSPECTOR IN WEST LONDON
The LAA have a project that might need your help. Sitting in the storeroom of the Heathrow
Aviation Engineering University Technical College at Northwood, Middlesex is a shiny new
177
TLAC Sherwood Ranger kit. The UTC plans to use the Ranger as the basis of a Build-A-

Plane project. BUT the UTC needs volunteer mentors and an LAA inspector to assist with
the build and provide guidance. Drop Steve Slater a line at LAA HQ, Turweston Aerodrome,
Nr Brackley, Northamptonshire, NN13 5YD.

THE 2018 ICARUS CUP FOR BRITISH HUMAN-POWERED FLIGHT CLUB
The BHPFC is looking for volunteers to help at the 2018 Icarus Cup competition, 14-22 July
2018, which is open to overseas entries as well as British entrants.
For further details and information contact: join@bhpfc.org.uk

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION (BGA) AIRSPACE TEAM
The BGA is looking for new people to join the BGA airspace team. If you feel that you can
contribute, please contact John Williams via the BGA office.
Telephone: +44 (0) 116 289 2956 or Email: office@gliding.co.uk

THE GENERAL AVIATION ALLIANCE (GAA)
AIRSPACE SUPPORT CONSULTANT
The GA Alliance represents key organisations in the UK General Aviation (GA) industry to
address the need for co-ordinated response to UK regulatory issues and is seeking an
Airspace Support Consultant to provide contracted airspace project support services to GA
Alliance member organisations through the GAA airspace team.
The role includes ongoing proactive awareness, research and analysis of strategic and local
airspace issues as well as the development with others of potential solutions resulting in
guidance to the GA Alliance member organisations.
The successful candidate
 will have a strong technical understanding of UK airspace operations
 possess good knowledge of airspace developments in the UK
 have a good awareness of the relevant legislative framework
 be flexible and committed
 have strong interpersonal skills
 have strong verbal and written communication skills
 able to develop consensus and prepare high quality submissions and responses
which can be presented by GAA at both strategic and local levels
Applications should be submitted marked ‘in confidence – GAA airspace contractor’ to:Pete Stratten, Secretary, GA Alliance, 8 Merus Court, Meridian Business Park, Leicester,
LE19 1RJ
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YOUTH ACTIVITIES & OPPORTUNITIES
YOUTH IN AVIATION
Youth in Aviation is a collaboration of the non-profit, charitable and educational
organisations involved in enabling young people from all backgrounds to experience aviation
and aerospace inspiring the next generation. There are 16 organisations involved including
YES, RAF Cadets, Scouts; the Air League, Young Air Pilots, the BGA, RAF Museums,
the RAeS, Brooklands Museum all working together aiming to further the opportunities and
access to aviation and aerospace activities and providing over £300,000 of scholarships and
bursaries each year.

YES
Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft
Association, and more commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs,
leading industry companies, local education authorities, schools and universities and many
others to educate, encourage and inspire young people to take part in all sorts of activities
connected with aviation, through:








Aircraft building projects (YES Build-a-Plane)
Training in meteorology, navigation and airmanship
Exhibits and activities for young people at aviation shows
Arranging talks and practical activity sessions for schools and youth groups
Arranging aviation activity days for Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, and Explorers, Girl
Guides and others
Production and demonstration of training equipment for navigation and radio
communications
Maintaining an independent web-based aviation information centre for youngsters,
and
Providing guidance on a future career in the varied world of aviation.

They are a group of aviation enthusiasts and pilots who organise and support events to help
youngsters develop an interest in flying and get them into the air.

11th ANNUAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE
Saturday 10th March 2018
Brooklands Museum, Brooklands Road, Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 0QN
The Conference is more about hearing from others as well as putting over a YES message
in a short presentation in a joined up skills approach for encouraging young Pilots, Aircraft
Engineers, Operations and Training rather than a typical conference where people talk for 45
minutes.
The event at Brooklands brings together lots of organisations, charities, employers and
students to talk about their sort of aviation. So if you want to build models, fly planes or just
be an enthusiast that’s fine and YES will have something for everyone.
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Each presentation is short, usually only 5 minutes, so no chance to get fed up! Lots of
networking takes place over lunch. Lunchtime is a great time to network with Aviation
Experts, Aviation Organisations Education Experts, Funding Advisers Training Advisers and
Special Guests
At the end of the day there is a tour of the new Aircraft Factory facility.

Cost: £12.50 and includes lunch. Pre-registration required.
To register contact Virginia Smith virginiasmith@brooklandsmuseum.com or telephone her
on 01932 857381
For further information contact Stewart Luck captainluck@hotmail.com (07974 188395)

LAA YOUTH & EDUCATION STRUT EVENTS
Saturday 3 March: A YES/ Shuttleworth partnership event begins with a talk by 'Dodge'
Bailey on Flying the DH88 Comet followed by a short presentation on what Youth &
Education Support does with a presentation by YES Ambassador Stuart Blakemore. He will
talk about the kids that built a plane at his school and their life changing experiences and
skills learnt for life. It
Cost: £55 (£50 for members of SVAS) which includes lunch and after lunch tours of
Shuttleworth Mansion and the collection.
Details and bookings online via www.shuttleworth.org/whats-on
Saturday 21st April: RAF Museum, Cosford. This Youth Aviation Conference is another
opportunity to network and hear about opportunities for young people interested in aviation
careers and as a leisure activity.
This event is Free of Charge and includes museum admission. Pre-registration required.
Details from captainluck@hotmail.com On-line digi-ticketing through the museum website
www.rafmuseum.org/cosford

Sunday May 6th: Shuttleworth’s RAF Centenary Airshow.
There will be activities for
youngsters in the Discovery Tent. www.shuttleworth.org/whats-on

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2018
The UKRoc is a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths) competition organised by
ADS Group, the over 1000 UK companies membership UK trade organisation representing the
Aerospace, Defence, Security and Space sectors.
ADS Group objective is to increase engagement and understanding in STEM based subjects and
to encourage young people to continue into tertiary education and careers in the aerospace
sector.
This international competition is to build, launch and safely land a rocket. There are strict criteria
and competition rules and more than 100 teams registered for the 2017 competition.
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There are three stages. The regional events running throughout the UK during April 2018 for the
UK teams to launch their rockets is Stage One. The Midland Regional event will be held at the
BMFA Buckminster Centre and will host many teams as they prep and launch their rockets.
Stage 2 is the National Final with the winning team going on to Stage 3, the International Final,
which takes place at the Farnborough International Airshow. The BMFA supports the teams by
securing appropriate insurance for rocket launching.
Full details, competition rules and how to register
UKROC@adsgroup.org.uk or visit www.ukayroc.org.uk

to

participate

contact

CADET SCHEMES
There are many opportunities and the majority of gliding clubs in the UK offer cadet
schemes. These schemes offer lower flying rates and sometime FREE flying in return for
assisting with daily club operations. Contact your nearest gliding club for details
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative.
See www.juniorgliding.co.uk for details.

THE AIR LEAGUE
The Air League has an App for young people to find out more about careers in aviation
http://www.airleague.co.uk/youthinaviation

THE NEW BMAA HORIZONS PROJECT
The new Horizon Project is a build-a-plane scheme for schools and provides a school with a
comprehensive kit of parts to build a two seat microlight aircraft. On completion the aircraft is
test flown by a fully qualified Test Pilot.
After the test flight the aircraft will be sold to provide funds for another New Horizons build-aplane project.
The BMAA appoints an experienced builder, as a mentor, who can also help with the more
complex parts of the build, but the main construction will be completed by the students.
For more information: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/new-horizons
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ROYAL AERO CLUB ANNUAL PRESENTATION OF TROPHIES AND AWARDS
AT THE ROYAL AIR FORCE CLUB, 128 PICCADILLY, LONDON – THURSDAY 17 MAY 2018 at 17.30 hours
ADMISSION BY TICKET ONLY
I would like to purchase …………………….. guest tickets at £37 each. We regret that due to increased venue costs, we are unable to
offer reductions for multiple tickets this year.
I enclose a cheque payable to the Royal Aero Club for £……………
Please send all the tickets to me at the address below / send tickets to each individual at their address [Delete as inapplicable]
Please note that we have to ask for home addresses of all those attending for security purposes. Also for security reasons please note
that we are unable to offer refunds or accept bookings after Wednesday 9th May.
The details of those attending are:
Name

Tickets booked by Name……………………………………………….

Home Address

Email ……………………………………………………………

Telephone: ……………….…………………………………………
Please return this form to:
Royal Aero Club, Chacksfield House, 31 St Andrew’s Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE, tel: 0116 2440182.
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THE ROYAL AERO CLUB
O F
T H E
U N I T E D
K I N G D O M
The Coordinating Body of British Airsport Organisations

Chacksfield House
31 St Andrew’s Road
Leicester
LE2 8RE

Patron: Her Majesty The Queen
President: His Royal Highness the Duke of York, KG

Tel: 0116 2440182
Fax: 0116 2440645
secretary@royalaeroclub.org
www.royalaeroclub.org

Individual Membership of the Royal Aero Club
The Royal Aero Club co-ordinates and represents all forms of air sports and recreational air activity in the
United Kingdom. Its officers and volunteers from all branches of the sport are fighting to protect our
pursuits from the increasing pressures of legislation and restriction, from local, national and international
bureaucracy. We also endeavour to create a positive image and encourage participation for all air sports.
Needless to say, all this costs money and the more there is, the more effective we can be. To this end we
are asking you to join the Royal Aero Club as an individual member to help us preserve this unique form
of leisure and to strengthen your connection with aviation.
By joining the Royal Aero Club your £18 annual subscription will be valuable in helping to protect your
right to pursue your hobby. Your active participation would be even more welcome. Member benefits
include a quarterly newsletter and the use of the Royal Aeronautical Society premises.
For further details, or to pay the subscription by standing order, please contact:
The Royal Aero Club, Chacksfield House, 31 St Andrew’s Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE
Tel 0116 2440182 Fax 0116 2440645 email secretary@royalaeroclub.org. Or visit our website at
www.royalaeroclub.org

ROYAL AERO CLUB INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
Please do not return this form if you pay by standing order

I wish to become an individual member of the Royal Aero Club. I enclose my £18
subscription for the year.
Total payment enclosed: …………………………
Name …….…………………………………………………………………………………………..
Address ….…………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………..………………………………………………… Postcode ………………………………
Tel ………………………………. Email ……………………………………….…………………
My aviation interests are
………………………………………………………………………………….………………………
Please return to:
The Secretary, Royal Aero Club, Chacksfield House, 31 St Andrew’s Road,
Leicester, LE2 8RE
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